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Abstract of the dissertation 

 

Wearable Electrochemical Biosensors for Healthcare Monitoring Applications 

by 

Jayoung Kim 

 

Doctor of Philosophy in Material Science and Engineering 

University of California San Diego, 2018   

Professor Joseph Wang, Chair 

Wearable biosensors represent a promising opportunity to continuously and non-invasively 

track human physiology through dynamic measurements of chemical markers in bio-fluids such 

as sweat, tears, saliva and interstitial fluid. Such biosensing platforms can thus offer real-time 

biochemical information toward a more comprehensive view of a wearer’s health, performance or 

stress at the molecular level. The growing recent interest in wearable and mobile technologies has 

led to increased research efforts toward development of non-invasive biomarker monitoring 

platforms. Continuous biomonitoring addresses the limitations of finger-stick blood testing and 

provides the opportunity for optimal therapeutic interventions. My research for Ph. D is focused 



 xvi 

on developing wearable sensors and biosensors along with non-invasive biosensing opportunities 

and the potential impact of such wearable devices on our daily life. The present thesis covers the 

key target analytes and applications along with innovative biosensing technologies that have had 

a major impact on the reliability and applicability of such devices. These advances and 

opportunities are discussed along with the bottlenecks and gaps for realizing effective wearable 

biosensors in practical healthcare and performance monitoring. The specific sensing requirements 

and operational challenges associated with each bio-fluid are discussed separately along with 

potential target analytes and corresponding wearable platforms. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

1.1 Developments of wearable biosensors 

1.1.1 Introduction 

Wearable sensors have received tremendous attention since the arrival of smartphones and 

other mobile devices, owing to their ability to provide useful insights into the performance and 

health of individuals.1-5 Early efforts in this area focused on physical sensors that monitored 

mobility and vital signs, such as steps, burned calories, or heart rate. The face of wearable devices 

has changed rapidly in recent years with researchers branching out from tracking physical exercise 

activity to focus on tackling major challenges such as the management of diabetes or remote 

monitoring of the elderly. Significant progress has thus been made in the area of wearable chemical 

sensors, with several groups introducing innovative biosensing platforms for non-invasive 

chemical analysis of bio-fluids such as sweat, tears, saliva or interstitial fluid (ISF). The resulting 

wearable biosensors enable continuous, real-time monitoring of biomarkers in these non-invasive 

fluids and can thus tender extremely useful biochemical information regarding a wearer’s health 

and performance. Such real-time biochemical information can enhance the management of chronic 

diseases and alert the user or medical professionals of abnormal or unforeseen situations.  

Biosensor technology is a field in a quest for innovative applications. A typical biosensor 

contains two basic functional units: a bioreceptor (e.g. enzyme, antibody, DNA) responsible for 

the selective recognition of the target analyte, and a physico-chemical transducer (e.g. 

electrochemical, optical or mechanical) that translates this biorecognition event into a useful signal 

(Figure 1.1.1 (A)). Such devices were initially developed for in-vitro measurements in controlled 
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(laboratory or point-of-care) settings or for single-use home testing (e.g. blood glucose test strips). 

Biosensors hold considerable promise for wearable applications due to their high specificity, speed, 

portability, low cost and low power requirements, and have already been widely applied to a 

variety of on-body application sites ranging from head-to-toe, targeting an array of important 

analytes (Figure 1.1.1 (B)). 

This perspective covers the historic path toward wearable biosensors, the current status and 

latest innovations of these promising on-body platforms and highlights remaining challenges and 

gaps toward their widespread realization. Wearable biosensors can obviate painful and risky blood 

sampling procedures and can be readily blended with a wearer’s daily routine. To accomplish this 

capability, the wearable platform must provide direct and continuous contact with the sampled 

bio-fluids without inducing any discomfort to the wearer. Such body compliance can be achieved 

through use of advanced materials and smart designs that provide the necessary flexibility and 

stretchability. The realization of commercial wearable biosensors is significantly more challenging 

compared to their activity-tracking counterparts or common lab-based biosensors due to 

fundamental issues related to continuous on-body chemical sensing. These difficulties include 

surface biofouling, fragility of many bioreceptors, and the challenges of calibrating an on-body 

chemical sensor, performing multi-step bioaffinity assays, and transporting the sample over the 

sensor. Hence, the successful development of wearable biosensors requires highly selective and 

stable bioreceptors, capable of recognizing target analytes in physiologically-relevant 

concentrations, along with integrated bio-fluid sampling systems. A proper fluid sampling system 

is desired to providing effective and rapid transport of the bio-fluid over the sensor to ensure a 

reproducible signal and negligible sample contamination. Further, fully integrated wearable 

biosensing platforms would require incorporation of wireless electronics to allow signal 
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transmission along with the necessary energy source. In addition to these issues, the wide 

acceptance of such wearable biosensor technology requires understanding of the chemical 

composition of non-invasive body fluids, such as sweat or tears, and its relation to blood chemistry. 

Proteomic and genomic analyses of sweat and tears are still in their infancy and little is known 

about protein and nucleic-acid biomarkers present in these non-invasive bio-fluids. New wearable 

biosensor platforms can shed extremely useful insights into dynamic biochemical processes in 

these bio-fluids. Accordingly, we are only at the beginning of understanding how wearable 

biosensor technologies can improve our health and performance. 

In the following sections, we provide a brief history of biosensing technologies leading to 

current wearable biosensors followed by discussion of current bottlenecks to the monitoring of 

non-invasive bio-fluids, along with biosensing opportunities and the potential impact of such 

wearable biosensors on our daily life, in general, and on healthcare, in particular. The specific 

sensing requirements and operational challenges associated with each bio-fluid are discussed 

separately along with potential target analytes and corresponding wearable platforms.   
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Figure 1.1.1 Biosensor components and examples of wearable biosensors. (A) Schematic 
representation of biosensor operation principles (B) Representative examples of wearable 
biosensors. Adapted from ref.6-16.  
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1.1.2 The Historic Path toward Modern Biosensors and 

Wearable Devices 

The concept of enzyme electrodes was proposed by Clark and Lyons in 196217. Their 

device relied on entrapment of the enzyme glucose oxidase (GOx) over an amperometric oxygen 

electrode that monitored the oxygen consumed by the biocatalytic reaction. Clark's 

electrochemical biosensor technology was transferred to the Yellow Spring Instrument (YSI) 

Company, which launched the first dedicated blood glucose analyzer (YSI Model 23 Analyzer) in 

1975. Biosensors became a ‘hot’ topic during the 1980s, reflecting the growing emphasis on 

biotechnology. New biosensor transduction principles were introduced during this decade, 

including fiber-optic and mass-sensitive (piezoelectric) devices18-24. Considerable efforts during 

the 1980s led also to the introduction of commercial self-testing blood glucose strips that utilized 

mediator-based enzyme electrodes25, 26. Subsequent activity during the 1990s resulted in 

subcutaneously implantable needle-type electrodes for real-time in-vivo glucose monitoring27. 

These subcutaneously implantable glucose sensors moved in the early 2000 to commercial 

continuous glucose monitors (CGMs) that track in real-time the glucose level in the interstitial 

fluid, along with diabetes relevant trends and patterns28, 29. The emergence of nanotechnology in 

the late 1990s has led to variety of nanomaterial-based biosensors exploiting the attractive 

properties of different nanomaterials, such as silicon nanowires and gold nanoparticles, for label-

free or amplified biosensing, respectively30, 31. The specific base-pair recognition of DNA 

sequences led to the development of different DNA biosensors in the late 1990s32-34. Such nucleic 

acid sensors are currently playing a growing role in genomic sequence analysis. These advances 

in biosensor technology over the past five decades paved the way to modern wearable biosensors, 

discussed in this article. 
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1.2 Tears-based chemical sensors: 

Health monitoring through your eyes 

Human tears, or lachrymal fluid, is secreted by the lachrymal gland as one of the protecting 

films covering the eye. Tears contain both low and high molecular weight compounds that diffuse 

directly from the blood and exhibit close tear-blood concentration correlations. Tears are also less 

complex than blood and are part of the antifouling mechanism of the eye. These characteristics 

make human tears an attractive non-invasive diagnostic bio-fluid for healthcare monitoring 

applications35-39.  In particular, tear glucose concentrations have been shown to exhibit good 

correlation with blood glucose levels, reflecting the diffusion from the lachrymal artery40-42. 

Despite the demonstrated correlations, sampling tears for in-vitro diagnoses is associated with 

errors due to: (i) small sample volumes43, (ii) ease of evaporation during sample collection, (iii) 

variations between individuals and throughout the day44, and (iv) challenging collection methods 

that affect the sampled analyte concentrations45, 46. The accuracy of such in vitro tears diagnostic 

assays strongly depends on the collection method.  Reflex tears, generated during emotional or 

mechanical stimulation, have different compositions than basal tears, which make up the protective 

tear film covering the eye surface at all times. These variations and challenges highlight the need 

for developing wearable non-invasive tears sensing platforms without eye-irritation.  

This section covers several examples of contact lens-based tear biosensors and discusses 

strategies to address the challenges associated with the delicate nature of the human eye.  Contact 

lens-based systems represent an attractive solution to tear collection issues as they can be worn 

without eye irritation and are in direct constant contact with basal tears35, 38, 39. The rapid 

development of soft materials used for contact lens fabrication offers high degrees of flexibility to 
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minimize eye irritation and avoid discomfort to the wearer. These materials also provide the 

oxygen permeability necessary to avoid oxygen deficiencies and enhance the accuracy of 

continuous metabolite monitoring. As a result of these attractive characteristics, Google, in 

partnership with Novartis, made the most noticeable endeavor by applying their expertise in 

electronics miniaturization and applied medical technologies, respectively, to develop a consumer 

available contact lens sensing platform for tears glucose monitoring16. The developed prototype 

lens consisted of a wireless control chip, miniature electrochemical transducer, and antenna on a 

soft contact lens platform with the glucose sensor embedded within a hydrogel matrix to non-

invasively measure glucose concentrations in the surrounding tears (Figure 1.2.1 (A)). This 

industry partnership is projected to accelerate the introduction of contact lens-based biosensors to 

the commercial market. 

Contact lens-based sensors were initially introduced utilizing optical detection of tear 

glucose levels based on the interaction of glucose with Concanavalin A or phenylboronic acid 

derivatives47, 48. The field was further advanced by Parviz’s team. Their first electrochemical 

prototype was composed of amperometric circuitry fabricated using photoresist and thin metal 

deposition, and applied onto a flexible poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) film that was thermally 

molded into the desired contact lens shape49.  The applied GOX recognition element was 

immobilized using a sol-gel matrix and Nafion polymer. Amperometric glucose monitoring 

displayed good sensitivity and linearity across the relevant physiological tear glucose 

concentration range. However, the sensor selectivity was compromised by interfering electroactive 

tear constituents such as ascorbate, lactate and urea.  The same group subsequently proceeded to 

address the accuracy issue by developing the “dual sensor setup” that implemented additional 

control (GOx-free) working and counter electrodes50. The background response, generated at the 
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control electrodes, reflected the oxidation of the interfering species and was subtracted from the 

primary GOx-based response yielded improved accuracy. However, the device was not yet 

practical due to the absence of wireless electronics. Subsequent work by Yao et al. integrated a 

wirelessly powered telecommunication circuit to a tear glucose biosensor on a contact lens 

platform (Figure 1.2.1 (B))51. The accuracy of the glucose sensor was further improved using a 

deactivated GOX on the control electrodes to allow subtraction of the background current, which 

resulted in improved sensitivity and stability of the glucose response. Further progress has since 

been made by embedding a wireless read out chip (2.4 GHz) and by powering with far-field 

electromagnetic radiation (3µW within 15 cm)52.  

The integration of an appropriate power source represents a major challenge for the 

practical incorporation of bioelectronics into contact lenses. An attractive bioelectronics power 

generating strategy relies on an integrated biofuel cell system involving biofuels present in the tear 

fluid53-55. These systems utilize biofuels, such as glucose, ascorbate and lactate for the anode 

reaction, and oxygen alone for the cathode reaction. This concept was further developed to form a 

‘self-powered contact lens’ enabling operation of the tears biosensor without necessitating external 

power sources53. Metabolite fuels, other than the target analyte, can be used as the fuel source 

without affecting the concentration of the analyte of interest. For instance, the Shleev group 

utilized the abundant ascorbate in tears (as high as 0.665 mM) as the fuel through abiotic catalysis 

of a 3D-structured gold electrode coupled with oxygen reduction to provide the power necessary 

for glucose biosensing (Figure 1.2.1 (C)). This biofuel cell displayed an attractive performance 

with a maximal power density of 3.1 µW cm-2 at 0.25 V with a stable current density output of 

0.55 µA cm-2 at 0.4 V for 6 h of continuous operation.  
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Figure 1.2.1 Tears/saliva-based biosensors. (a) Pictorial depiction of contact lens sensor 
previously under co-development by Google and Novartis to measure tears glucose concentrations 
in a miniaturized glucose sensor. Adapted from (https://sites.google.com/site/smartcontactlens/) 
(b) Schematic depiction of wireless contact lens tear sensor platform for glucose monitoring. 
Adapted from ref.51. (c) Schematic representation of self-powered tear glucose sensing contact 
lenses. Adapted from ref.53. (d) Depiction of soft contact lens biosensor for in situ monitoring of 
tear glucose levels with schematic representation of wired sensor configuration. Adapted from 
ref.41. (e) Depiction of Noviosense electrochemical tear glucose sensor. Adapted from 
(http://noviosense.com) (f) Pictorial depiction of oral fluoride ion telemetry potentiometric saliva 
sensor with in-mouth application. Adapted from ref.56. (g) Schematic representation of tooth 
enamel tattoo graphene-based bacteria sensor with schematic representation of operation 
principles. Adapted from ref.57. (h) Depiction of mouthguard-based sensor for glucose monitoring 
in saliva with on-body application. Adapted from refs.38, 58. 
 

Another approach to the development of viable contact lens sensors was demonstrated in 

vivo using a rabbit model (Figure 1.2.1 (D))42.  Flexible microelectrodes were fabricated on a 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer with GOX immobilized onto the working electrodes with a 

co-polymer mixture of 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine and 2-ethylhexyl methacrylate 

(PMEH) to prevent leaching. The sensor strip was connected to an external power source during 

trials, and tear glucose fluctuations were monitored in a rabbit model with 10 min time delay 

relative to blood glucose concentrations. Additionally, Park group combined glucose and ocular 
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pressure contact lens sensors for wireless in vivo glucose monitoring in the eye of a rabbit and in-

vitro monitoring of ocular pressure using a bovine eyeball59.  The same group recently integrated 

a display into the soft lens, visualizing the in vivo rabbit tear glucose response in real-time60. A 

tear-based sensing device, involving a small spring-like electrochemical sensor, was designed by 

Noviosense Inc. (http://noviosense.com) for placement in the conjunctival fornix toward constant 

access to tear fluid without causing discomfort (Figure 1.2.1 (E)). Such sensor placement at the 

base of the eye (behind the eyelid) provides continuous tear glucose measurements along with 

wireless data transmission.  

              Overall, tears-based sensors have been focused primarily on glucose monitoring but 

indicate considerable promise for non-invasive sensing of other physiologically important 

biomarkers. The scope of new tear analytes can thus be expanded to additional metabolites and 

key electrolytes that display close relationships with blood. For example, direct non-invasive 

assays of tear catecholamines can also be developed for improving the diagnosis of glaucoma.61 

Non-invasive tear monitoring could also be expanded to the detection of protein disease 

biomarkers, but these applications require future validation of the tear-blood concentration 

correlation and understanding of the tears chemistry, in general. Wearable contact lens tear 

monitoring platforms are highly advantageous as they do not cause any eye irritation and yield a 

relatively consistent tear fluid composition. Such systems have already proven attractive for 

monitoring health status and can be further expanded toward therapeutic applications with 

potential capability enhancement by miniaturization of the electronic interface and power source 

toward full integration onto the lens. Due to sensitive nature of eye, in vivo evaluations of tear 

biosensors currently rely on animal studies, but further efforts and safety measures should lead to 

practical applications with human subjects.   
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1.3 Oral-cavity chemical sensors:  

Saliva-based health and wellness monitoring 

The interest in saliva as a diagnostic fluid has advanced rapidly in recent years62. Saliva is 

a complex oral fluid, produced mainly by the parotid gland and is composed of numerous 

constituents, such as metabolites, enzymes, hormones, proteins, microorganisms, and ions63-69. 

Several of these saliva biomarkers (e.g. drug, hormones, metabolites, antibodies) have been used 

in clinical settings as they offer meaningful diagnostic information68, 70-73. These components pass 

directly from the bloodstream via transcellular or paracellular paths, making saliva the “mirror of 

the human body”, that reflects the body physiological state to offer a non-invasive alternative to 

blood analysis. The high protein content of saliva makes it attractive for detecting disease and 

stress biomarkers toward biomedical and fitness monitoring.  

        Since saliva can be readily collected69, 74, 75, it has been used in connection to in vitro 

diagnostic biosensors on strips or portable device platforms62, 76-84.  However, few studies have 

focused on developing wearable oral cavity biosensors, likely due to potential biofouling effects 

caused by the rich salivary protein content and the very low concentration of some target 

biomarkers. In-mouth biosensing platforms can offer an attractive non-invasive route for obtaining 

dynamic chemical information from saliva. This section will describe recent advances toward 

wearable oral cavity biosensors for real-time saliva monitoring, along with related challenges and 

potential solutions.  

The first example of a wearable oral sensor was demonstrated in the 1960s and was based 

on a partial denture platform for monitoring mastication (Figure 1.2.1 (F))56, 85. These denture-

based electrochemical sensors were aimed at continuous measurements of plaque pH (a parameter 
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for monitoring plaque acidogenicity)86, as well as for monitoring fluoride concentrations for 

dentifrice efficacy. The potentiometric sensing platform consisted of liquid junction ion-selective 

electrodes, miniature transmitters, and the necessary power supply for real-time ion monitoring. 

However, such in-mouth operation required the replacement of several teeth by the sensors and 

was subject to risks associated with potential leakage of the internal sensor solution. The device 

also required pre-calibration and displayed a temperature dependent response. Further efforts by 

Minamitani et al. led to a denture-based platform that was easily worn without replacing teeth, and 

included concurrent calibration of the potentiometric response with temperature sensors87.  

The field of oral biosensing was expanded by Mannoor et al. who reported graphene-based 

nanosensors printed onto water-soluble silk and transferred directly onto tooth enamel for passive, 

wireless bacteria detection (Figure 1.2.1 (G))57. These oral-cavity sensors were integrated with a 

resonant coil for battery-free operation and were capable of detecting salivary bacteria at the single 

cell level using a naturally occurring antimicrobial peptide (AMP) biorecognition element along 

with label-free impedance transduction. This attractive wearable biosensing concept could be 

expanded to the continuous monitoring of other salivary biomarkers.  

The early demonstrations of oral-cavity sensor capabilities and potential, coupled with 

multiple in vitro studies that showed good correlations between blood and salivary metabolite 

levels, encouraged recent research efforts toward the development of modern oral cavity salivary 

metabolite sensors, particularly in connection to wearable mouthguard platforms. The Wang group 

reported the first mouthguard-based salivary metabolite electrochemical biosensors through 

integration of screen-printed enzymatic electrodes88. Salivary lactate has shown great correlation 

with blood lactate levels, which is a known physical stress marker89, 90. The developed device 

electrochemically detected salivary lactate by employing the lactate oxidase enzyme, which 
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provided for selective signal transduction, and was capable of promoting anti-fouling in undiluted 

human salivary samples by introducing electro-polymerized ortho-phenylenediamine (OPD) for 

continuous, non-invasive physiological monitoring of an individual’s fitness state. The group 

further continued development of oral-cavity sensors by demonstrating a mouthguard-based uric 

acid biosensor that incorporated anatomically miniaturized instrumentation electronics featuring a 

potentiostat, microcontroller, and a Bluetooth low energy (BLE) transceiver for monitoring 

salivary uric acid levels toward clinical applications7. This platform enabled non-invasive 

monitoring of blood uric acid levels, which is a biomarker for various diseases (e.g. hyperuricemia, 

gout, renal syndrome), and displayed highly sensitive, selective, stable and rapid response toward 

obtaining dynamic chemical data on salivary biomarkers in the oral cavity. 

Arakawa et al. also developed detachable “cavitas sensors” to measure salivary glucose 

levels on a mouthguard platform (Figure 1.2.1 (H))58. The developed sensors were based on a 

GOX-modified poly(ethylene terephthalate) glycol (PETG) surface, and the device was seamlessly 

integrated with a wireless transmitter on a custom-fitted monolithic mouthguard platform. This 

configuration enabled the telemetric measurement of salivary glucose in artificial saliva over the 

relevant physiological range (5-1000 µM) and the device was further characterized through 

connection to a phantom jaw that mimicked the human oral cavity with a saliva flow system. 

As demonstrated in these studies, salivary glucose has been highlighted as having a positive 

correlation with blood glucose levels. This correlation reflects the diffusion and active transport of 

blood components to the salivary gland73. This direct relationship provides a highly advantageous, 

non-invasive route for glucose sampling. In the case of diabetes, changes in hormonal and neural 

balance may impact the salivary glands, which act as a filter from the blood, and lead to increased 

secretion of salivary glucose. Salivary glucose can thus offer an alternative non-invasive screening 
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route for diabetic patients91-96. Soni et al. demonstrated the correlation between blood and saliva 

glucose concentrations to be R = 0.64 in healthy subjects, while diabetic subjects showed a much 

closer relationship with R = 0.9576. However, further large-population studies are required before 

considering the use of salivary glucose for screening or monitoring diabetes. 

Despite the promise of saliva as a non-invasive diagnostic fluid, challenges still remain 

toward the realization of widespread accurate monitoring applications. The concentrations of many 

important biomarkers in saliva are significantly lower than in blood, requiring highly sensitive 

sensing systems for accurate monitoring. Caution must also be used to avoid potential gum 

bleeding, which would lead to contamination or false signals. The high concentrations of protein 

in saliva, including mucins and proteolytic enzymes, along with food debris, can lead to rapid 

biofouling of the oral cavity sensor through non-specific absorption at the transducer surface. Such 

challenges can be addressed by developing permselective protective sensor coatings that exclude 

macromolecules from the surface.  

Future work toward practical in-mouth applications requires detailed validation studies in 

comparison with blood, and critical assessment to safety issues, such as biocompatibility, potential 

toxicity, sterilization, and operational stability for in-mouth operation. Effective device 

encapsulation (including the supporting electronic interface and power supply) and use of 

biocompatible materials are essential for eliminating risks related to their contact with the saliva 

fluid (in particular, chemical leaching to the surrounding fluid). Such encapsulation is also 

essential for protecting the functionality of the electronics. Continuous discovery of new saliva 

biomarkers will further be helpful for expanding the diagnostic scope of saliva. Such diagnostic 

capabilities can benefit from the introduction of multiplexed oral cavity biosensors.   
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1.4 Epidermal biosensors: A chemistry lab on the skin 

Taking into account that the epidermis covers an overwhelming majority of our body, skin-

worn conformal devices have received the greatest recent attention among the various types of 

wearable chemical sensors. In this section we discuss the development of epidermal chemical 

sensing devices that non-invasively measure target metabolites and electrolytes in epidermal bio-

fluids (sweat and ISF) for a wide variety of biomedical and fitness applications. We describe recent 

efforts to obtain accurate analysis in connection to multiplexed sensing, epidermal microfluidics, 

and iontophoretic sampling. Additionally, operational challenges for such reliable epidermal 

chemical sensing, associated with the inherent nature of sweat and the epidermis, are discussed. 

Sweat is the most readily obtainable bio-fluid for chemical sensing applications since sweat 

glands are distributed across the entire body with more than 100 glands/cm2 of skin. This 

physiology provides the most viable sampling sites and surface area outside the body. However, 

sweat must be excreted to the outer skin surface to be analyzed. Such sweat generation can be 

accomplished through exercise activity, thermal heating, or iontophoretic stimulation.  Generally, 

sweat contains metabolites (e.g.  lactate, glucose, urea) along with electrolytes (e.g. sodium, 

potassium, chloride), trace elements (e.g. zinc, copper), and small amounts of large molecules (e.g. 

proteins, nucleic acids, etc.). These markers make the in situ sweat analysis of considerable interest 

for non-invasive monitoring of physiologic health status (e.g. hydration, physical stress) and for 

disease diagnosis and management (e.g. cystic fibrosis, diabetes). Yet, additional research is 

needed for determining and validating the clinical value of sweat as a diagnostic fluid. Such 

understanding of sweat chemistry, along with advances in sweat sampling and detection 

technologies, should accelerate sweat-based diagnostic opportunities. 
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Epidermal biosensors facilitate continuous real-time monitoring of sweat and ISF 

chemistry. Such skin-worn biosensors commonly rely on different transduction modes (e.g. optical, 

electrochemical, and mechanical) along with biocatalytic and ion-recognition receptors. 

Significant progress has been made recently toward a variety of skin-worn platforms, offering 

continuous contact with epidermal bio-fluids along with wearer comfort9, 12, 97-108.   Such devices 

have been realized through direct transfer of sensors onto the skin (using E-skin or printed 

temporary tattoos), by incorporating them into wrist-bands and patches or by embedding them 

directly into textiles to ensure tight contact with the skin while allowing endurance of mechanical 

stresses encountered during body movements.  

Among the various biosensing techniques, electrochemical biosensors have received the 

greatest attention and have been developed at the fastest pace. For these reasons, we begin our 

discussion on recent advancements in epidermal biosensing technologies with wearable platforms 

that have employed electrochemical detection. Gao et al. made a tremendous advance in the in situ 

quantitative analysis of sweat by developing a fully-integrated patch-based wearable sensor array 

for multiplexed sweat monitoring (Figure 1.4.1(A))103. Given that sweat is a bio-information rich 

bio-fluid, simultaneous non-invasive multi-analyte sensing is extremely attractive but requires an 

accurate monitoring system. In this work, the Berkeley team demonstrated the simultaneous 

monitoring of sweat metabolites (e.g. glucose and lactate) and electrolytes (e.g. sodium and 

potassium ions), along with skin temperature. This pioneering work greatly advanced the wearable 

sensing field by filling the gap between signal transduction, conditioning, processing, wireless 

transmission and system integration. This was accomplished by merging flexible patch-type 

sensors with a flexible circuit board for accurate assessment via advanced signal processing of the 

physiological states of the human subjects during prolonged exercise.  
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Kim and coworkers made significant advances through demonstration of nanomaterial-

based sweat glucose monitoring devices integrated with a transdermal drug delivery system 

(Figure 1.4.1(B))104. In their initial report, they introduced functionalized graphene to stretchable 

serpentine-structured electrodes for enhanced electrochemical biosensing of glucose in sweat 

during physical exercise. Simultaneous measurements of pH, humidity and temperature enabled 

improved accuracy of the collected sweat glucose sensing data. In further work, they improved the 

system for efficient sweat control and sensing by modifying the assembly of their device with 

multiple sweat-uptake and waterproof layers, and by miniaturizing the sensor to enable reliable 

measurements using ~1 µl sweat volumes109. In both cases, the biosensing devices were combined 

with bio-resorbable, temperature-responsive microneedles for controlled transcutaneous drug 

delivery toward closed-loop epidermal diabetes management.  

Other than patch-type sweat biosensors, wearable healthcare monitoring devices have been 

fabricated on adhesive bandage platforms. The Heikenfeld group developed a radio frequency 

identification (RFID) sensor platform for the potentiometric detection of ions in sweat coupled 

with temperature measurements (Figure 1.4.1(D))110. The device had the ability to wirelessly 

transmit collected data when coupled with an Android smartphone app. Sweat was collected 

through a porous adhesive layer and paper microfluidics layers, with the bandage electrochemical 

sensors measuring sweat sodium toward hydration monitoring during exercise activity.  

Another bandage-type biosensing platform was introduced by the Wang team toward 

clinical wound healing monitoring111. Uric acid concentrations in wound exudate has been shown 

to directly correlate with wound severity. A bandage biosensor was developed for monitoring uric 

acid levels using screen-printed electrodes, modified with the enzyme uricase and interfaced with 

a custom designed wearable potentiostat for wireless amperomeric detection by RFID or near-filed 
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communication (NFC). More recently, a wireless bandage-type biosensing device was developed 

by the same group for detecting the enzyme tyrosinase (TYR), which is a potential melanoma 

screening indicator, in connection to the immobilized catechol substrate (Figure 1.4.1(E))112. 

Unlike earlier wearable biocatalytic sensors designed for detecting the corresponding metabolite 

substrates, this bandage biosensor represents the first example of a wearable devices aimed at 

detecting enzyme biomarkers. The attractive performance of the new TYR bandage biosensor 

indicates promise for rapid screening of melanoma.  

Temporary tattoos, coupled with screen printed flexible electrodes, offer an attractive 

platform for skin-worn biosensing devices as they allow direct and continuous contact with the 

skin surface107. Such body-compliant, tattoo-like sensors couple highly favorable substrate skin 

elasticity and tight contact with the skin, with an attractive electrochemical performance. Tattoo-

based, screen-printed epidermal biosensors have thus been shown by Wang team to allow real-

time, non-invasive analysis of key electrolytes (pH, ammonium, sodium), heavy metal (Zn) and 

metabolites (lactate, ethanol) in sweat102, 113-117. In the representative work displayed in Figure 2f, 

continuous monitoring of sweat lactate levels was demonstrated as the first example of epidermal 

electrochemical biosensors providing a real-time profile of the lactate sweat dynamics during 

exercise. Sweat lactate is a by-product of local metabolism related to sweat generation, thus, the 

sweat lactate does not directly reflect the blood lactate level. However, sweat lactate indicates the 

level of physical exertion experienced during prolonged exercise. In this study, the human subject 

was asked to wear the printed temporary tattoo biosensor, modified with lactate oxidase (LOx), 

for continuously assessing the sweat lactate level, which increased with higher exercise intensity. 

Simultaneous monitoring of sweat lactate with other electrophysiological signals can provide a 

more comprehensive analysis of fitness performance than using physical or electrophysiological 
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sensors alone. This idea was realized by developing a screen-printed a hybrid Chem-Phys patch-

type sensor (Figure 1.4.1(G))118. On-body experiments involving a stationary cycle revealed that 

lactate and heart rate can be monitored simultaneously without cross-talking, representing an 

important first step toward multi-modal wearable sensors for comprehensive understanding of 

human physiology. 

To ensure effective sweat harvesting, the Diamond group presented a wearable watch 

format, mated with sampling and fluidic systems, electrodes, circuitry and a battery (Figure 

1.4.1(H))119. The vertically stacked devices were attached securely to the skin using a Velcro strap 

for effective sweat flow (by capillary force) to solid-state sodium ion selective sensors and a 

sample storage area. Real-time data transmission to a mobile device through wireless Bluetooth 

circuitry, demonstrated successful performance of sodium monitoring during 30 min of controlled 

exercise along with measurements of the total harvested sweat volume.  

In addition to electrochemical detection techniques, colorimetric signal transduction has 

been utilized, taking advantage of its ability to monitor target analytes in sweat in connection to 

different indicator dyes9, 99, 106, 120-123. Real-time sweat pH colorimetric sensing was accomplished 

using sweat sampling systems such as textile-based and microfluidic device platforms. Figure 

1.4.1(I) depicts a wearable, robust, flexible, and disposable chemical barcode device based on a 

microfluidic platform with pH indicators incorporated within ionic liquid polymer gels 

(ionogels)120. The reported colorimetric sensor did not contain any electronic components and was 

integrated directly into a wearable platform contacting the skin. The fluidic structure also allowed 

continuous sweat flow to facilitate real-time sweat analysis without contamination or mixing with 

old sample.   
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The Rogers group demonstrated epidermal colorimetric sensors measuring pH, copper, and 

iron in sweat on flexible and stretchable substrates that endured mechanical stress caused by the 

wearer’s movements (Figure 1.4.1(J))122. The same group developed a more sophisticated sweat 

sampling and measurement system based on a thin and soft closed microfluidic system that directly 

and rapidly collected the generated sweat without contamination (Figure 1.4.1(K))9. Such skin-

mounted devices also enabled non-invasive, wireless quantification of sweat loss along with the 

colorimetric measurement of sweat composition. The fluidic device was designed to monitor 

multiple sweat biomarkers (lactate, glucose, pH, chloride, sweat loss) through multiple channels 

and corresponding sensing reservoirs. This epidermal device was fabricated using a biocompatible 

adhesive, soft and flexible material, and was mounted without any skin irritation. The colorimetric 

data obtained with two human trials were analyzed and quantified through wireless data 

transmission as means for quantitation. An analogous skin-worn flexible sweat sampling 

microfluidic flow system, with integrated electrochemical biosensing of lactate and glucose,  was 

developed recently by the Wang group 124. 
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Figure 1.4.1 Epidermal biosensors for real-time monitoring of sweat chemistry. (a) Depiction 
of integrated wearable sensor arrays for multiplexed perspiration analysis applied to wrist with 
schematic representation of sensing array configuration. Adapted from ref.103. (b) Depiction of 
graphene-based sweat sensor array for diabetes monitoring applied to human forearm. Adapted 
from ref.104. (c) Depiction of wearable sweat monitoring patch for sweat-based glucose monitoring 
and therapy applied to human forearm during exercise. Inset: sweat-based glucose monitoring 
sensor array configuration with porous sweat-uptake layer. Adapted from ref.109. (d) Depiction of 
RFID sweat electrolyte sensor adhesive patch applied to human subject and smartphone signal 
transmission with depiction of detailed device configuration. Adapted from ref.110. (e) Depiction 
of wearable tyrosinase sensing bandage for non-invasive melanoma screening. Inset: schematic 
representation of Tyrosinase detection paradigm. Adapted from ref.112. (f) Real-time non-invasive 
sweat lactate monitoring using electrochemical tattoo-based biosensors. Inset: depiction of tattoo-
based sweat lactate biosensor applied to human subject during exercise. Adapted from ref.102. (g) 
Depiction of wearable chemical-electrophysiological hybrid biosensor configuration for real-time 
health and fitness monitoring with example of screen-printed electrodes. Adapted from ref.118. (h) 
Schematic representation of ‘SWEATCH’ wearable sweat harvesting device for sodium content 
analysis with exploded view of device and sensor configurations. Adapted from ref.119. (i) 
Depiction of wearable, real-time sweat pH barcode-type microfluidic colorimetric sensor 
incorporating ionic liquids. Adapted from ref.120. (j) On-body depiction of colorimetric stretchable 
sensors for the epidermal characterization of sweat applied to human subject with representation 
of sensor response to varying pH conditions. Adapted from ref.122. (k) Depiction of colorimetric 
microfluidic sweat sampling device configuration for chemical analysis of sweat with 
representation of sweat-filled device and smartphone-based signal analysis. Adapted from ref.9. 
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Epidermal biosensors have also found important non-invasive bio-monitoring applications 

in connection to iontophoretic sweat generation and ISF extraction. This method involves the 

application of a mild current across the skin to induce ion migration between two skin-worn 

electrodes. ISF can be extracted through reverse iontophoresis (RI), which relies on application of 

a low current to cause a flux of positively charge ions toward the negatively charged skin surface 

and an electro-osmotic flow from the anode to cathode. This flow results in the movement of 

neutral molecules, such as glucose, toward the cathode. ISF glucose levels display good correlation 

with blood glucose since ISF components diffuse directly from the capillary endothelium. The 

extracted glucose in ISF can be easily measured using glucose biosensors mounted on the skin. 

The first commercial demonstration of a RI-based sensing platform was developed by Cygnus Inc. 

as a wearable wrist-mounted system called the GlucoWatch Biographer40. The device 

configuration, including its electrodes, electronic components, and display, is shown in Figure 3a. 

This FDA approved device enabled non-invasive glucose monitoring over a 12 hr period with 6 

measurements per hour. However, the GlucoWatch was retracted from the market in the early 

2000s due to reported skin irritation caused by the RI process, long warm-up period (2-3 hr) and 

necessity of calibration using an invasive blood glucose meter. 

The Wang group developed a non-invasive glucose sensing tattoo-based platform 

combining RI with an electrochemical GOx-based glucose biosensor (Figure 1.4.2 (B))125. Both 

the iontophoretic electrodes and glucose biosensing electrodes were screen-printed on a body-

compliant flexible tattoo platform. This integrated device addressed several limitations of the 

Glucowatch: (i) it minimized discomfort during RI by reducing the applied IP current and glucose 

detection potential, (ii) it greatly reduced the price by relying on a disposable screen-printed tattoo 

platform, and (iii) it was easily mounted on the skin surface without hindrance to the wearer’s 
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movement. The performance of the tattoo sensors was evaluated with healthy human subjects by 

comparing the response obtained before and after meal and validating the results with concurrent 

blood glucose test strips.  

To enhance the collection of ISF glucose, Chen et al. incorporated the delivery of 

positively-charged hyaluronic acid, which led to increased transport of glucose to the skin 

surface126. The extracted ISF glucose was measured by a conformal GOx-based biosensor (Figure 

1.4.2 (C)). This approach increased the ISF glucose sampling efficiency for more accurate sensing 

in relation to blood concentrations, indicating promise for enhanced non-invasive RI-based 

monitoring applications that address the limitations of the GlucoWatch. 

Iontophoresis has also been widely used recently to stimulate local sweat secretion by 

loading the iontophoretic electrodes with a sweat stimulant (e.g. pilocarpine, carbachol, etc.). 

Using this method, sweat generation can be controlled on-demand, obviating the need for exercise 

and enabling measurement at rest. Iontophoresis was developed by Gibson and Cooke in 1959 who 

introduced the use of pilocarpine for sweat generation127. The cationic drug pilocarpine drug can 

be delivered across the skin through charge repulsion at the anode compartment, leading to 

localized sweat production. This process was further developed as the commercial chloride ion 

monitoring product Macroduct by Wesnor Inc. toward the FDA-approved diagnosis of cystic 

fibrosis (Figure 1.4.2 (D))128, 129. To operate the Macroduct system, a pilocarpine gel is first loaded 

into a delivery (strap) platform to iontophoretically generate sweat. Subsequently, the strap is 

removed and sweat collecting tubes are placed to harvest the generated fluid and measure its 

conductivity to estimate the sweat chloride ion level.   

 In a recent advancement, an iontophoretic sweat generation system was merged with an 

amperometric biosensing system in a single wearable tattoo platform (Figure 1.4.2 (E))117. This 
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integrated tattoo biosensor measured sweat alcohol in the ionotophoretically generated sweat 

within 10 min. Sweat alcohol represents a useful indicator for blood alcohol levels without time 

lag and errors common to transdermal devices and breathalyzers. Highly selective alcohol 

measurements were achieved by coupling the alcohol-oxidase enzymatic reaction with the 

cathodic detection of the liberated peroxide product at the printed Prussian Blue transducer. 

Wireless bluetooth interface enabled signal transmission to a mobile device. The analytical 

performance was demonstrated and validated with healthy human subjects consuming different 

levels of variety of alcoholic beverages. 

Further efforts have been made to miniaturize the device integrating iontophoretic sweat 

generation compartment and sensing compartment on different skin mountable platforms. The 

Javey group developed a patch-type iontophoretic sweat sensor measuring sodium or chloride ions 

toward cystic fibrosis diagnosis or glucose concentrations in generated sweat in connection to 

agonist delivery (Figure 1.4.2 (F))11. Pilocarpine and alternative agonist agents, such as 

acetylcholine and methacholine, were investigated for extracting sufficient amounts of sweat, with 

each exhibiting distinct sweat generating profiles that can be tailored for specific needs. The device 

performance was evaluated by comparing the electrolyte data of healthy subjects and cystic 

fibrosis patients, and for the biosensing of glucose toward the monitoring of sugar consumption of 

healthy subjects.  

Further, the Heikenfeld group made an important step toward accurate and prolonged sweat 

monitoring during rest using an iontophoresis-based sensing system (Figure 1.4.2 (G))130. The 

device included a unique layered structure to avoid cross-contamination between the sweat 

stimulant and the sensor as well as to prevent analyte dilution in the iontophoretic gels. This 

structure was composed of a medical-grade adhesive layer and a poly(3,4-
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ethylenedioxythiophene)/polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT/PSS) ion-to-electron transduction layer 

functionalized with a sodium ionophore recognition element. In vivo validation was performed 

using the iontophoretic delivery of carbachol and sodium ion-selective and impedance electrodes 

for the analysis of generated sweat. Such use of carbachol offered sweat generation for more than 

five hours, indicating considerable promise for prolonged monitoring of different sweat markers.  

 The representative examples discussed in this section highlight the tremendous recent 

progress of epidermal wearable platforms for non-invasive monitoring in sweat or ISF and the 

great future promise of such wearable epidermal biosensors.  Substantial advances have thus been 

made recently in terms of device integration, sensing accuracy, sweat/ISF generation and 

replacement, signal transduction, data transmission, and multiplexed sensing, along with related 

flexible and self-healing materials. Despite these advances, extensive efforts are still required for 

realizing their full diagnostic potential.  
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Figure 1.4.2 Epidermal iontophoretic biosensors. (a) Exploded diagram of the GlucoWatch 
Biographer with pictorial depiction of a GlucoWatch Biographer applied to a human wrist. 
Adapted from ref.131. (b) Schematic representation of epidermal reverse iontophoretic tattoo-based 
glucose sensor configuration and operation paradigm with on-body depiction of device applied to 
human subject. Adapted from ref.125. (c) On-body depiction of iontophoretic paper battery and 
skin-like biosensor for non-invasive blood glucose monitoring applied to human subject. Adapted 
from ref.126. (d) Cross-sectional diagram of the Macroduct sweat sample collection device with 
pictorial depiction of sample flow within the device. Adapted from ref.128, 129. (e) Depiction of 
epidermal iontophoretic alcohol sensing tattoo applied to human subject with schematic 
representation of iontophoretic drug delivery and sensing paradigms. Adapted from ref.117. (f) On-
body depiction of integrated wearable sensor array band for multiplexed sweat extraction and 
analysis applied to human wrist with schematic representation of sensor array configuration. 
Adapted from ref.11. (g) Depiction of iontophoretic drug delivery device for sweat stimulation 
toward long-term continuous sweat analysis in individuals at rest with schematic representation of 
epidermis physiology. Adapted from ref.130. 
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1.4.1 Epidermal Glucose Biosensors 

a. Introduction 

Diabetes is one of the most widely spread modern lifestyle diseases affecting hundreds of 

millions of people and ranks among the leading causes of death globally 132, 133. Frequent 

monitoring of blood glucose levels is essential for maintaining those levels within the 

physiological range and for understanding diabetes progression toward optimal management of 

the disease134, 135. Considerable research efforts during the 1980s led to the introduction of self-

testing blood glucose meters136. These devices rely primarily on different enzyme-electrode strips 

and have remained in widespread use by diabetes patients. However, self-testing glucose strips 

require inconvenient and painful blood sampling from the fingertip that compromises patient 

compliance and are unable to provide a high frequency of readings. 

Alternatively, continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) provides detailed information 

unattainable by intermittent blood sampling, including real-time “24/7” display of glucose level, 

rate of change of glucose level, and alerts/alarms for current or impending hypo- and 

hyperglycemia29. Such continuous monitoring provides maximal information about changing 

glucose levels throughout the day, including the magnitude, direction, duration, and frequency of 

such fluctuations, leading to improved treatment quality for people with diabetes. Efforts aimed at 

realizing such technology have resulted in several successful commercial subcutaneous CGM 

platforms. These systems commonly rely on subcutaneously implanted amperometric biosensors 

that measure dynamically changing glucose levels in the skin interstitial fluid (ISF), and can 

provide alerts to dangerous glucose levels throughout the day and night137, 138. Such minimally-

invasive sensing methods are based on the reliable correlation between glucose levels in the ISF 

and in blood139, 140. Despite the demonstrated benefits of CGM, its widespread adoption has been 
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relatively slow compared with its potential impact on glycemic control. This can be attributed in 

part to the need for frequent finger-stick validation, weekly device replacement, or potential for 

microbial infection141. 

Entirely non-invasive glucose sensing systems represent a highly attractive means of 

addressing these limitations and are thus ideal for advanced diabetes management. Major efforts 

over more than two decades have thus been devoted to developing entirely non-invasive optical 

and electrochemical glucose monitoring toward advanced glycemic control142.  However, despite 

of this extensive activity and the tremendous appeal of non-invasive glucose sensors, realizing a 

reliable and stable non-invasive sensing device remains an elusive goal to date. The latter is 

attributed in part to unsubstantiated and misleading claims, which hampered the development of 

such non-invasive glucose sensors. 

Herein, we review recent advances aimed at developing skin-worn non-invasive 

electrochemical glucose biosensors, and discuss their prospects and limitations toward advanced 

glycemic control143. The development of wearable sensors has received tremendous attention over 

the past decade1, 5, 100, 101, 144-147. Such devices are composed of flexible materials that comply with 

the curvilinear geometry of human skin to enable convenient, pain-less non-invasive monitoring. 

Such flexibility and conformability have been realized through the coupling of intrinsically 

stretchable stress-enduring materials with structures that are designed to be stretchable (e.g., 

serpentine)148-153. Initial efforts in the field of wearable sensors were devoted to the monitoring of 

mobility and vital signs (e.g., steps, heart rate, skin temperature or respiration rate). Recent activity 

has shifted to epidermal electrochemical monitoring of a variety of metabolites and electrolytes 

toward healthcare and fitness applications6, 9, 102-104, 109, 110, 113, 114, 117, 119, 122, 154-160, with particular 

recent emphasis given to non-invasive glucose monitoring.       
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 Such non-invasive epidermal electrochemical monitoring has been investigated through 

utilization of two readily obtainable bio-fluids: skin ISF and sweat (Figure 1.4.3). Glucose in these 

bio-fluids is diffused from glucose in blood vessel through the endothelium or sweat glands, 

reflecting blood glucose concentration161. This epidermal non-invasive (sweat, ISF) glucose 

sensing can be realized by fabricating body-compliant wearable platforms (such as a patch, wrist-

band temporary tattoo) and integrating wireless electronics for practical wearable application.  

While skin-worn glucose biosensors offer considerable promise toward the management of 

diabetes and improved patient outcomes, these systems yet require further development, critical 

evaluation and extensive validation for widespread implementation. These new epidermal 

electrochemical devices provide a new approach to addressing some pressing challenges in the 

management of diabetes. In the following sections we review the latest progress of non-invasive 

epidermal electrochemical glucose sensors with highlights of the design, operation, prospects and 

challenges of such monitoring systems.  
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Figure 1.4.3. Schematic diagram of wearable epidermal glucose sensors. Reproduced with 
permission.103, 109, 152 Copyright 2014 from American Chemical Society, copyright 2017 from 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, and copyright 2016 from Macmillan 
Publishers. 
 
 

b. Non-invasive Glucose monitoring in interstitial fluid  

The first commercial U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved non-invasive 

glucose monitor was the GlucoWatch® biographer (Cygnus Inc.) (Figure 1.4.4). This wrist-worn 

system electrochemically measured glucose concentrations in skin ISF extracted by reverse 

iontophoresis (RI)131, 162-164. Skin ISF surrounds cells and supplies nutrients through diffusion from 

the capillary endothelium, which leads to a reliable correlation between blood and ISF glucose 

levels140. RI is carried out by applying a mild current with two skin-worn electrodes to induce ion 

migration across the skin (Figure 1.4.4 (C)). Due to the negative charge of the skin, the flux of 

positively-charged sodium ions induces an electro-osmotic flow toward the cathode, which also 
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results in the movement of the neutral glucose toward the same electrode. The GluoWatch® 

electrochemically detected levels of extracted ISF glucose through enzymatic glucose oxidation at 

skin-worn sensing electrodes modified with glucose oxidase (GOX). The entire electrode 

configuration, electronic components and display were contained within a wrist-mounted watch 

device (Figure 1.4.4 (A) and (B)). Glucose concentrations in extracted ISF are expected to be 1000-

fold more dilute relative to blood glucose. Thus, a highly sensitive glucose sensing system is 

required for accurate blood glucose monitoring using this method. One measurement cycle of the 

GlucoWatch® consisted of applying RI for 3 min followed by a 7 min detection period, allowing 

6 measurements to be taken per hour over a 12 h period. The GlucoWatch® had a user-friendly 

interface that included an alarm for greater than 35% changes in glucose, an activity marker (for 

meals, exercise, and insulin injection), accompanying software for data analysis and internal 

memory to store up to 8500 readings131, 164. Clinical trials of the GlucoWatch® showed adequate 

precision for home blood-glucose monitoring. The Cygnus GlucoWatch® was marketed in the 

early 2000s but was retracted from the market due to various reasons, which included reported 

skin irritation caused by the RI process, the long necessary warm up time (2-3 h), and the need for 

calibration using standard blood glucose strips. To address these drawbacks, recent research efforts 

have focused on producing reliable, efficient non-invasive glucose monitoring platforms. 

Wang et al. recently developed a wearable, tattoo-based non-invasive glucose monitoring 

platform based on integrating RI with amperometric glucose detection on a flexible substrate 

(Figure 1.4.4 (D))152. The iontophoretic and glucose sensing electrodes were fabricated on a single 

temporary tattoo platform using screen-printing, leading to a body-compliant and easy to wear 

flexible, conformal device for single use glucose measurements (Figure 1.4.4 (E)). This sensing 

platform obviated the discomfort of Glucowatch® by reducing the applied iontophoretic current 
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for ISF extraction and by utilizing a low voltage cathodic detection of the GOx-generated hydrogen 

peroxide at the Prussian Blue electrode transducer (Figure 1.4.4 (F)). The performance of the 

tattoo-based electrodes was evaluated with healthy human subjects by comparing the recorded 

glucose signals before and after meal, and the results were validated by simultaneous blood glucose 

measurement using a commercial glucometer (Figure 1.4.4 (G)). Control experiments were carried 

out without enzyme modification of the glucose sensor to confirm the sensing mechanism. 

Although the tattoo-based device was intended for disposable use, such a sensor holds considerable 

promise for continuous non-invasive ISF glucose monitoring by offering a body-compliant, 

flexible and cost-effective platform. Future work toward the development of such systems should 

focus on the testing of performance over long-term use, sensor integration with wireless electronics, 

and examination with large populations of both healthy and diabetes-suffering individuals. 

Figure 1.4.4. Epidermal glucose sensing in skin ISF through reverse iontophoresis. A) Exploded 
view of GlucoWatch® biographer assembly. B) Depiction of GlucoWatch® biographer display. 

Reproduced with permission.131 Copyright 2001, Elsevier. C) ‘Reverse iontophoresis’ process for 
glucose extraction. Reproduced with permission.163 Copyright 2000, Taylor & Francis Group. D) 
Tattoo-based printable iontophoretic sensing configuration. E) Photograph depiction of tattoo 
based printable iontophoretic sensing system applied to human subject. F) Schematic 
representation of tattoo-based printable glucose sensing system operation. G) Tattoo-based 
printable glucose sensing system output on human subject before and after meal. Reproduced with 
permission.152 Copyright 2014. American Chemical Society. 
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The reported tattoo-based device yet required intrusive calibration against blood glucose 

levels to reliably correlate measured ISF glucose readings with the concurrent glucose 

concentration in blood. One solution that has been suggested to realize completely non-invasive 

glucose monitoring is through the use of an internal standard along with RI165. The proposed 

method would utilize simultaneous sodium extraction by RI along with glucose. ISF sodium 

concentrations have been shown to only slightly vary in a patient throughout the day and from 

day-to day. Thus, measured sodium levels would only vary with the RI efficiency, which would 

allow calibrated glucose measurements166. The ratios of glucose and sodium in ISF and blood 

would be proportional with a determinable correlation constant (established by large population 

tests), and the concept could potentially be used to predict the ISF/blood glucose concentration 

ratio without finger-stick calibration.   

Wearable ISF glucose sensors still require critical assessment during times of excessive 

perspiration. Throughout periods of exercise, individuals with diabetes must pay particular 

attention to blood glucose levels due to the increased likelihood of hypoglycemia as a result of 

glycemic regulation. A wearable sensor must thus be capable of distinguishing glucose signals in 

sweat from those in ISF in order to avoid false readings. Additionally, the RI efficiency should not 

be impacted by changes in skin resistance caused by enhanced perspiration. Studies have been 

reported on the impractical use of the GlucoWatch® during exercise, which contributed to its 

removal from market167. As the device was designed to avoid carrying out readings when high 

temperatures or perspiration (both led on by exercise) were detected, the resulting data points were 

too sparse for reliable monitoring. Sweat can also be a symptom of hypoglycemia, which would 

mean operation of the device ceased when it was most needed.  Further, the time lag between 

changes in blood and ISF glucose concentrations was determined to potentially put the user in 
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danger in terms of glycemic control168. Critical evalulation should thus be given to the use of 

wearable ISF sensors during exercise in terms of accuracy for hypoglycemic/hyperglycemic 

monitoring and time lag during changes in glucose concentration.  

c. Non-Invasive Sweat Glucose Monitoring 

Sweat is a very attractive bio-fluid toward non-invasive, continuous monitoring 

applications due to its distinct advantages, such as having the most sampling sites outside the body, 

continuous access, an ease of collection device placement and comfort,  as well as its composition 

of physiologically important electrolytes and metabolites169. Sweat can readily be sampled at the 

skin surface and with small analytes, such as glucose, rapidly diffusing into sweat, fresh samples 

can be collected every several minutes with appropriate collection methods to give useful 

information for continuous monitoring. However, major challenges persist for accurate sweat 

glucose measurements, stemming from fluctuations in environmental parameters (i.e. temperature 

and pH variation), contamination from skin or surrounding environment, irregular sampling 

without iontophoretic stimulation, low production rate, and the mixing of old sample with new 

sweat. In terms of glucose, sweat concentrations have been shown to reliably correlate to 

concurrent blood glucose concentrations when properly harvested, although the partitioning 

pathway from blood to sweat has not yet clearly been verified104, 170-173. Despite the good 

correlation, glucose monitoring in sweat is challenging due to its low concentration (~ 100 times 

dilution), which requires highly sensitive systems, particularly in the event of hypoglycemia or 

contamination from skin glucose residue. Moyer et al. showed a strong correlation between sweat 

and blood glucose concentrations in diabetic subjects, focusing on rapid sweat sampling without 

contamination from the skin170. In order to remove glucose residue, the skin surface was cleaned 

with soap, water, and 70% isopropanol (in water), sequentially. Subsequently, sweat was generated 
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using iontophoretic stimulation by pilocarpine drug delivery, and collected by a perfusion method, 

as glucose concentrations on the skin surface can disrupt accurate measurements. Such findings 

highlighted the need for not only sensitive detection platforms capable of continuous calibration, 

but also efficient sweat collection methods without contamination from other sources on the skin's 

surface.  

Several demonstrations of sweat glucose monitoring systems have been made on patch-

type wearable platforms. In particular, the Kim group has made significant progress toward 

epidermal glucose sensing by incorporating a soft-material based stretchable device along with 

accurate measurement of glucose signal. In their initial work, Lee et al. introduced gold-doped 

graphene for sweat glucose monitoring and therapeutic drug delivery (Figure 1.4.5 (A))104. The 

gold doping of graphene nanomaterial, prepared through chemical vapor deposition, was shown 

to improve electrochemical activity toward high glucose monitoring sensitivity even at low 

concentrations. This material was coupled with a gold mesh in a serpentine bilayer to form a 

stretchable, wearable device capable of precise measurement of sweat glucose with simultaneous 

monitoring of pH and humidity for continuous calibration (Figure 1.4.5 (A)). Selective glucose 

sensing was achieved using GOX and Prussian Blue reactions. The efficient, on-body operation of 

this device was confirmed through in vivo testing with two healthy volunteers using exercise to 

generate sweat with data wirelessly transferred by a commercial handheld device (Figure 1.4.5 

(B)). During trials, simultaneous humidity sensing was used to detect complete sweat coverage of 

the device and ensure accurate electrochemical measurements of both sweat pH and glucose 

concentration. The observed pH of collected sweat varied throughout the exercise period due to 

changing lactate concentrations, which could impact GOX activity. This simultaneously monitored 

pH signal was used to standardize hourly measured on-body sweat glucose concentrations, which 
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showed a suitable correlation to sweat glucose concentrations measured using a commercial 

glucose assay kit and blood glucose concentrations measured with a commercial glucometer over 

14 h including three meals (Figure 1.4.5 (C)). However, with the applied hourly sampling, the 

incident/continuous monitoring of glucose levels and latency time between blood and sweat 

glucose concentrations changes could not be evaluated. This system was further utilized for 

microneedle-based drug delivery capable of regulating blood glucose levels in a mouse model. 

Such a closed-loop monitoring and treatment system would be advantageous toward improved, 

continuous glycemic control in diabetes patients.  

The development of this platform was continued by fabricating an ultrathin and stretchable 

patch-type conformal device providing efficient contact with skin for improved sweat uptake and 

high performance under mechanical deformation (Figure 1.4.5 (D))109. The team introduced 

multiple porous sweat-uptake and water-proof layers to allow reliable sensing in as low as 1 µL 

volume, which was a 20 times smaller volume compared to their previous work104. The 

electrochemical signal from glucose was obtained by enzymatic reaction between GOX and 

glucose and a Prussian blue transducer on porous gold. The accuracy of such glucose monitoring 

was maximized through multimodal glucose sensing (triplicate) combined with real-time signal 

correction by temperature, humidity and multimodal pH (quadruplicate) sensing. The combined 

sensors were worn on subjects and collected all signals including glucose during exercise. (Figure 

1.4.5 (E)) Analysis of sweat pH variations allowed accurate monitoring of corrected glucose 

concentrations in five subjects with successful correlation to blood glucose shown before and after 

meal (Figure 1.4.5 (F) and (G)). Although these studies achieved advances in sweat glucose 

sensing accuracy, which was a major obstacle for practical, real-life sweat sensor applications, 

there yet remain several hurdles to overcome prior to reliable commercial operation including real-
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time signal correction with varying sweat flow rates as well as long-term stability for continuous 

monitoring, reproducibility between sensors and various patients, and customized wireless 

electronics. 

 
 
Figure 1.4.5 Epidermal glucose monitoring with flexible patch. A) Schematic representation and 
photograph depiction of flexible diabetes patch composed of sweat control, multiplexed sensing 
and therapeutic components. B) Photograph depiction of integrated diabetes monitoring and 
therapy system applied to human subject. C) On-body glucose monitoring on human subject over 
the course of three meals with comparison to ex vivo and blood glucose analysis. Reproduced with 
permission.109 Copyright 2016, Macmillan Publishers. D) Photograph depiction and schematic 
representation of wearable sweat analyte monitoring patch. E) Photograph of the subject using a 
cycle ergometer for sweat generation with the wearable patch on the subject’s arm. F) Multimodal 
glucose and pH sensing to improve detection accuracy. G) Comparison of sweat glucose 
concentration measured using on-body sweat glucose monitoring patch and blood glucose 
concentration before and after meal. Reproduce with permission.109 Copyright 2017, American 
Association for the Advancement of Science. 
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Gao et al. demonstrated a flexible and fully integrated sensor array platform for 

multiplexed in-situ perspiration analysis, measuring multiple sweat metabolites (glucose and 

lactate) and electrolytes (sodium and potassium) as well as skin temperature in a wearable patch-

type platform (Figure 1.4.6 (A) and (B)) 103. The reported device integrated signal transduction, 

processing and wireless transmission for the realization of a practical wearable sensor device. The 

developed wearable sensor array was worn on various body parts (e.g., forehead, wrist, or arms), 

and demonstrated the capability of real-time sweat monitoring during exercise, which resulted in 

varying sweat flow rates (Figure 1.4.6 (C)). Amperometric glucose detection was carried out 

through GOX and Prussian Blue catalyzed reactions. With continued exercise, the measured sweat 

glucose concentration decreased. It was proposed that the increased sweat rate and duration led to 

dilution of sweat glucose over time, which corresponded to an observed elevation in skin 

temperature. The study further claimed that the increased temperature impacted the enzyme (GOX) 

activity, which must be accounted for in order to avoid overestimation of actual glucose 

concentration. Notably, the glucose concentration measured using the flexible wearable glucose 

sensor correlated closely to ex-situ measurements of collected sweat during a period of exercise 

(Figure 1.4.6 (D)). Consistent glucose profiles were observed at varying exercise intensities. 

However, different body parts showed differing sweat rates, which resulted in varying 

concentrations of analytes at any particular time due to the dilution effect, despite similar trends. 

Thus, the study indicated that careful assessment of sweat composition, environmental parameters 

and sweat rate are required for accurate monitoring of blood glucose level. Although a critical 

evaluation of sweat rate and its correlation with various physiological biomarkers in sweat were 

demonstrated, a simultaneous correlation between blood glucose and sweat glucose concentrations 
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was not yet established. Further studies are expected to probe such correlation of sweat-blood 

glucose concentrations over extended periods.  

Apart from sweat sampling through exercise, sweat can be stimulated on-demand using an 

iontophoretic drug-delivery system. The analysis of such stimulated sweat secretion is 

significantly more attractive for non-invasive monitoring applications not only due to the short 

sampling times, but also due to the ability to perform the measurements at rest. The latter could 

obviate risks of induced hypoglycemia in diabetic patients caused by exercise. Emaminejad et al. 

described the integration of an iontophoretic sweat stimulation system with an electrochemical 

glucose sensing system on a single, wearable platform (Figure 1.4.6 (E))11. Sweat inducing drugs 

(i.e. pilocarpine, acetylcholine, and methacholine) were delivered by forward iontophoresis, 

utilizing charge repulsion between the positively-charged drug molecules and the anodic 

iontophoretic electrode (Figure 1.4.6 (F)). Glucose concentrations in the induced sweat were 

measured using an amperometric glucose sensor through GOX and Prussian Blue reactions. This 

device was originally developed to measure Na+ and Cl- concentrations toward cystic fibrosis 

diagnoses but was readily extended to glucose monitoring. The glucose sensing performance was 

evaluated through off-body measurements using the collected sweat from healthy human subjects 

by comparing measured glucose concentrations before and after glucose intake with simultaneous 

measurements of blood glucose using a commercially available glucometer. Among seven subjects, 

six showed an increased sweat glucose signal with correlated blood glucose increase (Figure 1.4.6 

(G)). These results were very promising toward continuous glucose monitoring using a non-

invasive epidermal sensor platform without the need for strenuous sweat generation by exercise. 

Future activity in this direction should include demonstration with on-body measurements for 

practical monitoring scenarios and additional validation experiments monitoring sweat glucose 
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levels without glucose intake. These large-scale studies will assess the potential of this method of 

sweat production for continuous sensing applications, along with relevant controls without the 

enzyme modification or without iontophoresis. Realizing practical glucose monitoring 

applications to individuals with diabetes will also require demonstrating an excellent correlation 

of sweat glucose concentrations to that in blood in connection to large population studies. 

Alternative designs, other than patch type, have also been presented for wearable sweat 

sensing applications. Sempionatto et al. presented a fully integrated, multiplexed sweat chemical 

sensing eyeglasses platform for lactate, glucose and electrolyte monitoring6. This wearable system 

proved capable of simultaneous, continuous monitoring but lacked verification with necessary 

control experiments as well as correlation to concurrent blood glucose levels.  
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Figure 1.4.6 Epidermal sweat glucose monitoring using a flexible sensor array. A) Photograph 
depiction of wearable, flexible sensor array applied to a human subject. B) Schematic 
representation of multiplexed, flexible sensor array. C) Photograph depictions of on-body sweat 
analysis using flexible sensor array with sweat generated through exercise. D) Glucose signal of 
on-body glucose monitoring using flexible sensor array compared to ex situ calibration using 
collected sweat. Reproduced with permission.103 Copyright 2016, Macmillan Publishers. E) 
Photograph depiction of coupled autonomous sweat extraction and flexible sensing array. F) 
Schematic representation of iontophoresis and sensing mode operation for autonomous sweat 
extraction and multiplexed, flexible sensing array. G) Comparison of on-body sweat glucose and 
blood glucose analysis in human subjects before and after meal. Reproduced with permission.11 
Copyright 2017. National Academy of Sciences. 
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d. Conclusions: Prospects and Challenges 

         We have reviewed recent advances toward the development of non-invasive epidermal 

electrochemical glucose sensing systems. The new epidermal electrochemical biosensors could 

provide continuous, “24/7”, real-time glucose monitoring, which can encourage patient self-

monitoring and address limitations of subcutaneous, minimally-invasive glucose biosensors (e.g., 

frequent finger-stick validation, surface fouling, frequent replacement or microbial infection). 

Such epidermal glucose sensing systems have been realized by monitoring ISF or sweat glucose, 

demonstrating a correlation with blood glucose levels and integration on body-compliant wearable 

platforms. Key advances toward successful implementation of such devices were made through 

the use of cost effective fabrication techniques (such as screen printing), system integration in 

body-compliant wearable platforms (by soft material based flexible, stretchable designs), 

improved accuracy of measured glucose signal, demonstration of correlation with blood glucose 

level, and stimulation/control of non-invasive bio-fluids collection. Such recent progress toward 

non-invasive epidermal glucose monitoring offers an inspiration and promising opportunities in 

advancing glycemic control. 

The development of epidermal electrochemical glucose biosensors for diabetes 

management is just beginning. Despite promising recent advances, there yet remain numerous 

challenges to overcome for the successful implementation of non-invasive epidermal glucose 

monitoring platforms, combining accurate real-time glucose readings with long-term stability. In 

particular, large scale studies are required to establish the accuracy and reliability of these devices 

toward improving glycemic control. Significant improvements and extensive validations are thus 

necessary prior to the realization of clinically useful epidermal glucose monitoring systems. 

Challenges for epidermal glucose monitoring using skin ISF, other than skin-irritation from RI, 
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stem from interference from other glucose sources (such as sweat glucose during exercise, and 

glucose residue on skin), and inconsistent ISF extraction efficiency through RI. Although sweat is 

a very useful non-invasive bio-fluid for glucose monitoring, difficulties in constant and fresh sweat 

sampling (without any contamination) remain a key barrier for achieving reliable sweat and blood 

glucose correlations. A reliable means of efficient, selective fresh glucose uptake is crucial to the 

development of sweat-based monitoring systems170. Further efforts should focus on accurate 

epidermal glucose measurements by combination with sensing of other physiological parameters 

(pH, temperature, humidity) toward continuous calibration and improved accuracy and correlation 

with blood glucose level. Future efforts should also aim at simultaneous monitoring of additional 

diabetes-related markers toward a more comprehensive array of information regarding real-time 

glucose metabolism. Further improvement in iontophoretic sweat stimulation is desired for 

controllable (consistent and reproducible) sweat generation without the need for exercise. 

Additional work should also focus on improved sweat collection, flow and replenishment in 

connection to epidermal flexible microfluidic devices. Overcoming these and other challenges will 

be crucial for the advancement of continuous epidermal glucose monitoring to realize its potential 

impact.  

In order for any calibration-free, non-invasive epidermal glucose monitoring devices to 

achieve widespread application, special attention should be given to detailed validation for 

establishing their response to changing blood glucose levels, achieving sensing consistency 

between individuals, long-term stability and day-to-day sensing reliability through examination in 

large population studies. Further, understanding the time lag between changes in blood glucose 

concentrations and those monitored by these epidermal devices must be found to prevent 

dangerous hypo- or hyperglycemia conditions. To achieve the targeted goals, a thorough 
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understanding of all components of the epidermal monitoring systems is required, including the 

applied biochemical sensing mechanisms, skin physiology, device surface and material 

chemistries, and sensing electrochemistry as well as the interface of these systems. The successful 

realization of epidermal glucose monitoring platforms requires not only consideration of scientific 

problems, but also economic, legal and commercial concerns with the patient and physician 

education of key importance. We envision that through combination of these technological 

advances with large scale studies, glucose concentrations can be reliably and non-invasively 

monitored with minimal discomfort to patients for widespread applications toward improved 

glycemic control and autonomous therapeutic interventions through integration with autonomous, 

closed-loop insulin delivery systems. Given the rapid recent progress, it seems that epidermal 

glucose monitoring has only scratched the surface of its full diagnostic potential and is poised to 

significantly increase its impact on medicine. 

1.4.2 Epidermal Alcohol Biosensors 

a. Introduction  

Alcohol consumption is common and widespread throughout society with millions of 

people consuming regularly174. Such use has promoted a wide array of adverse impacts on personal 

health and economic factors175-177. Thus, monitoring of alcohol abuse and effective, real-time 

alcohol detection represent significant concerns for automobile safety as well as in clinical settings 

since alcohol use is reported as a contributing factor in a bevy of health complications including 

fetal alcohol spectrum disorders, various types of cancer, cardiovascular disease, stroke, liver 

cirrhosis, multiple psychiatric comorbidities, and pancreatitis among others176. Currently, the most 

consistent measure of alcohol intoxication is direct evaluation of blood alcohol concentration 
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(BAC)178-183. This detection method relies on invasive blood sampling, which is not appropriate 

for continuous monitoring applications. Thus, the reliable and convenient determination of BAC 

through non-invasive or minimally-invasive means (i.e. not requiring the sampling of blood) is of 

significant interest for clinical, safety, and forensic applications as well as for safe recreational 

consumption and basic research184. 

The most common approach for real-time determination of alcohol intoxication currently 

applied is the use of breath-analyzers to indirectly estimate BAC through measurement of breath 

alcohol concentration (BrAC) by applying Henry’s law. Although this method can be applied in 

the field via portable breath-analyzers, the resulting measurements suffer from inaccuracies due to 

substantial interferences from external and internal factors such as humidity, temperature, subject 

physiological variation, contamination from compounds present in the mouth (i.e. residual alcohol 

vapor), and environmental vapors as well as by inconsistent system calibration185-187. Further, the 

sample collection and sensing principles of the breath-analyzer require purposeful action by the 

user, which limits continuous monitoring applicability. Alternative strategies are thus necessary to 

provide a convenient, continuous, accurate and robust method of alcohol intake 

sensing/monitoring in different settings. This capability could promote not only responsible 

personal use, but also allow reliable reporting for healthcare and clinical applications. Such 

necessity has led to efforts on developing alcohol biosensors on wearable platforms using non-

invasive/minimally-invasive biofluids for continuous monitoring of BAC. 

Wearable sensing platforms have garnered significant recent research attention along with 

an increased commercial presence1, 2, 100, 143, 188. Such devices have been designed to detect target 

analytes in sampled biofluids including sweat, interstitial fluid (ISF), tears and saliva, which can 

provide a direct measure of concurrent analyte levels in blood depending on a valid correlation 
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between concentrations in the two fluids. Electrochemical biosensors have played a major role in 

the development of wearable sensing systems, starting with the introduction of an epidermal sweat 

lactate amperometric biosensor based on immobilized lactate oxidase102. The rapid pace of 

wearable sensors has led to a new generation of epidermal electrochemical biosensors that impart 

a ‘wear-and-forget’ functionality, without compromising wearer comfort or causing distraction 

from routine activities100. Several wearable sensing platforms have been designed recently for the 

detection of alcohol, focusing primarily on monitoring the sweat and ISF fluids. 

The monitoring of alcohol concentration in biofluids, such as urine, saliva, sweat and ISF, 

could be achieved without necessitating invasive blood sampling toward real-time measure of 

alcohol intoxication181, 189, 190. Significant efforts have thus been put forth to develop alcohol 

sensors targeting detection in biofluids184. Electrochemical detection strategies have been applied 

for detection of alcohol in sweat and ISF due to the advantageous sampling possibilities of these 

biofluids, as discussed herein. Alcohol can be electrochemically measured in biofluids by 

leveraging direct ethanol oxidation at non-enzymatic catalytic electrodes (e.g. platinum, gold, etc.) 

or by utilizing recognition by bioreceptors (i.e. enzyme, antibody, etc.) incorporated at an electrode 

surface in the case of alcohol biosensors191. Biosensors use these bioreceptors to recognize alcohol 

or an alcohol metabolite via specific reactions coupled with transduction of this biorecognition to 

a detectable signal. Enzymatic alcohol biosensors have been widely used for the measurement of 

alcohol since the pioneering studies of Guilbault192 and Christian193 in the 1970s using the enzymes 

alcohol oxidase (AOX) or alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH). AOX catalyzes the oxidation of ethanol 

according to the reaction in Equation 1 to generate hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), which can be 

electrochemically detected at an accompanied electrode (Figure 1.4.7).  

𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 +	𝑂, 	
-./0⎯2	𝐻,𝑂, + 𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑑𝑒ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑒                      Equation 1 
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Alternatively, ADH catalyzes the reversible oxidation of ethanol to acetaldehyde along 

with the external coenzyme nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) according to Equation 2. In 

this case, regeneration of NAD+ from the formed NADH can be electrochemically monitored to 

detect enzyme activity, and thus alcohol concentrations. 

𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 + 𝑁𝐴𝐷;
-<=
>?@ 	𝑁𝐴𝐷𝐻 + 𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑑𝑒ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑒 +𝐻;                  Equation 2 

For wearable applications, however, AOX is most commonly applied as it does not require 

the presence of external cofactor such as NAD+ used with ADH and hence is not subject to related 

stability and selectivity issues194, 195. The anodic detection of the NADH product of the ADH 

reaction requires large overvoltage and encounters surface fouling associated with the 

accumulation of reaction products196, 197. Alternately, alcohol can also be monitored by measuring 

a metabolite of alcohol, which includes ethyl sulfate (EtS), ethyl glucuronide (EtG) and 

acetaldehyde. Acetaldehyde can be electrochemically measured using aldehyde dehydrogenase 

(AldDH)198. Since other minor metabolites, EtS and EtG, are non-oxidative products, these are 

mostly coupled with LC/MS. Recently, EtG has been integrated with immunoassay-based 

detection systems for electrochemical detection. Electrochemical alcohol detection systems have 

been integrated with various types of wearable platforms for non-invasive and minimally-invasive 

alcohol sensing applications. These sensing principles and distinctions are exhibited in Figure 1.4.7. 

This review discusses the currently applied and researched methods of electrochemical 

alcohol monitoring with emphasis given to recent advances toward the development of wearable 

biosensing platforms199. Recent developments of such wearable systems are discussed in detail to 

give a descriptive overview of the current status of this exciting field and represent the current 

state-of-the-art in wearable electrochemical alcohol sensing, with particular focus on epidermal 
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sensing in sweat and ISF. Finally, our perspective on the remaining challenges and future 

directions of wearable electrochemical alcohol biosensors is presented. 

 

Figure 1.4.7 Summary of main concepts discussed. A) Schematic depiction of sweat and ISF 
physiology in the body and sampling methodologies for sensing. B) Alcohol detection paradigms 
for i) fuel-cell type alcohol sensors, ii) enzyme-based alcohol biosensors, and iii) immunoassay 
type alcohol immunosensors. 
 

b. Sensible sweat-based alcohol detection 

 The Pingarrón group demonstrated a wearable alcohol monitoring device that proved 

capable of electrochemically detecting alcohol in chemically induced sweat via bi-enzymatic 

reaction (Figure 1.4.8)200. This system utilized the commercially available Macroduct 3700-SYS 
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sweat sampling unit from Wesnor Inc. to induce sweat generation through iontophoretic delivery 

of the sweat stimulant pilocarpine128. The process of iontophoresis involves applying a mild 

electric current between two skin-mounted electrodes that causes the delivery of positively charged 

compounds (i.e. pilocarpine) across the skin to stimulate sweat production without exercise or 

thermal heating127. Such pilocarpine induced sweat production is widely utilized for practical 

sweat sampling in an individual at rest or during their daily routine, compared to exercise or 

thermal heating. After the pilocarpine delivery, ethanol in generated sweat is electrochemically 

measured. The H2O2 generated by AOx (Equation 1) was thus reduced by horseradish peroxidase 

(HRP) to form water and an oxidized form of HRP, which was subsequently reduced by 

electrochemically regenerated ferrocene mediator to yield a detectable signal (schematic depiction 

of reaction mechanism shown in Figure 1.4.8 (Ai)). This ferrocene-mediated, dual enzyme 

electrochemical detection approach facilitated low potential amperometric detection of alcohol at 

0.00 V (vs Ag/AgCl). The measured changes in sweat alcohol concentrations correlated to 

concurrent blood levels, as validated using gas chromatography. The performance of this system 

was further demonstrated with 40 human subjects to show this correlation in a clinical setting 

(Figure 1.4.8 (Aii)). This work demonstrated a wearable alcohol sensing system for either a 

continuous or single measurement approach, but further integration with iontophoretic sweat 

generating system and user-friendly electronics can be improved. These results further 

corroborated the rapid equilibrium of ethanol across the sweat gland epithelium in relation to BAC 

with no time-lag, as proposed in previous studies189. 

 Wang et al. demonstrated a non-invasive tattoo-based alcohol detection system integrating 

pilocarpine-based iontophoretic sweat generation and amperometric biosensing on a single 

platform (Figure 1.4.8 (B))117. The printed electrode layout on temporary tattoo paper obviated the 
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need for separate sweat-generation and sensing devices through utilization of screen printed 

fabrication. Iontophoresis was carried out using printed Ag/AgCl electrodes while selective 

alcohol recognition in the generated sweat was achieved with printed Prussian-Blue containing 

carbon electrodes modified with AOX. The flexible tattoo-based system could withstand severe 

mechanical strains expected from bodily activity, ensuring reliable performance in the face of the 

rigors of daily human wear. In this system, Prussian-Blue mediated the electrochemical reduction 

of H2O2, the product of the AOx-catalyzed enzymatic reaction between in the sampled sweat, to 

provide selective alcohol detection with operation at low voltages (-0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl) (Figure 

1.4.8 (Bi) Hence, electroactive sweat constituents had negligible effect upon the response, 

compared to common platinum-based detection. The tattoo-based platform was integrated with a 

flexible printed circuit board that provided wireless electrochemical analysis of alcohol via 

Bluetooth transmission of processed data to a lap-top (Figure 1.4.8 (Bii)). The device was further 

proven capable of detecting alcohol intake in human subjects with verification of concurrent 

changes in BAC (Figure 1.4.8 (Biii)). 

Both discussed non-invasive sensing systems demonstrated the rapid progress being made 

in wearable electrochemical biosensors with alcohol detection in excreted sweat, obviating the 

extended time-lag between alcohol intake and detection inherent to insensible-sweat-based 

transdermal alcohol sensors. However, challenges yet remain toward continuous monitoring 

applications as detection in generated sweat can only be achieved as long as sweat is produced, 

which is generally limited to 30-120 min using pilocarpine11, 200. Further, the efficiency of 

iontophoresis and resulting sweating rate can vary, and can affect direct correlations between 

measured alcohol concentrations with concurrent BAC. 
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Figure 1.4.8 Wearable non-invasive sweat alcohol sensors. A) i) Schematic representation of 
bi-enzymatic electrochemical alcohol detection cell for monitoring sweat alcohol concentration 
after iontophoretic stimulation with depiction of alcohol recognition reactions. ii) Comparison of 
measured sweat alcohol levels in 40 human subjects with concurrent BAC. Reproduced with 
permission from Ref. 200. Copyright (2014) Elsevier. B) i) Schematic representation of screen-
printed, wearable iontophoretic delivery and alcohol detection platform with depictions of 
pilocarpine delivery, on-body application, and alcohol recognition reactions. ii) Depiction of 
wireless transmission of alcohol sensing data using flexible printed circuit board. iii) Collected on-
body alcohol detection data with human subjects, with or without drinking, correlated to 
concurrent BAC. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 117. Copyright (2016) American 
Chemical Society. 
 

An alternative alcohol detection strategy in sweat was employed by Prasad et al., who 

reported on a wearable electrochemical immunosensor targeted at detection of EtG, an alcohol 

(ethanol) metabolite used for monitoring of alcohol consumption lifestyle (Figure 1.4.9)201. EtG is 

a minor metabolic product of alcohol formed in the liver and can be detected for up to one day 

after moderate alcohol consumption or for up to two to four days after heavy consumption, which 

makes this analyte of considerable interest in abstinence monitoring situations. The developed 

system was composed of two co-planar electrodes made up of gold or zinc oxide with monoclonal 
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EtG antibodies immobilized via thiol chemistry (Figure 1.4.9 (Ai)). These electrodes were 

patterned onto rigid and flexible substrates and combined with a portable LED display toward 

wearable applications (Figure 1.4.9 (Aii)). EtG was detected using a chemi-resistive sensing 

mechanism in which the impedance measured between the two electrodes, with an applied AC 

voltage would increase in response to higher levels of EtG owing to the EtG binding to the 

immobilized specific antibody. Such antibody-based sensing platforms provide remarkable 

specificity due to the binding nature of antibodies, but regeneration of the unbound antibody is 

necessary for reuse. This device was shown capable of detecting EtG over a physiologically 

relevant range in various samples of pooled human sweat using both the rigid and flexible electrode 

substrates (Figure 1.4.9 (Aiii)). Such a bioaffinity sensing system represents a viable alternative to 

direct alcohol detection for specific applications, but will require integration with an effective 

sweat sampling method for reliable on-body use as well as thorough validation with measured 

BAC levels. 

 

c. ISF-based alcohol detection 

The reported non-invasive alcohol detection platforms exhibited promising performance, 

but required the additional step of biofluid generation in order for sampling and subsequent 

analysis to occur. An alternative approach is to measure alcohol concentrations continuously 

through constant interaction with the biofluid of interest. The concentrations of metabolites in ISF 

can be correlated to concurrent levels in blood due to the nature of their diffusion from the 

bloodstream 202. ISF surrounds the viable cells within skin tissue to provide necessary nutrients 

supplied through blood. Due to this mechanism, ISF alcohol levels display a close correlation with 

concurrent concentrations in blood190. Wang et al. developed a microneedle-based minimally-
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invasive sensing platform for analyzing alcohol concentrations in ISF (Figure 1.4.9 (B))203. 

Microneedles readily access the ISF to facilitate transdermal monitoring. This amperometric 

microneedle biosensor detected alcohol in artificial ISF using AOX immobilized at the tip of the 

microneedle, which contained a platinum wire electrode transducer (Figure 1.4.9 (Bi)). In this 

system, H2O2 generated by the reaction of AOX with alcohol (Equation 1) was oxidized at the 

platinum working electrode using an applied voltage of +0.6 V (vs Ag/AgCl). Polymeric 

membrane coatings of poly(o-phenylenediamine), chitosan and Nafion was used to minimize 

interferences from applied potential electroactive compounds, present in the sampled biofluid (i.e. 

ascorbic acid, uric acid etc.). The microneedle design allows constant access to the constituents of 

ISF for continuous monitoring. Toward this goal, the microneedle sensing array was shown 

capable of detecting varying alcohol concentrations in artificial ISF after penetration through mice 

skin (Figure 1.4.9 (Bii)). However, successful operation in human subjects is required for validated 

performance as well as extensive large-scale verification of alcohol monitoring with concurrent 

BAC measurements. 
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Figure 1.4.9 Alcohol lifestyle and ISF alcohol monitoring. A) i) Schematic representation of 
EtG immunosensor design with EtG antibody immobilization. ii) Depiction of immunosensor 
patterning onto flexible or rigid substrate and integration with portable LED display. iii) 
Evaluation of EtG immunosensor on flexible or rigid substrate in pooled human sweat at varying 
EtG concentrations. Reproduced with permission Ref. 201. Copyright (2016) Macmillan Publishers 
Limited. B) i) Schematic representation of microneedle-based alcohol sensing array with layered 
functionalization of working electrode. ii) Evaluation of microneedle-based alcohol sensing array 
in artificial ISF operating through mice skin. Reproduced with permission Ref. 203. Copyright 
(2017) Elsevier. 
 
d. Transdermal alcohol monitoring platforms 

While the majority of alcohol consumed is metabolized by the liver, approximately 1% is 

excreted through the skin as vapor state insensible sweat179, 204. The concentration of alcohol 

permeating through the epidermis in this manner can be detected by wearable devices, termed 

transdermal sensors, and has exhibited validated correlations against BrAC and BAC (Figure 

1.4.10)205-207. Several sensing platforms utilizing this method of alcohol monitoring have been 

developed with most clinical reports focusing on two devices: the Secure Continuous Remote 
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Alcohol Monitor from Alcohol Monitoring Systems, Inc. (SCRAMTM; Figure 1.4.10 (A)); and the 

Wrist Transdermal Alcohol Sensor from Giner Inc. (WrisTASTM; Figure 1.4.10 (B))207, 208. The 

SCRAMTM is designed as an ankle bracelet with a sensor compartment and a digital signal 

processing compartment, which transmits the collected data to an in-home modem. This platform 

has been implemented by law enforcement personnel to monitor individuals with alcohol-related 

offenses, and as such, contains tamper detection safeguards including temperature and skin contact 

sensors as well as a locked strap. The SCRAMTM detects alcohol in insensible sweat using an air 

pump to collect vapor at the skin surface that is analyzed with a platinum-based electrochemical 

fuel-cell detector to determine alcohol content through catalytic alcohol oxidation (Figure 1.4.10 

(Bi)). The WrisTASTM is designed as a wrist bracelet that also contains skin contact and 

temperature sensors, but is removable as it was primarily designed for use in medical settings. This 

device samples alcohol at the surface of the skin, and detects it via hydrated platinum 

electrochemical sensor to measure alcohol content also through platinum-catalyzed oxidation, with 

measurements manually downloaded to a computer. Both devices have been the subject of multiple 

clinical trials to evaluate efficacy of use209-213.  

 As wearable electronics have grown in popularity more recently, coupled with a drive by 

the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA), a part of the National Institute 

of Health (NIH), increased attention has been given to wearable transdermal alcohol monitoring 

platforms with several smaller and sleeker wrist-worn devices being developed. The BACtrack 

Skyn wearable alcohol monitor from BACtrack (Figure 1.4.10 (C)), which utilizes a fuel-cell type 

alcohol sensor, can be coupled with a smartphone App to track estimated BAC and integrated into 

a standalone wearable or into the band of a smartwatch. The ProofTM alcohol tracking wearable 

from Milo Sensors (Figure 1.4.10 (D)) utilizes an enzymatic electrochemical biosensor cartridge 
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for alcohol detection, which can be coupled to a smartphone App that targets safe recreational 

alcohol consumption with an integrated social aspect. Additionally, the Quantac Tally wrist-worn 

alcohol monitor from Quantac (Figure 1.4.10 (E)) combines alcohol monitoring data in its coupled 

smartphone App with health-related metrics to inform the wearer of personalized insights into 

health impacts of their alcohol consumption. 

 Transdermal alcohol sensors have proven useful in multiple scenarios with new more 

advanced platforms rapidly being developed. However, these devices suffer from an inherent delay 

between changes in BAC being reflected by the monitor of one or more hours due to the time 

required for alcohol to be expelled as insensible sweat214, 215. Additionally, transdermal vapor-

based alcohol sensors may yield false signals, rising from external alcohol-containing vapors (i.e. 

bar scenario, paint, etc.) as well as from alternate components found in insensible sweat due to the 

non-specific nature of the electrochemical detection method (i.e. non-specific oxidation at the 

sensing electrode, particularly non-enzymatic platinum-based sensors)206, 207, 213. In many instances, 

real-time monitoring of a wearer’s BAC is preferred, hence promoting extensive research efforts 

into wearable electrochemical alcohol sensors that directly monitor alcohol concentrations in 

biofluids such as (sensible) sweat and ISF208. 
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Figure 1.4.10 Transdermal alcohol monitoring platforms. Alcohol monitoring devices utilizing 
insensible sweat. A) Secure Remote Alcohol Monitor (SCRAMTM) from Alcohol Monitoring 
Systems, Inc. Reproduced with permission from Alcohol Monitoring Systems, Inc. Copyright 
(2018) (left). Reproduced with permission from Ref. 208. Copyright (2012) Research Society on 
Alcoholism (right). B) Wrist Transdermal Alcohol Sensor (WrisTASTM) from Giner, Inc. 
Reproduced with permission from Ref. 208. Copyright (2012) Research Society on Alcoholism C) 
BACtrack Skyn from BACtrack. Reproduced with permission from BACtrack. Copyright (2018). 
D) ProofTM alcohol tracking wearable by Milo Sensors. Reproduced with permission from Milo 
Sensors Inc. Copyright (2018).  
 

e. Conclusions 

The development of wearable electrochemical alcohol biosensors has accelerated in recent 

years as a result of trends in commercial and researched technologies. The wearable platforms 

discussed herein highlight the recent advances in this area and represent the current state-of-the-

art in wearable electrochemical alcohol biosensors. These devices have been designed to meet the 

needs of a variety of applications ranging from law enforcement and addiction studies to alcohol 

lifestyle monitoring, health and safety. In order to provide user-friendly platforms capable of 

continuous detection, recent efforts have focused on measuring alcohol in sweat and ISF using 

non-invasive or minimally-invasive detection methodologies. Such wearable monitoring platforms 

could provide extremely useful information for a wide variety of beneficial applications with 
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significant potential impact due to the prevalence of alcohol-related costs and health issues. 

Preliminary testing of these platforms has been proven useful with demonstrated correlation to 

BAC.  

Continued progress toward increased practical application opportunities to advance these 

wearable devices beyond proof-of-concept reports will require overcoming remaining challenges 

in wearable biosensing. Successful application of these technologies relies on the accuracy and 

reliability of measurements, which are commonly impacted by the fragility of the bioreceptor 

(enzyme/antibody), uncontrolled operational conditions (i.e. temperature, humidity, etc.), surface 

fouling and contamination from environmental factors or the carry-over from previously sampled 

fluids. Work toward addressing these issues will focus on ensuring reliable detection of alcohol 

concentrations through multiplexed sensing, enhanced biofluid sampling methodologies such as 

microfluidic technologies, and optimized enzyme/antibody immobilization methods for consistent 

long-term operational and storage stability11, 216. Such efforts should also center on addressing the 

need for extensive on-body calibrations to report accurate readings of BAC in a real-time manner. 

Further, the discussed sweat- and ISF-based wearable electrochemical platforms require seamless 

integration with smartphone apps for continuous tracking and display of the BAC, along with the 

appropriate data security and privacy.  Such devices can be coupled with transportation services 

or heath tracking information for decreased instances of DUI or other dangerous side effects of 

alcohol consumption. Wearable alcohol detection approaches should also be expanded to include 

other readily sampled biofluids, such as tears and saliva, as well as focus on improvement of 

detection reliability, reduction of the sensing time lag, and improved stability for extended 

monitoring periods. The future of wearable alcohol sensing devices shows promising capabilities 

relying on successful performance validation in large-scale on-body trials relative to concurrent 
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changes in BAC as well as the integration of such devices into textile-based platforms or fashion 

accessories for effective incorporation into a wearer’s daily life. These advances will be realized 

through a multidisciplinary effort between the scientific and engineering communities in 

collaboration with clinical research. 

 

1.5 Prospects and challenges about non-invasive 

electrochemical biosensors 

We highlighted the most prominent approaches and recent progress involving modern 

wearable biosensors. A plethora of innovative wearable biosensing devices have already been 

demonstrated along with diverse applications, ranging from the detection of metabolites (e.g. 

lactate, glucose) to the monitoring of electrolytes (e.g. sodium, potassium, calcium) in fluids such 

as sweat, ISF, saliva or tears in connection to enzymatic and ion-recognition reactions. Despite the 

tremendous recent progress in wearable biosensors, the field has many challenges to address and 

technological gaps to fill. Overcoming such technological challenges is critical to the successful 

growth of wearable biosensors toward widespread commercial realization. The scope of such 

wearable biosensing devices should be expanded beyond metabolites and electrolytes toward non-

invasive immunoassays of protein disease markers, hormones and stress markers. The new 

wearable immunosensors will require advanced microfluidic platforms, carrying multiple steps 

(e.g. tagging, washing and receptor regeneration), along with long incubation times for detecting 

very low biomarker concentrations. Such on-body bioaffinity assays could be simplified using 

label-free detection schemes217, 218. Future wearable immunosensors hold promise not only for 

healthcare and fitness applications but also for a variety of biodefense applications.  
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The integration of multi-analyte sensing is essential to the future adoption of wearable 

biosensors for tracking wearer health state at the molecular level. While most early wearable 

devices have focused primarily on single measurements, efforts should continue toward the 

simultaneous, non-invasive monitoring of a wide panel of biomarkers. Efforts should also continue 

toward the development of multi-modal wearable sensors that fuse chemical, electrophysiological, 

and physical sensors. The combination of different wearable sensor modalities should lead to a 

more comprehensive monitoring of human physiology, and could find widespread applications 

ranging from monitoring neonates to the monitoring of the elderly. 

While access and real-time analysis of non-invasive bio-fluids can offer new and rich 

diagnostics information, successful realization of wearable biosensors requires extensive 

validation and large-scale correlation studies with gold standard blood-based clinical assays. Such 

rigorous large population studies, and correlation to blood assays, will yield valuable information 

essential for developing reliable and safe wearable biosensing diagnostic platforms. Understanding 

the composition of non-invasive bio-fluids and their relation to blood chemistry and to certain 

medical disorders is essential for expanding the scope of wearable technology in the healthcare 

arena, and for the widespread acceptance of these devices by the clinical community. Additionally, 

such in depth investigation into the composition of non-invasive bio-fluids is vital for identifying 

new useful biomarkers (e.g. proteins, nucleic acids) that have not been measured previously in 

these fluids, as well as to evaluate their dynamic concentration fluctuations under different 

scenarios. Such real-time analysis will open up avenues into biomarker-directed therapies.  

Critically important for broad acceptance of wearable biosensors is the accuracy and 

reliability of their response. The accuracy of biosensors is often compromised by surface fouling 

effects, which represent a common challenge to the continuous operation of on-body biosensors. 
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Fouling of the surface of wearable biosensors, particularly those operating in sweat or tears over 

short durations, is expected to be less severe compared to that of common implantable or 

minimally-invasive sensors. In contrast, the substantial biofouling expected for saliva-based oral-

cavity biosensors would require the development of suitable surface protecting coatings as the 

complex saliva matrix contains a much higher protein content compared to other non-invasive bio-

fluids (e.g, sweat, tears). Unlike traditional (lab-based) biosensors, wearable biosensors can be 

exposed to varying harsh conditions (e.g. temperature) during prolonged outdoor activities in 

uncontrolled environments that may affect the stability of their fragile bioreceptors. Achieving 

wearable biosensors with long-term operational and storage stabilities requires a proper attention 

to the receptor immobilization and storage conditions. Accurate on-body measurements also 

require attention to potential contamination from the surroundings, potential carry over from 

mixing with old fluid, and continuous signal drift (and related sensor calibration). These issues can 

be partially addressed using proper microfluidic sampling systems. 

Additional technical challenges related to the material stretchability, system integration, 

energy demands and power sources, wireless communication and data treatment, security and 

privacy are beyond the scope of this article. These issues are general for different types of wearable 

sensors (e.g. not limited to biosensing devices) and were already discussed extensively elsewhere1. 

Future wearable biosensors are expected to become more streamlined, move away from the wrist 

into textiles and fashion accessories and blend further with a wearer’s daily life. Given the 

competitive research and tremendous commercial opportunities in wearable biosensors, we 

anticipate exciting new developments in the near future. The wearable sensors market is thus 

expected to continue its rapid growth toward changing and improving people lives. Such future 
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advances and breakthroughs will require close multidisciplinary collaboration between the 

engineering, scientific and medical communities. 

This chapter is based, in part, has been submitted for publication of the material, as it may 

appear in Nature Biotechnology, by Jayoung Kim, Alan S. Campbell, Berta Esteban-Fernández de 

Ávila, and Joseph Wang; in part on the material as it appears in Talanta, 2018, by Jayoung Kim, 

Alan S. Campbell, and Joseph Wang; in part on the material as it appears in Current Opinion in 

Electrochemistry, 2018, by Alan S. Campbell, Jayoung Kim, and Joseph Wang. The dissertation 

author was the primary investigator and author of these papers.  
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Chapter 2 Salivary metabolite biosensor on 

wearable mouthguard platform  

2.1 Non-invasive mouthguard biosensor for continuous 

salivary monitoring of metabolites 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Wearable sensors have recently received considerable interest owing to their promise for 

real-time monitoring of the wearer's health and fitness in a wide range of biomedical, sport and 

military scenarios1-3. Until recently, most of the activity on wearable sensors has focused on 

monitoring vital signs from physical signals such as electrocardiography and pulse oximetry, while 

wearable chemical sensors have received limited attention2, 4. Yet, non-invasive wearable chemical 

sensors can yield useful insights into the overall health status and performance of individuals 

beyond physical parameters alone2, 4-6. 

Recent efforts have led to wearable biosensors for detecting chemical biomarkers in human 

fluids that can be obtained non-invasively, e.g., tears, sweat or saliva5, 7-9. Of these fluids, saliva 

has been considered extremely attractive for such non-invasive monitoring, in part due to its 

continuous and convenient availability. Additionally, saliva has good correlation with blood 

concentrations of numerous analytes10, 11. Such correlation reflects the permeation of multiple 

constituents from blood to saliva via transcellular or paracellular paths. Sialochemistry has thus 

been recognized as a useful non-invasive alternative to blood analysis for monitoring the hormonal, 
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stress and metabolic states of individuals10-14. Prior work on wearable in-dwelling salivary sensors 

have focused primarily on the non-invasive potentiometric monitoring of electrolytes such as 

fluoride, pH, or sodium15-17. A denture based sensor for monitoring pH and temperature in the oral 

cavity has also been described18. Recently, Mannoor et al. demonstrated a dental tattoo for 

continuous wireless monitoring of bacteria in saliva19. In contrast, there are no reports on non-

invasive wearable biosensors for monitoring salivary metabolites despite the established high 

correlation between the level of salivary metabolites and their corresponding blood 

concentration11-13. 

Herein we present the first example of a non-invasive mouthguard biosensor for continuous 

monitoring of salivary metabolites20. To demonstrate the new in-mouth biosensor concept, we 

integrated a printable amperometric enzymatic biosensor onto an easily removable mouthguard 

platform toward non-invasive monitoring of lactate. Mouthguards are widely used by athletes in 

competitive and recreational sports as they offer considerable protection against sports-related 

dental injuries21. Such polymeric devices fit firmly and snuggly over the teeth, and represent an 

attractive platform with sufficient volume for mounting miniaturized sensors, control/acquisition 

electronics and wireless transmitters. Unlike the earlier reported permanent in-dwelling saliva 

sensors, the mouthguard sensor can be easily worn and replaced without any specialized assistance. 

Importantly, since the device will be always in direct contact with saliva, physiological information 

can be measured in real-time without interruption, thereby opening a new avenue for continuous 

assessment of dynamic metabolites changes. 

The new concept of mouthguard metabolite biosensor is demonstrated here using 

amperometric monitoring of lactate20. Salivary lactate concentrations correspond well with blood 

lactate levels and have been used in vitro for monitoring fitness levels8, 11, 13, 14, 22, 23. Saliva may 
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therefore be suited as a fluid for continuous non-invasive monitoring of lactate levels during sport 

activities. The presented wearable oral biosensory system is based on a printable Prussian-Blue 

(PB) transducer and a poly-orthophenylenediamine (PPD)/lactate-oxidase (LOx) reagent layer. 

Prussian-blue acting as “artificial peroxidase”, offers a highly selective detection of the hydrogen 

peroxide product of oxidase biocatalytic reactions24-26. PB has been widely used for oral treatment 

of poisoning by the heavy metals like thallium and cesium, and its use appears to be very safe 

under physiological conditions even following high oral doses27-29. Poly-orthophenylenediamine 

(PPD) is commonly employed for the electropolymeric entrapment of oxidases, rejection of 

potential interferences and protection of the biosensor surface30-32. Such coupling of the extremely 

low-potential detection of the peroxide product afforded by the PB transducer and the exclusion 

of electroactive constituents of whole saliva leads to high selectivity and stability. In the following 

sections we will describe the design and in vitro characterization of the new mouthguard-based 

biosensor toward continuous in-mouth monitoring of lactate. 

2.1.2 Materials and methods 

a. Chemicals and regents 

L-Lactate oxidase (LOx) (activity: 101 U mg−1) was purchased from Toyobo Crop (Osaka, 

Japan). 1,2-Phenylenediamine (o-Pd), L-lactic acid, L-ascorbic acid (AA), uric acid (UA), sodium 

sulfate, potassium phosphate monobasic, potassium phosphate dibasic, and sodium chloride were 

obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and were used without further purification or 

modification. Ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ cm) was employed in all of experiments. 

b. Instrumentation 
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A CH Instruments (Austin, TX) model 440 analyzer was employed for the electrochemical 

measurements. Chronoamperometric studies were carried out to evaluate the response of 

mouthguard sensors; the applied potentials in all experiments were versus the printed screen-

printed pseudo Ag/AgCl reference electrode at room temperature (22 °C). A MPM SPM semi-

automatic screen printer (Speedline Technologies, Franklin, MA) was used for printing electrodes. 

The sensor patterns were designed using AutoCAD (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) and stencils were 

patterned on 75 µm-thick stainless steel stencils (Metal Etch Services, San Marcos, CA). 

c. Fabrication and integration of mouthguard biosensor 

Mouthguard biosensors were fabricated by screen-printing three separate layers on a 

flexible PET substrate. An Ag/AgCl conductive ink (124-36, medical grade, Creative Materials 

Inc., MA USA) was printed first to provide the reference electrode as well as the contacts for 

interfacing the three electrodes to the electrochemical analyzer. The second layer, serving as the 

working and auxiliary electrodes, was printed from a Prussian-blue-graphite ink (C2070424P2, 

Gwent Inc., Torfaen, UK). The third (insulator) layer, was printed by using the DuPont 5036 

Dielectric paste (Wilmington, DE, USA). After each printing step, the printed layers were cured 

at 80 °C for 20 min. Subsequently, the printed electrode system was attached to the mouthguard 

body using a double-sided adhesive (Figure 2.1.1(A)). The electrochemical analyzer was 

connected to wires placed through holes inside the mouthguard body that were attached to 

Ag/AgCl contacts via a silver epoxy. An insulator layer was used for coating the exposed silver-

epoxy and Ag/AgCl contacts.  
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Figure 2.1.1 (A) Photograph of the mouthguard biosensor, with the integrated printable 3-
electrode system, including the enzyme working electrode. (B) Schematic illustration of the PB 
working electrode coated with the PPD-LOx layer in the mouthguard biosensor for salivary lactate 
monitoring.  

 

d. Working electrode modification 

Lactate oxidase (LOx) was immobilized on the working electrode surface by 

electropolymeric entrapment in a poly(o-phenylenediamine) (PPD) film. This was accomplished 

using a 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) solution containing 10 mM o-Pd, 5 mM sodium sulfate, 

and 800 U ml−1 LOx, which was purged with nitrogen for 20 minutes. The mouthguard printable 

transducer was immersed in the polymerization solution; a potential of 0.55 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) was 

subsequently applied for 1 min in order to grow the LOx-entrapped PPD film30. Following the 

electropolymerization process, the sensor was rinsed and immersed in a 0.1 M phosphate buffer 

solution (pH 7.0) for 20 min to remove monomeric residues from the electrode surface as well as 

any non-bound enzyme. Figure 2.1.1(B) shows the scheme of the modified working-electrode 

transducer on the mouthguard platform. 

e. Electrochemical characterization in buffer matrix 
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The electrochemical performance of the mouthguard lactate sensor was evaluated in a 0.1 

M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) solution containing 20 mM NaCl (PBS) (mimicking the Cl 

concentration in human saliva)33, 34. Chronoamperometric measurements of lactate at the PB-PPD-

LOx biosensor were carried out by stepping the potential to 0.042 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for 60 s after 

2 min incubation in the sample solution. The current was sampled after 60 s. The applied potential 

was chosen based on cyclic voltammetry of the PB-carbon transducer, where the reduction of 

hydrogen peroxide showed the maximum current (not shown). Stability of the biosensor was 

examined in 0.5 mM lactate at 10 min intervals over a 2 h operation. The sensor was kept in 0.1 

M PBS between such successive measurements. 

f. Human saliva collection and handling 

Human saliva samples were collected from healthy volunteers at fasting conditions (at least 

8 h) using “passive drool method”35. The collected samples were kept at room temperature to allow 

their sediments to precipitate and the supernatant was used directly (without dilution) for 

electrochemical measurements. Due to the high viscosity of whole saliva samples, 50 µl of 

undiluted saliva aliquots were mixed with different lactate concentrations and vortexed for one 

min. The concentration of lactate in the saliva samples was determined via the standard addition 

method. 

g. Human saliva measurements 

Electrochemical measurements of spiked saliva samples were carried out using the same 

conditions used in buffer matrix (EAPP = 0.042 V for 60 s). Prolonged measurements of such whole 

saliva samples were performed by changing the sample every 10 min to mimic the replenished in-
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mouth flow of saliva (unstimulated: 1 ml min−1, stimulated: 2 ml min−1)36. The sensor was kept in 

saliva between such successive measurements. 

2.1.3 Results and discussion 

a. Lactate dynamic range of the mouthguard sensor in buffer media 

The lactate concentration of the human saliva varies depending on a person's metabolism 

and physical performance, with high correlations observed between blood (upto 17.3 ± 1.9 mM) 

and salivary lactate levels (upto 1.6 ± 0.4)14, 22, 23. Thus, a wide linear lactate detection range and 

a fast response time are essential for realizing continuous in-mouth monitoring of lactate in saliva. 

To address potential interferences in complex raw saliva samples, the commonly used LOx 

enzyme has been immobilized onto a printable PB-based transducer by entrapment within a PPD 

film. The PB-PPD-LOx biosensor, mounted on the mouthguard, was evaluated first in phosphate 

buffer medium. 

The dynamic concentration range was examined in response to increasing levels of lactate 

over the 0.1–1.0 mM lactate range using a low potential of 0.042 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). Figure 

2.1.2 displays chronoamperograms for increasing concentrations of lactate in 0.1 mM increments 

(b – k) in PBS medium. These data indicate that the PB-PPD-LOx mouthguard biosensor displays 

a very high sensitivity toward lactate, with well-defined chronoamperograms and current-signals 

proportional to the lactate concentration. The resulting calibration plot (shown in the inset) exhibits 

high linearity (slope, 0.553 µA mM−1; correlation coefficient, 0.994). Note also the remarkably 

low background current (a) associated with the extremely low operating potential. A low detection 

of around 0.050 mM can thus be estimated from the favorable signal-to-noise characteristics of the 
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response for the 0.1 mM lactate (b) (S/N = 3). The PB-PPD-LOx mouthguard sensor could thus 

detect lactate effectively over the saliva lactate physiological range14, 22, 23. 

 

Figure 2.1.2 Chronoamperograms obtained for increasing lactate concentration with 0.1 mM 
increments up to 1 mM (a – k) in 0.1 M PBS. All experiments were performed with EAPP = 0.042 V 
(vs. Ag/AgCl) and a current sampling time of 60 s. The resulting calibration curve is shown in the inset. 

 

b. Selectivity in the presence of physiologically-relevant electroactive compounds 

Since the mouthguard biosensor is expected to be exposed to complex raw saliva media, it 

should offer selective response in the presence of electroactive constituents (e.g., AA and UA) that 

often interfere with the amperometric detection of lactate. The PB-PPD-LOx transducer-reagent-

layer system was designed to minimize potential electroactive interferences by coupling the very 

low detection potential, offered by the PB surface, with the effective permselective behavior of the 

PPD layer30-32. The selectivity was evaluated in the presence of physiological levels of the relevant 

electroactive constituents of human saliva, uric acid (100 µM), and ascorbic acid (20 µM)12, 37. 

Figure 2.1.3 displays the chronoamperometric response for 0.5 mM of lactate in the presence and 

absence of such physiological concentrations of ascorbic acid and uric acid. These data clearly 

indicate that these potential interferences have a negligible effect upon the lactate response (around 
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5% for both of AA and UA) and hence that the new mouthguard biosensor system offers high 

selectivity. 

 

Figure 2.1.3 Selectivity of the mouthguard biosensor. Response to 0.5 mM lactate in 0.1 M PBS 
in the presence of common electroactive physiological interferents. Conditions, as in Figure 
2.1.2. 

 

c. Continuous monitoring for stability test of mouthguard biosensor 

High stability is another important requirement towards continuous in-mouth operation of 

the new mouthguard lactate biosensor. The stability was initially evaluated over a continuous two-

hour operation with repetitive measurements of 0.5 mM carried out every 10 min. Figure 

2.1.4 displays the corresponding chronoamperograms along with the time-course profile of the 

resulting current response (inset; with the initial result at t = 0 min normalized to 100%). These 

data indicate a highly stable current response over the entire 2 hours operation. On-going studies 

currently evaluate the long-term stability of the sensor. 
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Figure 2.1.4 Stability of the electrochemical response of the mouthguard biosensor to 0.5 mM lactate 
over a 2 h operation. Measurements were carried out at 10 min intervals. The inset shows the relative 
current, based on original current response (t = 0). The sensor kept in 0.1 M PBS between such 
successive measurements. Other conditions, as in Figure 2.1.2. 

 

d. Biosensing for lactate with mouthguard sensor in human saliva 

After the evaluation of the mouthguard biosensor in a synthetic buffer matrix, experiments 

were carried out by using human saliva samples. The response of the sensor to changing lactate 

levels was examined using unstimulated human saliva spiked 0.1–0.5 mM of lactate. As indicated 

from the well-defined chronoamperograms of Figure 2.1.5, the sensor responds favorably to such 

changes in the lactate level (b–f). The resulting calibration plot (shown in the inset) exhibits good 

linearity (slope, 0.202 µA mM−1; correlation coefficient, 0.988). The endogenous lactate level can 

thus be estimated to 0.010 mM, which is in the normal range in human saliva in rest without 

stimulation22. The small current increments due to the lactate additions (vs. those observed in the 

buffer media) are attributed to the viscosity of the saliva samples that leads to slower diffusion. 

No apparent change in the sensitivity or linear range were observed when testing the sensors at 

37 °C (body temperature; not shown). 
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Figure 2.1.5 Chronoamperometric response for human saliva sample (a) spiked 0.1–0.5 mM of lactate 
(b–f). Inset, resulting calibration plot. Other conditions, as in Figure 2.1.2. 

 

e. Continuous monitoring of lactate in human saliva 

The continuous exposure to complex saliva media and the potential degradation of the 

sensor response by co-existing proteins requires assessment of the stability of the new oral 

biosensory system in the presence of such untreated biofluid. Figure 2.1.6 examines the stability of 

the sensor in an untreated saliva sample over a 2 hour period. Only small variations of the current 

signal (ranging between 90% and 106% of the original response) are observed. Such good stability 

reflects the protective action of the PPD coating against co-existing fouling constituents. This data 

was obtained by repeated measurements every 10 min for 2 h, and replacing the saliva for each 

measurement to mimic the dynamic oral environment36. Whenever needed, the mouthguard sensor 

system can be readily replaced during actual in-mouth operation to address further degradation of 

the sensor response by the saliva matrix. 
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Figure 2.1.6 Stability of the response of the mouthguard biosensor to a human saliva sample spiked 
with 0.5 mM lactate. Repetitive measurements were carried out at 10 min intervals over a 2 h 
period. The inset is the relative current based on original current response (t = 0). The sensor kept 
in saliva between such successive runs. Other conditions, as in Figure 2.1.2. 

 

2.1.4 Conclusions 

We have demonstrated the first example of a non-invasive mouthguard biosensor towards 

the continuous in-mouth monitoring of salivary metabolites. The new wearable biosensing 

platform has been demonstrated for amperometric measurements of lactate in connection to a PB-

PPD-LOx system. The system enables highly sensitive, selective, and stable lactate response in 

saliva samples, reflecting its low-potential signal transduction and rejection of co-existing 

electroactive and protein constituents. Such attractive performance in undiluted human salivary 

samples substantiates the potential of the mouthguard-based biosensing platform as a practical 

wearable device for continuous non-invasive physiological monitoring of the fitness state of 

individuals. Future efforts towards continuous in-mouth lactate monitoring will focus on 

miniaturization and integration of the amperometric circuits and electronics for data acquisition, 

processing, and wireless transmission, as well as critical assessment of all potential toxicity and 
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biocompatibility concerns. The amperometric mouthguard biosensing concept can readily be 

expanded towards salivary monitoring of other clinically-relevant metabolites and stress markers, 

hence offering useful insights into the wearer's health and performance and considerable promise 

for diverse biomedical and fitness applications. 

 

2.2 Wearable salivary uric acid mouthguard biosensor with 

integrated wireless electronics 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Wearable sensors have been receiving considerable recent attention because of their great 

promise for on-body monitoring of a wide range of relevant parameters for health, fitness, and 

biomedicine applications38-41. While the majority of existing wearable technologies focus on 

monitoring physical parameters (e.g., motion, respiration rate, etc.) or electrophysiology (e.g., 

ECG, EMG, etc.), there is tremendous interest in developing wearable sensors for important 

chemical markers relevant to health or fitness4, 42, 43. Significant progress has been made recently 

in developing wearable electrochemical sensors that detect metabolites and electrolytes in sweat, 

saliva, and tears5, 7, 20, 44-48. Saliva is a great diagnostic fluid providing an alternative to direct blood 

analysis via the permeation of blood constituents without any skin-piercing for blood sampling. 

Early work in electrochemical salivary sensors was demonstrated by Graf in the 1960s, measuring 

pH and fluoride ion levels on a partial denture15, 16. Several efforts have more recently developed 

salivary sensors based on screen-printing techniques that take advantage of scalable low-cost 

fabrication. For example, Diamond’s group has developed disposable potentiometric pH sensor 
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strips47, and our group has demonstrated a wearable salivary lactate sensor using a mouthguard 

platform20. 

Despite these recent advances, the realization of wearable biosensors for real-time 

monitoring of chemical markers is limited by the small number of demonstrated target analytes 

and the lack of integrated wireless data transmission in measurement platforms. While it was 

predicted that the wireless wearable chemo-sensors for personal health/wellness was slated to 

expand rapidly2, challenges such as power consumption and size of wireless sensor systems remain. 

Mannoor et al. reported a novel graphene-based wireless resistometric sensor for continuous 

monitoring of bacteria on a silk dental tattoo platform19; however, this platform does not measure 

salivary metabolites and requires a large active device to be held in close proximity to the sensor, 

which is inconvenient for continuous real-time readout. In another work, a radio-frequency 

identification (RFID) wireless sensor tag with potentiometric input has been introduced49. The tag, 

which is too large for integration in typical anatomically-sized platforms, is powered by a 3 V 

battery, and a larger reader device still needs to be positioned in close proximity to the tag for 

successful data readout. A similar system has been recently developed by our group to implement 

a smart bandage, though the drawbacks of short-range communication and bulky monitoring 

devices remain50. 

The size of the wireless system can potentially be decreased by transitioning from near-

field or RFID-like approaches, which require a large proximal reader device, to far-field radios 

that communicate with small receivers that can potentially be placed far away. Wireless 

monitoring of blood glucose and lactic acid level in fish has been reported by Endo et al. (2009) 

and Hibi et al. (2012)51, 52, respectively. These designs utilized a 3102BP Pinnacle Technology 

wireless potentiostat operating at 916.5 MHz, which transmits sensed data to a proprietary receiver 
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(3100RX, Pinnacle Technology Inc.). On the other hand, more common communication links, 

such as Bluetooth, do not require specific reader/receiver designs; therefore, a broad range of 

receivers can be employed. For example, a Bluetooth-enabled system for real time monitoring of 

physical parameters was proposed by Depari et al. (2013)53. The system consists of a commercial 

Bluetooth earphone along with a PPG sensor, tissue impedance sensor, and interface circuits. In 

another work, a portable smart-phone based impedance TNT monitoring system has been reported 

54. These examples employed Bluetooth 2.0 and Hands-Free Profile (HFP) commercial based 

systems and have opportunities to reduce power consumption and size. 

In this work, the wireless amperometric circuit, paired with a Bluetooth low energy (BLE) 

communication system-on-chip (SoC) for miniaturized and low-power operation, is fully 

integrated into a novel salivary metabolite mouthguard biosensor for continuous and real-time 

amperometric monitoring55. The mouthguard enzyme electrode is applied for the detection of uric 

acid (UA), which is the end product of purine metabolism in the human body. An abnormal 

concentration of UA is a biomarker for various diseases, including hyperuricemia, gout, Lesch–

Nyhan syndrome, and renal syndrome56-59. In addition, higher UA levels implicate a higher future 

risk of type 2 diabetes and its severity and complications60-63. UA can also be an indicator of 

physical stress induced reactive oxygen species (ROS), acting as a free radical scavenger64, 65. 

While blood UA (BUA) measurements require invasive blood collection, salivary uric acid (SUA) 

measurements could be carried out non-invasively and in a continuous real-time manner. Shibasaki 

et al. (2012) and Soukup et al. (2012) have found a good correlation of UA blood and saliva levels, 

demonstrating that this metabolite can be monitored in saliva in a non-invasive way without need 

for blood sampling12, 66. 
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The new mouthguard biosensor has been fabricated using a well-established screen-

printing technology on a flexible PET (polyethylene terephthalate) substrate. Chemical 

modification of the printed working electrode Prussian-blue transducer has been made by 

crosslinking the uricase enzyme and electropolymerizing o-phenylenediamine. The performance 

of the new mouthguard biosensor has been evaluated through UA measurements in artificial saliva 

and undiluted human saliva. The feasibility of the new mouthguard biosensor system for clinical 

use has been tested by monitoring a hyperuricemia patient under medication treatment. Finally, 

the sensor has been integrated with a wireless amperometric circuitry to realize a comfortable 

wearable device (Figure 2.2.1). The resulting integrated mouthguard biosensor offered real-time 

uric-acid measurements along with wireless data transmission. A BLE chipset has been adopted 

to enable wireless connectivity to a smartwatch, smartphone, tablet, portable media player, laptop 

or any other BLE-enabled device. In the following sections, we will describe the design of the 

integrated mouthguard biosensor coupled with a miniaturized printed circuit board for wireless 

data collection and its attractive performance in the continuous monitoring of salivary UA.  
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Figure 2.2.1 (A) Photograph of the mouthguard biosensor integrated with wireless amperometric 
circuit board. (B) Reagent layer of the chemically modified printed Prussian-Blue carbon working 
electrode containing uricase for SUA biosensor. (C) Photograph of the wireless amperometric 
circuit board: front side (left) and back side (right). 

 

2.2.2 Materials and methods 

a. Chemicals and regents 

Uricase (5 U/mg) from Candida sp., o-phenylenediamine (OPD), l-lactic acid (LA), d-

glucose, l-ascorbic acid (AA), acetaminophen (ACT), uric acid (UA), sodium sulfate, sodium 

chloride, calcium chloride, potassium chloride, citric acid, potassium thiocyanate, ammonium 

chloride, potassium monobasic, potassium dibasic, bovine serum albumin (BSA), and 

glutaraldehyde solution were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and were used without 

further purification or modification. Ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ cm) was employed in all of our 

experiments. Allopurinol® 150 mg was obtained at a local pharmacy. 

A MPM SPM semi-automatic screen printer (Speedline Technologies, Franklin, MA) was 

used for printing electrodes. The sensor patterns were designed using AutoCAD (Autodesk, San 
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Rafael, CA) and stencils were patterned on 75 µm thick stainless steel stencils (Metal Etch Services, 

San Marcos, CA). A CH Instruments (Austin, TX) model 621A electrochemical analyzer was 

employed for the electrochemical characterization. 

b. Fabrication and chemical modification of mouthguard biosensor 

Mouthguard biosensors were screen-printed on flexible PET substrate with three separate 

layers. First, an Ag/AgCl conductive ink (124-36, medical grade, Creative Materials Inc., MA 

USA) was printed to offer reference electrode as well as current collector for electrochemical 

measurement. Subsequently, Prussian-blue-graphite ink (C2070424P2, Gwent Inc., Torfaen, UK) 

was printed for working and counter electrodes. The third (insulator) layer was printed with 

Dupont 5036 dielectric paste (Wilmington, DE, USA) to define electrode area. After every printing 

step, the printed layers were cured at 80 °C for 20 min. The defined working electrode is in a circle 

shape with a 3 mm diameter. The working electrode is additionally modified with enzyme and 

anti-biofouling membranes. First, 3.0 mg of uricase were mixed with 2 mg of BSA and 1 µl of 8% 

glutaraldehyde solution in 200 µl of potassium phosphate buffer. 3 µl of mixed solution were then 

drop-casted on the working electrode and dried for 30 min. Next, PPD (polymerized-OPD) was 

deposited on the enzyme layer by electropolymerization of OPD by applying 0.6 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) 

for 5 minutes in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) solution containing 10 mM OPD, 5 mM sodium 

sulfate to minimize biofouling and interference effects from saliva constituents. Figure 2.2.1 (B) 

shows the chemical constitution of the modified working electrode on the mouthguard platform. 

The fabricated enzyme electrode was attached to the mouthguard and wired to connect either to 

the miniaturized printed circuit board for wireless data collection or to a lab-scale potentiostat. 

c. Electrochemical evaluation in artificial saliva 
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The electrochemical performance of the salivary UA biosensor on mouthguard was first 

evaluated in artificial saliva, which has a similar electrolyte concentration to human saliva (Claver 

et al., 2009). The artificial saliva was prepared by dissolving 5 mM of NaCl, 1 mM of CaCl2, 15 

mM of KCl, 1 mM of citric acid, 1.1 mM of KSCN, and 4 mM of NH4Cl in distilled water. The 

pH of artificial saliva was adjusted to 6.7, which is an average pH of healthy human saliva 

(Chicharro et al., 1998). Chronoamperometric measurements of UA at the PB-PPD-Uricase 

biosensor were carried out by stepping the potential to −0.3 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for 60 s after 1 min 

of incubation in the sample solution. The calibration curve was obtained by chronoamperometric 

measurements with 50 µM increments of UA concentrations up to 1 mM in 100 µl of artificial 

saliva. The stability of the biosensor was examined in a 350 µM UA solution at 10 min intervals 

over a 2 h long operation. The sensor was kept in artificial saliva between such successive 

measurements. Selectivity was evaluated in 350 µM UA in artificial saliva under stirring and fixed 

potential conditions in the presence of relevant physiological interferents: 200 µM AA, 800 µM 

glucose, 100 µM ACT, and 1000 µM LA. The concentration of each interferents was chosen under 

consideration of increment by intake of supplements, disease, and exercise based on its average 

level22, 37, 67, 68.  

d. Electrochemical evaluation in undiluted saliva 

Human saliva samples were collected from volunteers by using the “passive drool” method 

35. The collected samples were directly used for electrochemical measurements without any 

treatment. The concentration of UA in the saliva samples was determined via the standard addition 

method by applying same experimental conditions used in artificial saliva (EAPP=−0.3 V for 60 s). 

Briefly, 100 µl of saliva droplet on the electrode surface was incubated for 60 s and measured by 

stepping the potential to −0.3 V for 60 s to obtain saliva baseline response. Subsequently, the saliva 
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sample was spiked with the UA standard solution to give a 0.2 mM concentration, followed by 60 

s incubation and 60 s for current measurement, repeating the process up to 1 mM uric acid. The 

concentration of uric acid in saliva sample was calculated as the intercept where the produced 

current is zero. For stability test in real saliva samples, signals were measured every 20 min and 

the sample was replaced at every measurement considering the flow rate of saliva in mouth 

(unstimulated: 1 ml/min, stimulated: 2 ml/min)36. The sensor was immersed in saliva between such 

successive runs. 

e. Monitoring SUA level of hyperuricemia patient under medication treatment 

To help validate the utility of the developed sensor for monitoring health conditions, SUA 

levels were monitored in two types of volunteer: a hyperuricemia patient and a healthy volunteer. 

To verify fluctuations of SUA level during the day, saliva was collected and measured hourly 

without any additional treatment for a time period of 5 h. Each sample was measured by a standard 

addition method to quantify the amount of UA in the saliva sample, as mentioned in Section d. 

When the hyperuricemia patient had a higher SUA level than normal, Allopurinol®, (the 

medication used to treat hyperuricemia), was orally administered for 4 days. In each of these four 

days, saliva was collected at three separate times and the corresponding UA concentration was 

estimated via the standard addition method as described in Section d. 

f. Design and fabrication of wireless amperometric printed circuit board  

Unlike near-field communication (NFC) chipsets that can only communicate over a 

distance of a few centimeters, a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) chipset was adopted in this work to 

enable wireless connectivity to a smartwatch, smartphone, or laptop over the distance of several 

meters, enabling unobtrusive, real-time monitoring. Specifically, the design employed a Texas 
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Instrument (TI) CC2541 BLE System-on-Chip for communication and processing. An LMP91000 

Analog Front End (AFE), programmable through an I2C interface driven by the CC2541, was used 

as the on-board potentiostat. The fabricated printed circuit board assembly (PCBA), shown in 

Figure 2.2.1 (C), measured 1.8 cmx1.9 cm. A Johanson Technology 2.45 GHz chip antenna 

(2450AT42A100) and impedance matched balun (2450BM15A0002) were employed for wireless 

transmission. Two 396/397 watch batteries (2×1.55 V, 33 mAh each) in series were utilized as a 

power source, regulated for the electronics via a TPS61220 boost converter and an LM4120 low-

dropout voltage regulator. The board consumed, on average, 7 mA from a 3 V supply during 

“active mode” (21 mW). In order to maximize the battery life, a 0.6 mW “sleep mode” was 

engaged during extended periods of time when measurements were not being taken. In this mode, 

the LMP91000 entered a “deep sleep” state while the CC2541 was placed in power mode 1 (with 

a 4 µs wake-up time). A third mode, “stand-by,” was used when there was a moderate delay 

between data transmissions. In this mode, the LMP91000 remained in the potentiostat 

configuration, while the CC2541 was placed in “power mode 1,” resulting in a total power 

consumption of 0.7 mW. 

g. Measurement and data transmission scenarios for the wireless amperometric circuit 

The CC2541 firmware was configured to support calibration, stability and application-

specific use-case scenarios. To extract calibration curves, chronoamperometric measurements 

were performed once every three minutes, with current levels transmitted every 0.5 s for 6 s. The 

following 2 min interval was reserved for sample preparation and incubation. The same scenario 

was repeated with a 10 min period for study of the stability of the sensor. Continuous data 

transmission with millisecond sampling rates is not required in all application use-cases, and thus 

the CC2541 firmware was also configured to support duty-cycled measurements. 
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For example, the board was programmed to enable measurement once every few minutes. 

In this mode, the potentiostat is periodically activated for a period of 60 s, or until the current 

measurement settles. After settling, the current is sampled and transmitted over the wireless link 

and the concentration is recovered at the receiver based on calibration data. After transmission, the 

board enters the “sleep mode” for a pre-configured amount of time. Exploiting low-power sleep 

modes with deeply duty-cycled operation extends the estimated battery life from 12 h to 5 days. 

h. Assembly and characterization of integrated wireless mouthguard 

After testing the performance of the mouthguard biosensor in artificial saliva and real 

human saliva, the wireless electronics board was integrated into the mouthguard platform. 

Stainless steel wires connected to the screen-printed electrode on PET substrate were soldered to 

the fabricated PCB, and the electronics board together with the printed electrode was assembled 

into the mouthguard using medical adhesive (Loctite). To test its operation, 100 µl of artificial 

saliva was placed on the electrode and the same experimental conditions-as described in previous 

sections were applied. Chronoamperometric measurements of integrated mouthguard biosensor 

were carried out by applying −0.3 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for 1 min following 1 min of incubation in the 

sample drop (artificial saliva). The measurement results were sent by Bluetooth wireless data 

transmission and were displayed on a laptop screen with a custom-made graphical interface. Data 

communication between the integrated mouthguard sensor and Android smart phones has also 

been verified using the Texas Instrument BLE Monitor application. For calibration curve 

extraction, an LED indicator turned on every 3 min indicating the time to spike UA to measure the 

next concentration point. Every time the indicator turned on, a 1 minute long incubation was taken 

after spiking UA and then the current response was measured for another 1 minute. Stability was 
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also examined in 300 µM UA in artificial saliva at 10 min intervals over 4 h of operation. The 

sensor was kept in artificial saliva between successive measurements. 

2.2.3 Results and discussion 

a. Rationale for salivary uric acid biosensor 

Uric acid is the end product of purine metabolism and is excreted by the kidneys and 

intestinal tract in humans. The normal range of BUA is between 100 and 400 µM69 and its elevated 

level is not only an indicator for several renal disorders such as gout, renal disease, hyperuricemia, 

and Lesch–Nyhan syndrome56-59 but also implies future risk for and increased severity of type 2 

diabetes60-63. It is well-established that there is a high correlation between blood UA level and 

salivary UA level12, 66. Thus, SUA level reflects BUA level so that BUA can be estimated through 

non-invasive monitoring of SUA. Electrochemical biosensing is the most attractive mode of UA 

detection due to its advantages such as miniaturization, high sensitivity and cost-effectiveness70-73. 

Despite these advantages, electrochemical SUA detection has several challenges to overcome. 

First of all, the electrochemical detection of UA requires high selectivity against ascorbic acid (AA) 

which is a representative electroactive species in biofluid showing similar oxidation potential. In 

order to avoid AA interference, uricase enzyme can be utilized to offer selectivity, producing 

allatonin and hydrogen peroxide72-74. Hydrogen peroxide can be electrochemically measured to 

determine UA level by either oxidation or reduction. This chemical reaction is described in Figure 

2.2.1 (B). Due to a large over-potential in the oxidation reaction of hydrogen peroxide, other 

electroactive species in saliva can interfere with the signal through their own oxidation. Therefore, 

reduction of hydrogen peroxide is preferred and a catalytic mediator is commonly used to lower 

working potential such as Prussian-blue24. Saliva is a complex matrix due to its high viscosity 
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(contributes less mass transfer), high protein concentration (induces passivation of electrode under 

applied potential), and electroactive species (cause interference via oxidation). Therefore, 

modification of the electrode is highly desired for direct electrochemical measurement of saliva, 

especially when monitoring continuously. In a previous paper, our group demonstrated continuous 

monitoring of salivary lactate for 2 h with electropolymerized o-phenylenediamine (PPD)75. The 

PPD membrane is well known for its capability to reject electroactive species and prevent bio-

fouling on an electrode during amperometric measurement. Also, a Prussian-blue transducer offers 

selective cathodic detection of the hydrogen peroxide produced by the enzymatic reaction of 

analyte24. In our current study, a PPD membrane and PB transducer are employed for salivary UA 

detection in undiluted human saliva. Uricase enzyme was immobilized by cross-linking with BSA 

and glutaraldehyde, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.1 (B). This method enabled the biosensor to obtain 

higher selectivity and sensitivity to the lower physiological level of UA. The resulting BSA-

glutaraldehyde-uricase/PPD modified electrode was evaluated through testing in artificial saliva 

and real undiluted saliva. 

b. Determination of uric acid with mouthguard sensor in artificial saliva 

First, the electrochemical performance of the UA biosensor was evaluated in artificial 

saliva. A normal SUA level for a healthy person ranges from 100 µM to 250 µM12, 66. In order to 

cover a hyperuricemia patient's UA level for diagnostic and treatment applications, a dynamic 

concentration range of 0–1 mM UA was examined in current response while a potential of −0.3 

V(vs. Ag/AgCl) was applied. Figure 2.2.2 (A) displays chronomamperograms for increasing 

concentrations of UA in 50 µM increments (b–u) in artificial saliva. The data indicates that the 

PB-PPD-Uricase mouthguard biosensor is very sensitive to UA and has a wide linear range, 

yielding well-defined chronoamperograms. The corresponding current response is proportional to 
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UA concentration, resulting in the linear calibration plot displayed in the inset of Figure 2.2.2 (A) 

(Slope, 2.32 µA/mM; correlation coefficient, R2=0.998). 

Since human saliva is a very complex matrix containing various interferents, selectivity 

should be ensured for real applications. The selectivity was evaluated by continuous measurement 

under fixed-potential and stirring conditions, in the presence of the relevant species of human 

saliva, including glucose, lactate, ascorbic acid, and acetaminophen22, 37, 67, 68. As shown in Figure 

2.2.2 (B), the new biosensor displays a favorable response to 350 µM UA, along with a negligible 

response to other potential interfering species. Next, a stability test was carried out by measuring 

the response to 350 µM UA over a 2 h period at 10 min intervals, confirming the feasibility of 

continuous monitoring. Figure 2.2.2 (C)  illustrates that the corresponding chronoamperograms 

are highly stable, with no apparent change throughout this prolonged operation (relative standard 

deviation (RSD): 3.5%). This stable response indicates efficient enzyme immobilization due to the 

cross-linking reaction between BSA and glutaraldehyde, as well as the electropolymerized PPD 

layer.  
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Figure 2.2.2 Electrochemical performance in artificial saliva (A) Chronoamperograms obtained 

for increasing UA concentration with 50 µM increments up to 1 mM (a–u). The resulting 

calibration curve is shown in the inset. (B) Selectivity test: response to 350 µM UA (i) in the 

presence of common electroactive physiological interferents (200 µMAA (ii), 800 µM glucose 

(iii), 1000 µM LA (iv), and 100 µM ACT (v). (C) Stability of the electrochemical response to 350 

µM UA during a 2 h operation with measurements at 10 min intervals. The inset shows the relative 

current, based on original current response (t=0 s). The sensor kept in artificial saliva between such 

successive measurements. All experiments were performed with Eapp=−0.3 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) and 

a current sampling time of 60 s. 

 

c. Determination of uric acid with mouthguard sensor in undiluted human saliva 

Next, the performance of biosensor was tested in undiluted human saliva via standard 

addition method. As illustrated in Figure 2.2.3 (A), the biosensor offers a favorable response to 

different concentrations of UA in undiluted human saliva, displaying well-defined 

chronoamperomgrams. The resulting calibration plot, shown in the inset of Figure 2.2.3 (A), 
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exhibits good sensitivity and linearity (slope, 1.08 µA/mM; correlation coefficient, R2=0.999). 

Based on this plot, the SUA level can be estimated to be 488 µM. Despite the presence of numerous 

potential interferences in the saliva matrix, e.g., coexisting electroactive materials and proteins, 

the system offers a well-defined and distinguishable current response within the physiological 

levels of SUA. 

The sensor stability was evaluated in human saliva at 20 min intervals over 2 h in order to 

confirm the absence of biofouling from saliva proteins. The response to SUA after 2 h shown in 

Figure 2.2.3 (B)indicates that the developed sensor holds promise for continuous monitoring of 

the wearer's status. Furthermore, the good linearity and stability of the response (RSD: 4.9%) 

provide evidence that the system is applicable in real-life monitoring applications for acute gout, 

diabetes, and exercise induced oxidative stress. 

 

Figure 2.2.3 Electrochemical performance in undiluted human saliva. Chronoamperometric 
response for undiluted human saliva spiked with increasing concentrations of UA in 0.2 mM 
increments (a–f). The resulting calibration plot is shown in the inset. (B) Stability of the response 
in human saliva sample spiked with 350 µM UA. Repetitive measurements were carried out at 20 
min intervals over a 2 h period. The inset is the relative current based on original current response 
(t=0 s). The sensor kept in saliva between such successive measurements. EAPP=−0.3 V vs 
Ag/AgCl and t=60 s. 
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d. Determination of uric acid with mouthguard sensor in undiluted human saliva 

As described in the previous sections, UA monitoring can be applied in a variety of fields, 

especially in health-care and clinical applications including the diagnosis and treatment of disease. 

The new mouthguard UA biosensor was tested for practical use in one such application – the 

monitoring of hyperuricemia. In this study, SUA was monitored and compared using collected 

saliva from a healthy volunteer and a hyperuricemia patient who was already diagnosed by a 

physician as having an elevated BUA level. Figure 2.2.4 (A) displays the SUA level monitored for 

both the control volunteer and hyperuricemia patient every hour for 5 h. The SUA level was 

estimated via standard addition method, similar to the one described in the previous section. Both 

subjects show consistent SUA levels with small variations – these variations are due to the fact 

that SUA can be influenced by circadian rhythm during the day and by food intake. Despite of 

these small variations, there was a significant difference in the measured SUA levels between the 

healthy volunteer and the hyperuricemia patient (178.5 µM (±20.7 µM) and 822.6 µM (±26.25 

µM), respectively). These data support the suitability of the mouthguard sensor as a non-invasive 

diagnostic tool for hyperuricemia. 

The untreated hyperuricemia patient in our test showed a sustained high SUA level for 5 

h-medical action was required to bring these levels to the normal SUA range. The monitoring of 

this treatment of hyperuricemia under medication is demonstrated in Figure 2.2.4 (B). The patient 

in this test was prescribed Allopurinol® to control UA level, which inhibits the activity of Xanthine 

oxidase and, thus, the production of UA. The patient administered Allopurinol® for 4 days in a 

row following prescription and the UA concentration in saliva was measured by our sensor 3 times 
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per day to monitor SUA level. This drug helps to control the UA level over the span of days through 

occasional use. As shown in Figure 2.2.4 (B), a high level of salivary UA of 816.4 µM (±10.5 µM), 

out of the normal range, was measured on day zero. Afterwards, during medication, the SUA levels 

decreased day by day approaching to the normal level within 4 days, reflecting Allopurinol®’s 

claim. This study proves that the developed mouthguard SUA biosensor can be used for monitoring 

the treatment of hyperuricemia. This also implies that our biosensor can be applied to monitor the 

treatment of acute gout, which requires a fast and accurate determination of the treatment’s effect, 

as well as continuous UA monitoring for diabetic patients and athletes. 

 

Figure 2.2.4 (A) Monitoring of salivary UA level of healthy volunteer (•) and a hyperuricemia 
patient (▪) obtained with the mouthguard biosensor over a 5 h period. (B) Monitoring of SUA level 
over 5 days of hyperuricemia treatment with Allopurinol®. The result is obtained by average of 3 
measurements for each data point. 

 

e. Characterization of integrated wireless mouthguard biosensor 

The implementation of wearable biosensors for real-time monitoring of saliva has been 

hindered by the lack of low power far-field wireless transmission circuits. To realize a wearable 

sensor, a miniaturized Bluetooth-enabled amperometric circuit board was implemented and 
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integrated into a mouthguard biosensor (and its performance was evaluated in artificial saliva in 

terms of sensitivity and stability. Following the optimized experimental conditions determined 

with a lab-scale potentiostat, the custom-made board was set to apply the detection potential of 

−0.3 V for 60 s for each measurement. The current response was sampled every 0.5 s (a frequency 

of 2 Hz) and transmitted in real time via Bluetooth 4.0 to a laptop or desktop screen with graphical 

interface, shown in Figure 2.2.5 and Supporting video. Figure 2.2.6 (A) displays the resulting 

calibration plot for UA detection in artificial saliva obtained by wireless transmission for different 

UA concentrations up to 600 µM with 100 µM increments, covering possible physiological levels 

of SUA. The resulting calibration (shown in the inset is highly linear (correlation coefficient 

R2=0.998) with a sensitivity of 2.45 µA/mM). The plot produced through wireless transmission 

shows agreement with the data obtained using a lab-scale potentiostat (CHI), as shown in Figure 

2.2.2 (A). 

The stability of our integrated mouthguard biosensor was tested for continuous monitoring 

applications. As shown in Figure 2.2.6 (B), the sensor retains its current signal throughout the 

entire 4 h of operation with measurements carried out at 10 min intervals (RSD: 3.13%). This test 

provides evidence for the practicality of the wireless wearable mouthguard biosensor towards for 

relevant health-care monitoring applications. 
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Figure 2.2.5 Real-time monitoring of electrochemical current response of the integrated 
mouthguard biosensor with wireless data transmission to graphical interface on lap-top via 
Bluetooth 4.0. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2.6 Electrochemical measurements using the wireless integrated mouthguard biosensor 
in artificial saliva (A) Chronoamperograms obtained for increasing UA concentration with 100 
µM increments up to 600 µM (a–g). The resulting calibration plot is shown in the inset. (B) 
Stability of the electrochemical response to 300 µM UA during a 4 hour operation with 
measurements carried out at 10 min intervals. 
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2.3 Conclusions 

The present work describes an integrated wireless mouthguard amperometric biosensor for 

real-time monitoring of salivary UA. The new wearable mouthguard biosensor has been coupled 

with a miniaturized printed circuit board for wireless data collection. The biosensor displays 

attractive electrochemical performance with high selectivity, sensitivity and stability. Future 

efforts will focus on a critical assessment of potential toxicity and biocompatibility issues essential 

for the realization of real-time ‘in mouth’ testing on humans. The new mouthguard sensor platform 

can be readily expanded to multiple salivary analytes in connection to a sensor array, along with 

further miniaturization of the circuit board and wireless transceiver for diverse fitness and 

biomedical daily-life applications. 

This chapter is based, in part, on the material as it appears in Analyst, 2014, by Jayoung 

Kim, Gabrela Valdes-Ramirez, Amay J. Bandodkar, Wenzhao Jia, Alexandra G. Martinez, Juliane 

Ramirez, Patrick P. Mercier, and Joseph Wang; in part on the material as it appears in Biosensors 

and Bioelectronics, 2015, by Jayoung Kim, Somayeh Imani, William R. de Araujo, Julian 

Warchall, Gabriela Valdes-Ramirez, Thiago R.L. C. Paixao, Patrick P.Mercier, and Joseph Wang. 

The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of these papers.  
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Chapter 3 Exercise based Sweat Biosensors 

3.1 Wearable temporary tattoo sensor for real-time trace 

metal monitoring in human sweat 

3.1.1 Introduction 

Wearable sensors can provide significant insights into the health status and performance of 

individuals1. Early efforts in this field have resulted in a variety of physical sensors to monitor 

activity and vital signs such as heart rate, skin temperature, respiration rate, or bodily motion2, 3. 

Recently, our laboratory has extended these studies for non-invasive monitoring of electrolytes 

and metabolites on epidermis based on flexible temporary tattoo electrodes that adhere to the skin 

surface4-8. Such body-compliant printable electrochemical sensors offer elasticity characteristic of 

temporary tattoos along with resistance to mechanical stress and compatibility with the non-

planarity of the epidermis. Expanding this attractive skin-worn platform towards new classes of 

analytes, in connection to different electrochemical techniques, should benefit diverse healthcare, 

fitness, and military applications. 

In this article, we describe, for the first time, the fabrication and characterization of a 

wearable temporary tattoo sensor for the non-invasive monitoring of zinc, and trace elements in 

general, in sweat directly on the human epidermis (Figure 3.1.1)9. Zinc is an important trace 

component of biochemical processes relevant to enzymes, hormones, and transcription-related 

factors10. Changes of the zinc concentration in bio-fluids can be used as indicators for wide ranging 

physiological states, such as muscular damage due to physical stress and the immune system11, 12. 
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Cordova et al. observed that human subjects experienced decreased endurance during physical 

activity associated with variation in zinc metabolism due to increased zinc excretion and stress13. 

Perspiration represents an important pathway for the excretion of zinc, leading to its deficiency in 

the body14. While identifying the loss of zinc during physical activity is extremely important, 

currently no tools exist for real-time detecting of trace (physiological) levels of metals in sweat. 

The stripping-voltammetric determination of Zn in sweat has been reported using collected 

sweat15-17. The use of collected sweat may be subject to inaccuracy due to sample contamination 

during collection, evaporation of sweat, and treatment steps. Additionally, it cannot yield real-time 

information on dynamic events. To address these limitations, we have combined in the present 

study, our expertise in fabricating skin-worn electrochemical temporary tattoo sensors4-6, 8, 18, 

screen-printed electrodes for trace metal detection19-21, and bismuth film electrodes for stripping-

voltammetric metal measurements22, 23. On-body electrochemical measurements of trace metals 

during exercise activity are thus demonstrated by implementing our printable temporary tattoo 

sensors directly on human skin. The sensor is prepared by modification of a flexible screen-printed 

electrode on a temporary tattoo-transfer paper with Nafion coating and ex situ plated bismuth film. 

The sensor response was characterized in buffer and on-body and tested under mechanical 

deformations associated with common physical activity. The Zn temporary tattoo sensor was 

applied successfully to several human subjects for direct epidermal metal sensing. Its attractive 

performance is discussed in the following sections. 
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Figure 3.1.1 (A) Schematic illustration of a temporary tattoo sensor and stripping-voltammetric 
analysis using an ex-situ plated bismuth/Nafion working electrode. (B) Electrochemical procedure 
(time-potential cycle) of the stripping detection of Zn. (C) Real-time monitoring of Zn during 
cycling exercise with a temporary tattoo sensor transferred on a subject’s deltoid. 

 

3.1.2 Experimental 

a. Regents and instrumentations 

All reagents were used as received. Acetate buffer, zinc, bismuth, lead, cadmium, and 

copper standard AAS solutions (1000 mg/L in nitric acid), sodium chloride, and Nafion® (5wt %) 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Electrochemical measurements were 

performed using a µAutolab type II (Eco Chemie, The Netherlands). 
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b. Fabrication of temporary tattoo sensors 

The NE temporary tattoo sensor design (Fig. 1A) is an abbreviation of the name of the 

department, “NanoEngineering”. The fabrication process of the screen-printed sensor on 

temporary transfer tattoo inkjet paper (HPS LLC, Rhome, TX) is similar to our previous work8. 

The patterned “E” portion of the temporary tattoo sensor design consisted of a pseudo-reference 

(Ag/AgCl), counter, and working electrodes (carbon ink). A transparent insulator was screen 

printed on the surface of the electrode pattern to confine the electrode and contact areas. 

Subsequently, the carbon working electrode was modified by drop-casting 2 µl of Nafion®. After 

drying for 3 h, bismuth was electroplated at − 0.8 V for 4 min using a 50 µg/ml of bismuth solution 

(in 0.1 M acetate buffer). 

c. Characterization of temporary tattoo sensors in buffer medium 

Square wave anodic stripping voltammetry (SWASV) was employed to characterize the 

electrochemical stripping trace metal detection of the temporary tattoo sensor. In order to evaluate 

performance in buffer medium, sensors were transferred onto a plastic substrate for calibration and 

stability tests and onto a flexible GORE-TEX textile for mechanical strain tests. The operated 

SWASV is briefly depicted in Figure 3.1.1. A deposition potential of − 1.4 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) was 

applied for 120 s, followed by a SWASV scan to a final potential of − 0.4 V with a frequency of 

25Hz, an amplitude of 25 mV, and a potential step of 4 mV in acetate buffer (pH 4.6) containing 

0.1 M NaCl. A cleaning step followed every stripping step, a potential of − 0.4 V was applied for 

2 min to remove any remaining trace metals from the electrode surface. Sensors were calibrated 

using Zn solutions of 0.1-2.0 µg/ml concentrations. Mechanical strain properties were tested by 

repeated 90° bending and stretching of the sensors up to 10% for 5 s on a GORE-TEX textile. This 
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was done to mimic the viscoelastic properties of the skin. The sensors were subsequently relaxed 

for another 5 s and the procedure was repeated 5 times after which the SWASV response for 1 

µg/ml of Zn was measured. 

d. On-body test of Zn temporary tattoo sensor 

Epidermal studies were performed as described in our previous work8, in strict compliance 

with the protocol that was approved by the institutional review board (IRB) at the University of 

California, San Diego. A total of 7 healthy volunteers (2 females and 5 males) were recruited. The 

temporary tattoo Zn sensor was transferred to a subject’s arm in order to monitor the Zn 

concentration during exercise (Figure 3.1.1 (C)). Subjects were asked to ride a stationary cycle. 

They began cycling with a steady, comfortable cadence and continued with an intense cycling bout. 

During the exercise, SWASV on-body data were recorded with the µAutolab system. After the 

exercise, sweat was collected by using a pipette and the level of Zn was estimated by SWASV 

through standard addition of Zn solution. 

3.1.3 Results and discussion 

The Zn concentration in human perspiration depends on nutritional and health status of 

individuals. Lack of Zn causes subjects to feel fatigued easily. The physiological level of Zn in 

human sweat is very low and ranges between 0.39 and 1.56 µg/ml15, 17, 24. In electrochemical 

detection, Zn deposits and strips at a very negative potential (close to the hydrogen evolution) 

compared to other trace metals. Further modification with bismuth and Nafion (Figure 3.1.1 (A)) 

was necessary to address the challenge of epidermal Zn monitoring. Bismuth electrodes are 

environmentally innocuous, simple to prepare and have higher sensitivity, well-defined peak 

current, large negative potential window and low sensitivity to dissolved oxygen, making them 
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extremely useful for the trace metal electroanalysis22, 23, 25. An ex-situ plated bismuth film electrode 

has been used due to its high stability. This has been coupled with a Nafion layer that facilitates 

the preconcentration of metal ions and minimizes biofouling26, 27. It thus allows an enhanced peak 

response and direct operation in human sweat. 

a. Characterization in buffer medium 

To determine the performance of the Zn temporary tattoo sensor, SWASV was recorded in 

100 µL acetate buffer (pH 4.6) containing 0.1 M NaCl with addition of Zn standard solution. NaCl 

was added to the buffer to simulate the composition of Cl− in human sweat, which greatly 

improves the stripping signal of Zn, and will be referred to as acetate buffer in this paper15. Fig. 

2A displays typical stripping voltammograms obtained at a bismuth/Nafion-modified temporary 

tattoo sensor with Zn concentrations increasing from 0.1 to 2.0 µg/ml, covering physiological 

levels of Zn in sweat. The bismuth/Nafion-modified temporary tattoo electrode offers a well-

defined Zn stripping response following a 2 min deposition time. The anodic stripping peak 

appeared at around − 1.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl. A less negative oxidation peak of Zn is present at 

equilibrium between Zn(II) and Cl−, which also improves the Zn oxidation current15. The Zn peak 

current increases proportionally to Zn concentration showing a highly linear calibration plot with 

a slope of 23.8 µA·ml/µg (R2 = 0.999) (Figure 3.1.2 (A), inset). Furthermore, a detection limit of 

around 0.05 µg/ml can be estimated on the basis of the signal-to-noise characteristics (S/N = 3) of 

these data. Subsequently, the repeatability of the temporary tattoo Zn sensor was examined using 

a 1 µg/ml Zn solution (Figure 3.1.2 (B)). After 6 repeated measurements, 94.7% of signal was 

retained, reflecting the reproducibility and stability of the temporary tattoo Zn sensor response 

(RSD of 5.2%). 
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Figure 3.1.2 Characterization of the printable temporary tattoo stripping metal sensor in buffer. 
(A) Stripping voltammograms for increasing Zn levels over a 0.1–2.0 µg/ml concentration range. 
The inset displays the corresponding calibration plot. (B) Stability of the response to 1 µg/ml Zn 
during 6 repetitive runs, along with the corresponding relative stripping peak response plot (inset). 
SWASV conditions: 0.1 M NaCl containing acetate buffer (pH 4.6); deposition potential at − 1.4 
V for 120 s; SW stripping scan up to − 0.4 V using a frequency of 25 Hz, an amplitude of 25 mV, 
and a potential step of 4 mV. Each measurement was followed by a 2 min cleaning at − 0.4 V. 

 

Potential epidermal monitoring during a variety of physical activities requires an 

assessment of the sensor’s resilience against mechanical deformations experienced during such 

on-body applications. The temporary tattoo Zn sensor was initially transferred on a human wrist, 

where it can experience large and frequent movements (Figure 3.1.3 (A), (B)). It underwent 

repeated bending and stretching for 100 times to mimic severe mechanical stresses that may occur 

during physical activity. No observable damage to the temporary tattoo electrode after these stress 

cycles was noted (Figure 3.1.3 (A), (B)). Furthermore, the electrochemical response was retained 

under 30 such repeated mechanical stress cycles, reflecting the robustness of the sensor to endure 

deformation stress during exercise (Figure 3.1.3 (C)). 
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Figure 3.1.3 Photos of the “NE” temporary tattoo sensor on a human wrist for mechanical strain 
tests involving (A) bending and (B) stretching. (a) Bending and stretching of the wrist with the 
sensor, (b) the temporary tattoo sensor during bending and stretching tests, and (c) the sensor after 
100 such bending and stretching tests. (C) Relative stripping peak response to 1 µg/ml Zn during 
a series of 30 such deformations, recorded after 5 such repeated bending (Left) stretching (Right) 
tests. SWASV parameters, as in Figure 3.1.2. 

 

b. On-body characterization of the Zn temporary tattoo sensor 

The on-body monitoring performance of the Zn temporary tattoo sensor was evaluated 

during physical activity. The temporary tattoo sensor was transferred to the deltoid of participants 

(Figure 3.1.2 (C)), based on previously reported procedures 7, 8. During each test, the volunteer 

cycled for 15–20 min to generate a visible amount of sweat on their skin; this enabled completion 
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of the “electrochemical cell” essential for Zn detection with a stable background current and a 

well-defined stripping peak. Figure 3.1.4 shows representative voltammograms from three 

subjects during physical activity (A–C). These results show well-defined Zn stripping peaks 

around − 1.15 V, indicating that the wearable Zn temporary tattoo sensor can successfully detect 

the presence of Zn in the sweat during exercise. The voltammogram of subject A shows an 

additional small peak around − 0.6 V (Figure 3.1.4 (A)), attributed to the presence of Pb in sweat, 

and reflects the multi-element sensing capability of stripping voltammetry. The stripping behavior 

is only slightly compromised by the on-body operation (vs. the in buffer data of Figure 3.1.2), 

leading to a broader peak, higher background current and small shoulders. The latter is attributed 

to the formation of Zn-Cu intermetallic compound, reflecting the high Cu sweat levels (0.4 µM–

33.2 µM)28. Finally, to quantify the amount of Zn in sweat, subject C’s sweat was collected and 

analyzed. Zn standard additions were successively applied for off-body stripping analysis of this 

untreated sweat sample (Figure 3.1.4 (D)). The corresponding linear standard addition plot (R2 = 

0.996) results in a zinc sweat concentration value of 0.34 µg/ml, which is consistent with the 

reported range between 0.39 and 1.56 µg/ml15. This wide Zn concentration range in sweat can be 

attributed to differences in the daily uptake of food, beverages, medication, and health status along 

with other environmental effects. 
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Figure 3.1.4 (A–C) On-body SWASV results obtained for real-time monitoring of Zn in sweat 
during the cycling exercise for three different human subjects. (D) SWASV result for successive 
standard additions of Zn, recorded with the temporary tattoo sensor using human sweat samples 
(collected from subject C). SWASV parameters, as in Figure 3.1.2. 

 

3.1.4 Conclusions 

We have demonstrated the first example of a wearable electrochemical trace metal sensor. 

This represents the first example of on-body non-invasive measurements of trace elements. The 

new temporary tattoo-based printable stripping-voltammetric sensor has been used for real-time 

monitoring of Zn in human perspiration using a bismuth/Nafion-coated electrode. The Zn 

temporary tattoo sensor withstands repeated mechanical stress fatigues and displays a well-defined 

and stable Zn response in human sweat during on-body testing. Such stripping-based epidermal 

sensor could be readily expanded to non-invasive monitoring of other relevant heavy metals. 
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Future efforts towards such trace metal monitoring will focus on miniaturization and integration 

of electronics for data acquisition, processing, and wireless transmission. 

This chapter is based, in part, on the material as it appears in Electroctrochemistry 

Communication, 2015, by Jayoung Kim, William R. de Araujo, Izabela A. Samek, Amay J. 

Bandodkar, Wenzhao Jia, Barbara Brunetti, Thiago R. L. C. Paixao, and Joseph Wang. The 

dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.  
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Chapter 4 Iontophoresis based Tattoo 

biosensors 

4.1 Noninvasive Alcohol Monitoring Using a Wearable 

Tattoo-Based Iontophoretic-Biosensing System 

4.1.1 Introduction 

Unsafe levels of alcohol consumption can lead to vehicle crashes, violence, and the 

degenerated health of heavy drinkers1, 2. Such alcohol-related incidents and health concerns 

continue to rise rapidly across the globe, leading to considerable socioeconomic costs. Accordingly, 

there are tremendous needs for an accurate easy-to-use alcohol measuring device for use by law 

enforcement personnel, service/hospitality industry, or individual drinkers to provide a convenient 

means to monitor alcohol consumption. Although different methods have been used for 

determining alcohol consumption, including direct measurements of urine, blood, saliva, breath, 

or sweat, or verbal/interview measures, Blood Alcohol Concentration (BAC) is the most 

commonly used indicator of alcohol intoxication3-6. Unfortunately, blood samples cannot currently 

be obtained without penetrating skin, typically via a lancet pricking a finger or earlobe, which can 

be painful and inconvenient, and demands user compliance. Such blood sampling methods limit 

the general use of alcohol monitoring devices to the most extreme cases (e.g., law enforcement), 

rather than as a general-purpose tool that can monitor a user’s alcohol levels and warn or prevent 
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what could amount to a catastrophe. Accordingly, there are considerable demands for developing 

an alternative approach for measuring BAC indirectly in a noninvasive and real-time manner. 

Currently, breathalyzers are the most commonly used devices to indirectly estimate BAC, 

and operate by measuring breath alcohol concentration (BrAC). BrAC instruments calculate BAC 

by following Henry’s law, but may compromise accuracy since the results can be easily affected 

by humidity, temperature, and individual traits7, 8. BrAC can also generate false alarms due to 

alcohol vapor associated with consumer products (e.g., mouthwash and breath freshener), and 

environmental factors (e.g., paint fume, varnish, and chemicals) 9. BAC can also be estimated by 

measuring transdermal alcohol concentration (TAC), because a person’s perspiration can contain 

traces of alcohol after alcohol consumption10. Two wearable transdermal alcohol sensor devices 

(SCRAM, Giner WrisTAS) have been developed for detecting local ethanol vapor concentration 

in insensible perspiration over the skin, which is not secreted by sweat glands.11, 12 However, these 

devices suffer from long time delays (0.5–2 h) compared to BAC estimated by breathalyzers.11 

Therefore, the development of a new prototype to monitor BAC noninvasively in real time is 

highly desired. 

Recent work13 has combined iontophoresis and biosensing processes for measuring alcohol 

level in induced sweat (sensible sweat) based on the established correlation between the two fluids 

during alcohol consumption14, 15. Such an operation showed that the maximum ethanol level in 

both fluids, blood and collected sweat induced by pilocarpine iontophoresis, reached at nearly the 

same time, compared to the time delays of common TAC sweat sensors using insensible sweat 

(Giner WrisTAS). However, the electrochemical sensing system was combined with a bulky non-

wearable iontophoretic system, and required replacement of electrodes between the iontophoresis 

and amperometric detection steps. 
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Here we demonstrate a wearable temporary-tattoo biosensing system capable of real-time 

noninvasive alcohol monitoring via integration of printed and flexible iontophoretic-sensing 

electrodes with wireless electronics (Figure 4.1.1)16. Our study is built upon recently developed 

noninvasive wearable chemical sensors for monitoring chemical markers in sweat toward health 

or fitness applications17-23. Our laboratory has developed body-compliant tattoo-based epidermal 

electrochemical sensors for noninvasive monitoring of sweat electrolytes, metabolites, or trace 

metals24-29. Recently, we reported a tattoo-based noninvasive glucose monitoring system that 

combines reverse-iontophoresis with an amperometric enzyme electrode26. Gonzalo-Ruiz et al. 

also demonstrated the coupling of a potentiometric ion selective electrode with iontophoresis on a 

screen-printed electrode to monitor chloride ion in sweat for early determination of cystic fibrosis30. 

In the following sections we describe an integrated tattoo-based wearable system for 

effective noninvasive ethanol monitoring based on coupling sweat-inducing iontophoresis and 

amperometric enzymatic biosensing (Figure 4.1.1 (A)), along with a flexible supporting electronic 

readout module featuring wireless telemetry (Figure 4.1.1 (B)). The new skin-worn low-cost 

noninvasive alcohol monitoring device enables real-time alcohol measurements in induced sweat 

and obviates the need for lengthy and costly procedures. This represents the first example of 

integrating a drug-loaded iontophoretic operation and electrochemical amperometric biosensing 

of metabolite on a wearable tattoo platform, in general, and for tattoo-based flexible epidermal 

alcohol sensor system, in particular. 

The new wearable epidermal alcohol sensor system uses constant-current iontophoresis for 

inducing sweat by delivering the drug pilocarpine across the skin, followed by amperometric 

biosensing of the sweat ethanol (Figure 4.1.1 (C)). The latter relies on an alcohol-oxidase (AOx) 

enzymatic electrode along with a printed Prussian Blue (PB) electrode transducer. Such integration 
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of the iontophoretic and amperometric operations onto a single flexible tattoo platform obviates 

the need for replacing the electrodes between iontophoresis and detection steps as in prior work13. 

This coupling has been accomplished by adding a pair of conductive Ag/AgCl iontophoretic 

electrodes to the three-electrode amperometric sensing system using a specific design pattern 

essential for integrating the two systems (Figure 1A). All the electrodes were fabricated by a 

screen-printing technique on the wearable temporary-tattoo paper to offer cost-effective mass 

production along with convenient placement and removal from the skin. For realization of real-

time alcohol monitoring with the wearable sensor, the tattoo alcohol sensor was integrated with 

flexible printed electronic circuitry (Figure 4.1.1 (B)), which controls the entire iontophoretic-

sensing operation wirelessly and transmits the data to laptop or mobile devices via Bluetooth 

communication (Figure 4.1.1 (C)). Both the skin-worn sensor and electronic board are flexible and 

compatible with the nonplanarity of the epidermis and offer resistance to mechanical stress from 

the wearer’s movement. 

The performance of the developed sensor was evaluated first in a buffer medium for its 

sensitivity, selectivity, and potential cross talk between the iontophoretic and sensing operations. 

Subsequently, the on-body iontophoresis operation was optimized on the human skin and the 

epidermal sensor was tested with human subjects under ingestion of alcoholic beverages. The on-

body results (including corresponding control experiments) indicate that the new wearable 

epidermal alcohol sensor system holds considerable promise for reliable decentralized noninvasive 

alcohol monitoring in diverse practical settings toward saving lives and supporting the criminal 

justice system. 
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Figure 4.1.1 Tattoo-based transdermal alcohol sensor. (A) Schematic diagram of an iontophoretic-
sensing tattoo device, containing the iontophoretic electrodes (IEs; anode and cathode) and the 
three sensing electrodes (working, reference, and counter electrodes: WE, RE, and CE, 
respectively). (B) Photograph of an alcohol iontophoretic-sensing tattoo device with integrated 
flexible electronics applied to a human subject. (C) Schematic diagram of a wireless operation of 
the iontophoretic-sensing tattoo device for transdermal alcohol sensing. In the diagrams of the 
tattoo-base device, blue and red highlights show the active zones during iontophoresis and 
amperometric detection, respectively. (D) Schematic diagram of constituents in the iontophoretic 
system (left) and of the reagent layer and processes involved in the amperometric sensing of 
ethanol on the working electrode (right). 
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4.1.2 Experimental Section 

a. Chemicals and Instruments 

Alcohol oxidase (AOx, from Pichia pastoris, 10–40 units/mg protein), chitosan, bovine 

serum albumin (BSA), potassium phosphate monobasic (K2PO4), potassium phosphate dibasic 

(K2HPO4), ethanol, acetic acid, pilocarpine nitrate, sodium nitrate, l(+)-ascorbic acid, uric acid, 

agarose type IV, and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, average molecular weight = 70 000–100 000) were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). All reagents were used without further 

purification. A µAutolab type III PGSTAT302N (Metrohm), controlled by Autolab NOVA 

software v 1.11.2, was applied for the electrochemical characterization in buffer medium and in 

on-body evaluation. 

b. Fabrication, Chemical Modification, and Transfer Process of a Tattoo Sensor 

Patterns for printing the sensor were designed in AutoCAD (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) 

and transferred to stainless steel plates (12 × 12 in.2) etched to fabricate stencils (Metal Etch 

Services, San Marcos, CA). Temporary transfer tattoo paper kits were obtained from HPS Papilio 

(Rhome, TX). The silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) ink (E2141 Ercon Inc., Wareham, MA) and 

PB conductive carbon (C2070424P2, Gwent Group, UK) were screen-printed on the substrate by 

using an MPM-SPM semiautomatic screen-printer (Speedline Technologies, Franklin, MA). As 

illustrated in Figure 1A, the tattoo sensor design consists of iontophoresis and pseudo reference 

electrodes patterned from Ag/AgCl ink, and the working and counter electrodes patterned using 

the PB conductive carbon ink. The diameter of the printed working electrode was 3 mm. A 

transparent insulator was screen-printed over the surface of the electrode pattern to confine the 
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electrodes and contact areas. The Ag/AgCl ink was cured at 90 °C for 10 min, while the PB 

conductive carbon ink was cured at 80 °C for 10 min in a convection oven. 

In order to prepare the alcohol biosensor, the printed working electrode was functionalized 

with an enzymatic layer. The AOx enzyme, BSA stabilizer, and chitosan solution (0.5 wt % in 

acetic acid solution) were mixed together in a ratio of 8:1:1 (v/v/v). Afterward, a 4 µL droplet of 

the mixed solution was casted on the electrode. After air-drying, the electrode was covered with a 

2 µL droplet of chitosan solution (0.5 wt %). Then, the electrode was dried under ambient 

conditions. The agarose hydrogel was prepared by heating a continuously stirred agarose solution 

(2% w/v) with 0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) until its complete dissolution. The 

dissolved agarose hydrogel was then casted on the working enzyme electrode. Subsequently, the 

prepared cryogels (2.0 × 1.5 cm2) were soaked in 1% pilocarpine nitrate and 1% sodium nitrate 

(for 1 h) and then covered on the anode and cathode compartments, respectively. The cryogels 

were made as following procedure by freezing and thawing sequences of PVA solution. First, a 

5.0% w/v PVA solution was prepared in deionized water by heating the solution to 120 °C and 

then cooled down to room temperature. After the mixture was cooled down, it was placed in the 

ice bath and the pH was adjusted to pH 1.0 by adding 5 M hydrochloric acid. Subsequently, the 

cross-linker glutaraldehyde was added to give a final concentration 0.5% w/v. The final mixture 

was then stirred for 1 min and poured onto the glass mold to set in −20 °C freezer overnight. 

c. Evaluation of Sensor Performance in Buffer Medium 

The electrochemical performance of the alcohol tattoo biosensor was evaluated first in vitro 

in a 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) solution (PBS). The chronoamperometric response was 

measured, after 1 min immersion in the test solution, by stepping the potential to −0.2 V (vs 
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Ag/AgCl) for 60 s. Calibration plots were obtained using 3 mM increments of the ethanol 

concentration, up to 36 mM in the buffer solution. The selectivity was examined by measuring the 

response to 10 mM ethanol in the presence of relevant electroactive species: 0.2 mM glucose, 10 

mM lactate, 84 µM creatine, 10 µM ascorbic acid, and 60 µM uric acid.31 The influence of 

pilocarpine upon the activity of the PB transducer was examined using cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

of the bare PB electrode; the CV was recorded in PBS solution containing 1% pilocarpine solution 

(dissolved in PBS). To address the pilocarpine interference, the working enzyme electrode was 

modified by drop-casting 2% agarose gel containing PBS. The recovered PB activity with agarose 

gel modification was confirmed by CV in 1% pilocarpine solution (dissolved in DI water) in 

comparison with a bare PB electrode (without the agarose gel modification). 

The resilience of the tattoo biosensor to mechanical strain was examined by measuring the 

ethanol response after repeated 90° bending. The tattoo sensors were transferred to transparent 

plastic substrate to mimic the flexible properties of the skin. The amperometric response was 

recorded every 20 times of repeated bending up to 120 times. 

d. On-Body Evaluation of a Tattoo Alcohol Biosensor 

The epidermal evaluation on human subjects was conducted in strict compliance following 

a protocol approved by the institutional review board (IRB) at the University of California, San 

Diego. A total of nine healthy volunteers were recruited for on-body evaluation of the developed 

sensor before and after consumption of alcoholic beverages. In all experiments, the tattoo 

biosensors were placed on the subjects’ arms, and ethanol sweat measurement was performed 

using the iontophoresis-amperometry operation to obtain the current response at BAC 0.000% 

(“before drinking”). During the iontophoresis process, a constant current of 0.6 mA (0.2 mA cm–
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2) was applied for 5 min through a cryogel layer between the two iontophoresis (i.e., anode and 

cathode) electrodes to deliver pilocarpine and induce sweat. The applied current density and 

duration were optimized and selected using on-body test as a trade-off between efficient sweat 

generation and the subject’s compliant. For example, high currents that result in efficient 

pilocarpine drug delivery, also lead to skin burning/irritation. The applied time (5 min) was also 

selected based on the on-body results; 5 min is minimum duration to induce sweat and detect the 

alcohol sweat current signal. This was evaluated by multiple subjects (n = 9), since skin 

permeability varies among individuals. It was followed by a 5 min rest period during which the 

sweat was generated. Subsequently, the amperometric response of ethanol in sweat (BAC 0.000%) 

was recorded at an applied potential of −0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 150 s with a benchtop potentiostat. 

The subject then consumed an alcoholic beverage (12 oz. of beer or 5 oz. of table wine) for 5 min 

and waited for 10 min to allow alcohol diffusion in blood. Upon consumption, the alcohol passes 

through the stomach and gastrointestinal (GI) tract into the bloodstream. Afterward, it diffuses to 

the surrounding body tissues, including the skin. The iontophoresis/detection cycle was then 

repeated to measure the corresponding ethanol sweat concentration. 

Along with the above on-body iontophoresis-sensing experiments involving alcohol 

consumption, three different control experiments (without drinking, without enzyme modification, 

and without iontophoresis) were performed. The sensor response toward sweat ethanol was 

confirmed first in comparison with measurements without drinking alcoholic beverages. The 

selectivity of the sensor toward ethanol was evaluated also by comparison with the response of the 

enzyme-free electrodes. The effect of iontophoresis was verified by control experiments without 

the iontophoresis step. These three different control experiments were carried out under otherwise 

identical conditions, ensuring that the observed response is solely due to increased alcohol level 
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following drinking. Each set of measurement cycles was accompanied by simultaneous BAC 

measurements using a commercial FDA-approved breathalyzer (Alcovisor Mars Breathalyzer, 

Hong Kong) to validate the sensor performance. 

Several additional on-body tests involved estimating the correlation between BAC and the 

current response of the tattoo sensor with repeated consumption of wine. These involved the same 

iontophoresis-amperometry experimental procedure using two sets of repeated drinking and 

measurement. The current response was measured initially before drinking (when BAC is 0.000%) 

using the iontophoresis-sensing operation. Then, the current response of such operation was 

recorded following the first and second drinking. 

e. Flexible Wireless Instrumentation Electronics 

The flexible tattoo-based iontophoretic alcohol monitoring patch must connect to 

instrumentation electronics to control the iontophoretic and amperometric electrodes and readout 

data. While initial testing and characterization of the biosensor system have been carried out using 

benchtop equipment (CH Instruments), such a bulky electrochemical analyzer limits the system-

level attractiveness of having a thin temporary-tattoo design. Accordingly, the tattoo sensor was 

connected directly to a flexible printed circuit board (PCB) containing commercial off-the-shelf 

(COTS) integrated circuits for instrumentation, control, and telemetry in a thin, wearable form-

factor. Specifically, the PCB employs a Texas Instrument (TI) CC2541 Bluetooth Low Energy 

(BLE) System-on-Chip for communication and processing. Iontophoretic current injection is 

achieved via a TI LM334 current source, which applies a 0.6 mA current between the iontophoretic 

cathode and anode electrodes. After 5 min of current injection, the LM334 was disconnected by 

control signals from the CC2541. Following an additional 5 min, a TI LMP91000 chemical sensing 
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analog front end was enabled, and applied a −0.2 V potential across the amperometric electrodes 

for constant-potential amperometry experiments. The potential was held for up to 60 s, or until the 

resulting amperometric current, also read by the LMP91000, stabilized. The resulting current 

throughout the 60 s experiment was sampled and digitized by an on-board analog-to-digital 

converter (ADC) on the CC2541, and was transmitted via a Johanson Technology 2.45 GHz chip 

antenna (2450AT42A100) and impedance matched balun (2450BM15A0002) in a 2-byte format 

to a Bluetooth 4.0-enabled receiver. The receiver decoded the data and presented the results in a 

Python-based graphical interface on a desktop or laptop. The flexible PCB was powered by two 

396/397 watch batteries (2 × 1.55 V, 33 mAh each) mounted in series and conditioned via a 

TPS61220 boost converter and an LM4120 low-dropout voltage regulator. The PCB prototype, 

shown in Figure 4.1.1 (B), measured 2 cm × 5 cm. 

A stainless steel sheet was cut in 2 mm × 10 mm size and attached on connection point of 

electrodes using conductive silver epoxy adhesive for detachable magnetic connection with 

magnets soldered on flexible board. The sensor-board assembly is shown in Figure 1B; on-body 

evaluation proceeded following the same protocol described in the previous section. The resulting 

current response was transmitted to a laptop via a Bluetooth 4.0 and was displayed using a custom-

made graphical interface.  

4.1.3 Results and Discussion 

a. Rationale for an Iontophoretic-Biosensing System of a Tattoo-Based Alcohol Sensor 

A novel aspect of the new wearable alcohol biosensor is the integration of 

pilocarpine-ionotphoretic and amperometric detection systems and their coupling onto a 

single flexible tattoo-based device. Combining both systems and operations into a single 
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skin-worn platform requires a specific electrode design. The alcohol tattoo sensor system 

thus consisted of the iontophoretic electrodes (anode and cathode) and the three 

amperometric sensing electrodes (WE, RE, and CE) located in the anode compartment 

(Figure 4.1.1 (A)). The pair of iontophoretic electrodes is responsible for inducing sweat 

by delivering the pilocarpine drug from the anode compartment. These sweat-generating 

electrodes are thus positioned in the middle of sensing electrodes. Such a specific electrode 

layout is essential for an optimal integration of iontophoretic and detection systems and its 

skin-worn operation. The screen-printed three-electrode detection system consisted of the 

PB-based working electrode, the pseudo Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and the PB 

conductive carbon counter electrode. Adding the third counter electrode to our earlier two-

electrode tattoo biosensor design26 offers improved potentiostatic control. In addition, in 

order to achieve the fully integrated system, with simultaneous iontophoresis, enzymatic 

reaction, and amperometric detection, the position of the iontophoresis electrode and its 

distance from sensing electrodes are crucial factors considering the small volume of 

generated sweat. The iontophoresis protocol was optimized in preliminary experiments for 

effective sweat generation avoiding skin irritation. Cryogel layers covered all the 

iontophoretic electrodes for ensuring proper contact with the skin, which was soaked with 

1% pilocarpine nitrate and sodium nitrate on the anode and cathode, respectively, to deliver 

these species across the skin by applying a mild electrical current. Cryogel has been 

selected as the drug sorbent based on our preliminary experiments (compared with filter 

paper and agarose gel), because it offers a porous sponge structure, elasticity, and 

biocompatibility. These properties were obtained from ice porogen of PVA gel (i.e., ice 

crystals acting as highly porous molds under subzero temperature; they are melted away 
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after the gel has set) which allows high loading of pilocarpine and good permeation of 

sweat across the gel.32 During the iontophoresis operation, the cationic pilocarpine drug 

was delivered across the skin at the anode electrode (Figure 4.1.1 (D)).33 As expected, 

sweat was generated at the pilocarpine-loaded iontophoresis electrode a short time after 

delivering the drug, causing no apparent skin irritation and burning. The amperometric 

biosensing of alcohol in the generated sweat relied on an AOx-coated screen-printed PB 

transducer that offers specific low-potential electrocatalytic detection of the hydrogen 

peroxide product of the AOx enzymatic reaction.34The AOx was immobilized on the 

working electrode by drop-casting with BSA and chitosan, and then covered with agarose 

gel containing PBS (K+) to provide consistent and stable electrolyte level essential for 

electron-shuttling activity of PB (Figure 4.1.1 (D)) and the electrochemical detection. The 

resulting effect of the agarose gel in the iontophoretic-sensing system is discussed and 

confirmed experimentally in following sections. 

b. Characterization of an Alcohol Tattoo Sensor in Buffer Medium 

The electrochemical performance of the alcohol biosensor was validated first in buffer 

medium over a wide dynamic concentration range of 0–36 mM ethanol, corresponding to the 

physiological level of ethanol in sweat. Figure 4.1.2 (A) displays well-defined 

chronoamperometric response to 12 successive increments of 3 mM ethanol in a potassium 

phosphate buffer solution (b-m). These additions result in well-defined amperometric response 

over the entire ethanol range, with convenient quantitation (stable current) observed ∼30 s after 

the potential step. The corresponding calibration plot, shown in the inset of Figure 4.1.2 (A), is 

highly linear over the entire range examined (slope, 0.362 ± 0.009 µA/mM; intercept, 1.810 ± 

0.170 µA; correlation coefficient, R2 = 0.993; n = 3). 
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Since human sweat contains various physiologically relevant interferences (e.g., glucose, 

uric acid, lactate, ascorbic acid, and creatine), it is important to examine the selectivity of the new 

biosensor toward the target ethanol. Figure 4.1.2 (B) evaluates the influence of several potential 

interferences upon the response to 10 mM ethanol. These data demonstrate that the various 

coexisting compounds have a negligible effect upon the ethanol response (a vs b-f). Such high 

selectivity reflects coupling of the specific enzymatic reaction with the extremely low detection 

potential of the peroxide product at the PB transducer. 

Wearable applications of the tattoo alcohol biosensor require resilience against mechanical 

stress. The endurance of tattoo alcohol sensor against mechanical deformations was evaluated by 

measuring its performance under repeated 90° bending. The tattoo-based biosensor underwent 120 

times of repeated bending and their amperometric response was measured after every 20 times of 

bending. As illustrated in Figure 4.1.2 (C), the current response to 10 mM ethanol was retained 

after such repeated bending, indicating the robustness of the tattoo electrodes against mechanical 

deformations expected in practical wearing situations. 

The new printable electrode system represents the first attempt to combine iontophoresis 

and detection operations on a single skin-worn tattoo platform. Therefore, potential cross talk 

between the iontophoresis and detection electrodes should be critically assessed before integration 

of the two systems. Accordingly, we examined the effect of pilocarpine upon the PB activity 

(Figure 4.1.2 (D)). Pilocarpine is a large positively charged molecule, and the electron shuttling 

activity of PB can be influenced by pilocarpine due to the vulnerability of PB against other positive 

ions in electrolytes.33 Pilocarpine can thus decrease the electron shuttling ability of PB, as indicated 

from the CVs of Figure 4.1.2 (D). These data illustrate 39.7% diminished redox peak currents of 
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PB in phosphate buffer medium in the presence of pilocarpine, along with slight shifts in the peak 

potentials (a vs b). 

In order to prevent interference of pilocarpine upon the electron shuttling activity of PB, 

the enzyme-coated PB working electrode was covered with a 2% agarose gel. The agarose gel 

layer containing buffer electrolytes provides sufficient potassium ions to address and “buffer” the 

pilocarpine effect on the PB electrode and fully restore its electron shuttling ability. Figure 4.1.2 

(E) illustrates the recovered CV redox peaks in 1% pilocarpine solution (dissolved in DI water) 

following modification of the enzyme-modified PB working electrode with a 2% agarose gel. 

While no PB peaks are observed at the unmodified electrode immersed in the 1% pilocarpine 

solution (dissolved in DI water) due to the absence of electrolytes (a), the PB redox signals can be 

observed at the electrolyte-containing agarose modified electrode (b). It indicates that the agarose 

gel layer eliminates the pilocarpine interference by impeding diffusion of pilocarpine to working 

electrode and providing additional electrolytes to facilitate the redox function of PB.  
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Figure 4.1.2 (A) Amperometric response of the tattoo-based alcohol sensor to increasing ethanol 
concentrations from 0 mM (a) to 36 mM (m) in pH 7 buffer solution with 3 mM increments. The 
inset shows the corresponding calibration plot. Error bars represent the standard deviations (n = 
3). Potential step to −0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl). (B) Interference study in the presence of 10 mM ethanol 
(a), followed by additions of 0.2 mM glucose (b), 10 mM lactate (c), 84 µM creatine (d), 10 µM 
ascorbic acid (e), and 60 µM uric acid (e); potential step to −0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl); medium, pH 7 
phosphate buffer solution. (C) Mechanical deformation tests of the alcohol tattoo sensor involving 
90° bending. Relative amperometric current response to 10 mM ethanol during a series of 120 
deformations, recorded after 20 such repeated bending tests in pH 7 buffer solution. Photograph 
of the 90° bending of the transferred tattoo electrode on a transparent plastic substrate. Potential 
step to −0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl). (D) Cyclic voltammograms of the tattoo-based alcohol sensor in pH 
7 buffer solution (a) and 1% pilocarpine dissolved pH 7 buffer solution (b). (E) Cyclic 
voltammograms of the tattoo-based bare Prussian Blue (PB) electrode (a) and at the PB electrode 
modified with 2% agarose gel (b) recorded in an in 1% pilocarpine solution (dissolved in DI water). 

c. On-Body Alcohol Monitoring on Human Subjects 

After evaluation of the tattoo sensor performance in vitro, we tested the on-body operation 

of the skin-worn alcohol tattoo sensor with human subjects. First, the detection ability of the tattoo 

alcohol biosensor was confirmed under consumption of alcoholic beverage. Figure 4.1.3 (B)  

displays on-body amperometric results obtained by three different subjects before and after alcohol 

consumption, using the protocol described in the Experimental Section. A distinct increase of the 

current response is observed by comparing the signals from these three subjects. A second 

amperometric response (after drinking) was measured 20 min after alcohol consumption, along 
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with a parallel BAC measurement. Even though three subjects consumed the same amount of 

alcohol, their BAC values—measured by breathalyzer—vary due to their different alcohol 

metabolism rates and body weights. For example, three subjects in Figure 4.1.3 (B)  have 0.022%, 

0.017%, and 0.026% BAC, respectively, after consuming the same amount of alcohol. The alcohol 

sweat concentration can be estimated from BAC through the following equation:13 

BAC (g L-1) = 0.71 X sweat ethanol concentration (g L-1)              r=0.912 

The BAC of the above subjects can thus be converted to 6.7 mM, 5.2 mM, and 7.9 mM 

alcohol sweat concentrations, respectively. Note also the different current signals for subjects with 

the same BAC values that reflect their different skin permeabilities and sweat compositions. None 

of the subjects reported perceptible discomfort during these on-body measurements. Three control 

experiments (no drinking, no enzyme modification, and no iontophoresis) were performed to 

verify the absence of potential false alarms from the on-body results obtained under alcohol 

consumption. None of the control experiments showed a current difference (Figure 4.1.3 (C)). For 

example, the control experiment without enzyme modification (Figure 4.1.3 (C), No enzyme 

modification) clearly demonstrates the high specificity of the tattoo sensor toward sweat alcohol. 

Similarly, the control experiment without drinking (Figure 4.1.3 (C), No drinking) indicates that 

the sensor response is caused by the alcohol consumption. The data also indicates that the 

iontophoresis process does not affect amperometric current signal despite the loss of pilocarpine 

(and its electrolyte from the hydrogel) during the iontophoresis. The last control experiments, 

performed without iontophoresis (Figure 4.1.3 (C), No IP), show no current signal increment due 

to the absence of induced sweat, although BAC was spiked up to 0.018% following the alcohol 

ingestion. Overall, the results of the experiments described in Figure 4.1.3 (B) and (C) suggests 

that the current output of the new biosensor system corresponds to alcohol in the iontophoresis-
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induced sweat and not to any other sources including interference from oxygen reduction toward 

PB. 

Additional on-body experiments were performed to evaluate correlation between the BAC 

breathalyzer output and the current response of the new alcohol tattoo sensor following a serial 

consumption of wine. As illustrated in Figure 4.1.3 (D), the first current response recorded 

corresponded to a BAC 0.000% (before drinking); this was followed by two sets of 

drinking/measurement cycles using the same electrode. Following the first drink ingestion, a 

distinct current response was observed and the BAC turned out to be 0.025%; the BAC increased 

further to 0.062% after the second drinking, and also led to a larger amperometric current signal. 

The resulting plot (BAC v current response) is shown in Figure 4.1.3 (D). The current response 

increases linearly with the BAC level (slope, 102 µA/BAC %; correlation coefficient, R2 = 0.999), 

indicating good correlation between the sweat ethanol level and the BAC in the same subject. The 

results of Figure 4.1.3 (B) and (D) indicate that future efforts will focus on personalizing the sensor 

to different subjects. While the concept has been demonstrated in connection to the consumption 

of wine and beer, it can be applied to the consumption of other alcoholic beverages offering a 

broad noninvasive route to estimate BAC. 
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Figure 4.1.3 (A) Schematic procedures of on-body study of alcohol sensing. Chronoamperograms 
obtained for noninvasive alcohol detection obtained from human subjects wearing the alcohol 
tattoo sensors and operated by the benchtop potentiostat; (B) experiments with consumption of 12 
oz of beer measured from three different human subjects before (plot “a”) and after drinking 
alcohol beverage (plot “b”); (C) control experiments without drinking (left: first measurement, plot 
“a”; second measurement, plot “b”), without enzyme immobilization (middle: before drinking, 
plot “a”; after drinking, plot “b”), and without iontophoresis (IP) (right: before drinking, plot “a”; 
after drinking, plot “b”); (D) experiments to demonstrate correlation between BAC level and 
current response from the tattoo biosensor measured. The left plot shows chronoamperograms 
obtained before drinking (a, BAC: 0%), after drinking 5 oz of wine (b, BAC: 0.025%) and 10 oz 
of wine (c, BAC: 0.062%). The right plot shows the correlation between current response obtained 
from the tattoo sensor and BAC level. The BAC level was obtained by breathalyzer. Potential step 
to −0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl).  
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d. Characterization of an Integrated Wireless Tattoo-Based Alcohol Sensor 

The practical use of the new wearable alcohol biosensor requires integration with a body-

compliant wireless circuit board. As illustrated in Figure 4.1.4 (A), a flexible and compact printed 

electronic circuitry has been developed for controlling the iontophoretic and detection processes 

along with a real-time wireless data transmission via a BLE radio. Details of this board are given 

in the Experimental Section. The performance of the integrated wearable device was evaluated 

following the same protocol as previous on-body experiments. A BLE-enabled printed circuit 

board was employed for iontophoresis by applying 0.6 mA current and amperometric 

measurements at −0.2 V for 150 s. The current response was sampled with a frequency of 1 Hz, 

and transmitted in real time via Bluetooth 4.0 to laptop/mobile devices and plotted on screen with 

graphical interface developed using Python. Figure 4.1.4 (B) and (C) illustrates the application of 

the integrated flexible tattoo iontophoresis/sensor-electronic platform for on-body testing of 

alcohol consumption using two human subjects. Figure 4.1.4 (B) displays the wirelessly 

transmitted current response and demonstrates a clear difference in the signals before (a) and after 

(b) consumption of the alcohol beverage. As illustrated in Figure 4.1.4 (C), no current response is 

observed in analogous on-body control experiments without drinking. This performance 

corresponds to that observed in the on-body data of Figure 4.1.3 (B) and (C) involving the lab-

scale potentiostatic analyzer. Overall, Figure 4.1.4 (B) and (C) demonstrates the practicality of the 

skin-worn integrated flexible alcohol sensor-electronic wireless system toward noninvasive BAC 

monitoring. 
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Figure 4.1.4 (A) Photograph of an alcohol iontophoretic-sensing tattoo device with an integrated 
flexible electronics applied to a human subject and the wireless communication with a laptop 
computer via Bluetooth. The inset shows an image of the flexible wireless electronics; (B) 
experiments with consumption of 12 oz of beer measured from two different human subjects, 
before (plot “a”) and after drinking alcohol beverage (plot “b”); (C) control experiments without 
drinking, first measurement (plot “a”), and second measurement (plot “b”). BAC was recorded by 
breathalyzer. Potential step to −0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl). 
 

4.1.4 Conclusions 

We have demonstrated the first example of a completely wearable tattoo-based alcohol 

biosensor system, combining three important functions in a single wearable tattoo platform: sweat-

inducing direct iontophoresis with amperometric enzyme biosensing, toward noninvasive alcohol 

monitoring from human sweat, along with a thin flexible printed electronic circuitry for controlling 

the entire operation and a wireless real-time data collection. The tattoo-based biosensor system 

provides reliable monitoring of alcohol consumption in real-world settings, as confirmed using a 

variety of control experiments. Such development of a low-cost single-use epidermal alcohol 

biosensor brings a highly useful tool for monitoring alcohol on our highways, in crime scenes, or 

in the workplace. The new sensor system could thus be fitted in vehicles to measure the drivers’ 

blood alcohol concentration, and integrated with the vehicles’ alcohol ignition interlocks to prevent 
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driving while intoxicated. Such single-use printed tattoos could be used by bartenders or friends 

for identifying patrons that become intoxicated and preventing drunk driving. The future systems 

would require additional efforts for calibrating the devices and ensuring data security and privacy 

safeguards. The calibration will offer real-time BAC value, and will be obtained by “personalizing” 

the device (to account for variability in the skin permeability and sweat composition among 

individuals). The attractive design and performance of the new wearable iontophoresis-sensing 

platform also offers considerable promise for noninvasive monitoring of additional target analytes. 

4.2 Simultaneous Monitoring of Interstitial Fluid and Sweat 

using a Single Flexible Wearable Iontophoretic-Biosensor 

Platform 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Wearable devices offer the exciting ability to monitor the physiologic state of humans in a 

real time manner. To be practical, wearable sensors must be comfortable, unobtrusive, and 

compliant with the soft features of the human body. Significant recent efforts have thus been made 

towards the development of soft epidermal-mounted systems35-37. At the same time, wearable 

devices should monitor interesting and/or actionable parameters, and thus significant activity has 

augmented the measurement of vital signs and motion with the monitoring of biochemical 

markers19, 23, 38-40. Recent efforts have focused on epidermal biomonitoring systems of two readily 

obtainable biofluids: skin interstitial fluid (ISF)26, 41-43 and sweat16, 18, 24, 44-47. Reliable and 

convenient non-invasive monitoring of target biomarkers in these biofluids can potentially have a 

major impact on a wide variety of healthcare and wellness applications. For example, the detection 
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of glucose in sweat and ISF has received a tremendous recent attention in connection to the 

management of diabetes26, 47-51.  

Sweat is an epidermally available biofluid containing metabolites, electrolytes, trace 

elements, and low levels of macromolecules (e.g. proteins)52. Several of these biomarkers have 

been shown to reflect the physiological status of blood, as they diffuse from the bloodstream 

through the sweat and hence reflect the wearer health and fitness. The ease of access to numerous 

sampling sites makes sweat a particularly attractive medium for non-invasive biomarker 

monitoring. However, sweat can only be analyzed once it is excreted to the outer skin surface. As 

a result, several sweat generation processes have been introduced, including prolonged exercise, 

thermal heating, stress and iontophoretic stimulation53. Iontophoresis (IP) is an established process 

used to induce flow of ions and molecules by applying a mild electric current across the skin and 

is widely used in clinics for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. Alternatively, the ISF resides 

under the skin surface, fills the interstitial space between tissue cells and contains clinically-

relevant biomarkers. Many ISF constituents display good correlation to concurrent blood levels, 

as they diffuse through the endothelium directly from blood vessels26, 41, 51, 54. Similar to biomarker 

detection in sweat, ISF analysis requires access to the biofluid itself. Non-invasive ISF sampling 

can be readily performed on the epidermis by IP and ultrasound (sonophoresis)55, 56. Despite the 

beneficial features of each biofluid, non-invasive epidermal biomarker monitoring has been 

limited to separate analyses of sweat or ISF using different wearable devices.   

Due to the attractiveness of ISF and sweat as non-invasive biofluids, simultaneous 

monitoring of these epidermally sampled biofluids is highly desired. Such parallel sweat and ISF 

monitoring could expand the scope of detecting biomarkers and improve the clinical accuracy. 

However, to date dual sampling/monitoring of ISF and sweat in real-time has not been 
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demonstrated, largely due to the different approaches used to sample these biofluids. Since both 

biofluids can be obtained on the epidermis, sweat and ISF can share the same sampling sites at the 

skin surface. However, most common methods of sweat stimulation (e.g. exercise and thermal 

heating) involve uncontrolled sweat generation locations. Use of these sweat generation methods, 

coupled with ISF sampling procedures for their simultaneous analyses, would lead to extensive 

inter-sample mixing of the two biofluids and could thus cause large interferences in the biosensing 

signals. This challenge can be addressed through utilization of IP and reverse IP that enable 

controlled on-demand localized sampling of sweat and ISF, respectively, onto or across the skin 

33, 44, 48, 57, 58. The use of IP for electrically inducing migration of ions/molecules across the skin 

surface can be used to both deliver and extract desired biomarkers. Iontophoretic transdermal drug 

delivery is used to distribute agonist drugs (e.g. pilocarpine or lidocaine) from an electrode across 

the skin33, 58, 59. Such pilocarpine administration is commonly used for inducing localized sweat 

generation. In contrast, the use of IP to draw molecules (e.g. glucose, urea, alcohol, etc.) through 

the epidermis to the skin surface, known as reverse iontophoresis, enables non-invasive sampling 

of ISF constituents26, 48, 51, 60, 61. 

Herein, we report on the development of a new class of iontophoretic-biosensing wearable 

system that enables, for the first time, simultaneous and yet independent sampling and monitoring 

of ISF and sweat in a single device (Figure 4.2.1 (A)). This dual sampling and detection epidermal 

system has been realized through the parallel operation of reverse iontophoretic ISF extraction 

across the skin and iontophoretic delivery of a sweat-inducing drug (pilocarpine) into the skin at 

separate locations. The printed tattoo-like flexible iontophoretic system has been integrated with 

electrochemical biosensors, located at these separate sampling sites, to enable simultaneous real-

time monitoring of the different sampled biofluids. These biosensors were designed to 
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electrochemically measure ISF glucose at the cathode side (using a glucose oxidase (GOx)-based 

biosensor) and sweat alcohol at the anode side (containing alcohol oxidase (AOx)-based biosensor) 

as model analytes, yielding a ‘glucohol’ (glucose + alcohol) wearable epidermal platform. Such 

simultaneous detection of glucose and alcohol is extremely attractive for a variety of practical 

applications. A flexible circuit board was magnetically attached to the glucohol tattoo to drive the 

iontophoretic electrodes, control the biosensors, and wirelessly transmit the sensed information to 

a smartphone for practical self-monitoring applications (Figure 4.2.1 (B)). The integrated wireless 

electronics were programmed to perform the sequential operations of IP and amperometric 

measurements with no-apparent cross-talk between these functional sampling and detection steps. 

Furthermore, the attractive performance and practicality of the new epidermal tattoo iontophoretic 

sensor was demonstrated with human subjects consuming glucose and alcohol. Such successful 

dual simultaneous ISF and sweat sampling and analysis on a single wearable device hold 

considerable promise for enhancing the capabilities and scope of non-invasive epidermal 

biomarker detection platforms.  
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Figure 4.2.1 The concept of simultaneous non-invasive sampling and monitoring of ISF and 
sweat. (A) Depiction of wearable iontophoretic biosensor device on a printed tattoo platform for 
glucohol (glucose+alcohol) monitoring application on a human subject, along with wireless real-
time transmission of the ISF glucose and sweat alcohol response. (B) Image of the screen printed 
glucohol biosensor coupled with wireless flexible printed circuit board. (C) Schematic 
representation of the iontophoresis operation. Induced generation of alcohol-containing sweat by 
iontophoretic delivery of pilocarpine at the anode with simultaneous reverse iontophoretic 
sampling of glucose ISF at the cathode. (D) Schematic representation of glucohol biosensor, 
showing the ‘panda-like’ electrode layout with iontophoretic gels and layered composition of the 
working electrodes. (E) Schematic representation of biosensing operation. Amperometric 
detection of alcohol in the generated sweat and of glucose in the extracted ISF using AOx and 
GOx, respectively, along with measurement of the peroxide product of these enzymatic reactions. 
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4.2.2 Materials and Methods 

a. Chemicals and Instruments 

Glucose oxidase (GOx, from Aspergillus niger, Type X-S (EC 1.1.3.4)), alcohol oxidase 

(AOx, from Pichia pastoris, 10−40 units/mg protein), chitosan, bovine serum albumin (BSA), 

potassium phosphate monobasic (KH2PO4), potassium phosphate dibasic (K2HPO4), ethanol, 

pilocarpine nitrate, sodium nitrate, L(+)-ascorbic acid, uric acid, agarose type IV, poly(vinyl 

alcohol) (PVA, average molecular weight = 70,000 − 100,000) and D(+)- glucose, were obtained 

from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Acetic acid was obtained from EMD Chemicals Inc. 

(Gibbstown, NJ). Polyurethane (PU) (Tecoflex solution grade, SG-80A) was purchased from 

Lubrizol (Wickliffe, OH). All reagents were used without further purification. Electrochemical 

characterizations were performed at room temperature using a µAutolab type III PGSTAT302N 

(Metrohm), controlled by Autolab NOVA software v 1.11.2. 

b. Fabrication, Chemical Modification Process of Tattoo Biosensor 

The glucohol tattoo biosensor was fabricated using screen printing techniques (Figure 4.2.1 

(B)). The electrode array consisted of two IP electrodes (anode and cathode), two reference 

electrodes and current collectors patterned from Ag/AgCl ink. Additionally, two working 

electrodes and two counter electrodes were patterned from Prussian-Blue (PB) ink (Fig. 1C). The 

entire electrode configuration was designed to resemble a panda with working and counter 

electrodes as eyes and ears, respectively. The patterns were designed in AutoCAD (Autodesk, San 

Rafael, CA) and outsourced for fabrication on stainless steel through-hole 12 in. × 12 in. framed 

stencils (Metal Etch Services, San Marcos, CA). A sequence of the silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) 

ink (4001, Engineered Conductive Materials, LLC, Delaware, OH), Prussian blue conductive 

carbon (C2070424P2, Gwent Group, Pontypool, U.K.) and insulator (Dupont 5036, Wilmington, 
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DE) inks were patterned on Papilio temporary transfer tattoo base paper (HPS LLC, Rhome, TX) 

employing an MPM-SPM semi-automatic screen printer (Speedline Technologies, Franklin, MA). 

First, Ag/AgCl ink was used to print the pair of iontophoretic electrodes, reference electrodes and 

current collectors. Next, the working and counter electrodes (for glucose and alcohol detection) 

were printed using PB ink. After each step, the printed patterns were cured at 80 °C for 10 min in 

a convection oven. Finally, a transparent insulator was screen printed over the surface of the 

electrode pattern to confine the electrode and contact areas. Following the printing of the glucohol 

tattoo sensors, the working electrode located at the cathode compartment was functionalized with 

the glucose recognition layer. A volume of 1.5 µL of GOx 40 mg/mL, containing 10 mg/mL BSA 

stabilizer, was mixed with 1.5 µL of chitosan solution (0.5 wt % in 0.1 M acetic acid) and the total 

volume (3 µL) was casted on the electrode. A similar protocol was used to functionalize the 

working electrode at the anode compartment with the alcohol recognition layer. A volume of 4 µL 

of AOx (as received) was mixed with 2 µL of a 10 mg/mL BSA stabilizer, and 2 µL of chitosan 

solution (0.5 wt % in 0.1 M acetic acid). Subsequently, 2 µL of PU was casted on top of the AOx 

layer.  The total volume (8 µL) was casted on the working electrode surface. The enzyme modified 

glucohol tattoo biosensor was dried at 4 oC overnight. 

For the dual IP process, agarose hydrogel was used at the cathode compartments, and PVA 

cryogel loaded with pilocarpine was used at the anode compartment. Agarose hydrogel was 

prepared by heating a continuously stirred agarose solution (2% w/v or 4% w/v) with 0.1 M 

potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) until completely dissolved. The PVA cryogel was prepared 

as described in a previous report 16. Subsequently, the prepared cryogels (2.5cm2) were soaked in 

1% pilocarpine nitrate for 1 h. The enzyme modified glucohol sensor was prepared for dual IP as 

follows. First, 10 µL of the 2% dissolved agarose hydrogel was cast on the AOx modified working 
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electrode. Next, 300 µL of agarose 4% was cast onto the working, reference, counter and cathode 

IP electrode at the cathode compartment to cover 2.5 cm2. Finally, the PVA cryogel (2.5 cm2) 

loaded with 1% pilocarpine was placed on top of the reference, counter, anode IP and 

AOx/Agarose working electrode at the anode compartment shared the same PVA cryogel.  

c. Tattoo transfer process and mechanical deformation demonstrations 

The skin conformability and mechanical integrity of the glucohol biosensor were examined 

through repetitive bending, twisting and stretching. To begin, a double-sided adhesive was added 

to the screen printed electrodes (Figure 4.2.1 (B)). The non-stick layer was then removed and the 

tattoo biosensor was applied to the upper arm of a human subject as a common temporary tattoo 

by gentle application and wetting. Subsequently, the skin-worn tattoo was subjected to iterations 

of mechanical deformation and examined for apparent cracking or degradation (Figure 4.2.2 (B)).  

A similar examination process was applied to the glucohol biosensor connected to the flexible 

wireless PCB. Specifically, the integrated sensor and PCB were subject to repeated bending 

iterations and examined for cracking or degradation (Figure 4.2.2 (C)).   

d. Optimization of iontophoretic operating conditions 

The operational parameters of the IP step for sweat generation and glucose extraction were 

determined by applying various IP current and durations. Sweat generation was quantified by 

measuring sweat weight using filter paper. After iontophoresis at various conditions, the skin 

surface was wiped with clean paper towel, and filter paper was placed and sealed with plastic wrap 

for 5 min. The weight difference of the filter paper before and after placement on the skin was 

measured and interpreted as the total sweat amount generated. For optimization of the cathode 

compartment, extracted glucose was measured at various operational IP settings. Before IP, the 

amperometric response of glucose was recorded without the presence of ISF. After IP, the glucose 
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signal was again obtained, the difference in the current response should be proportional to the 

amount of extracted glucose through IP. 

e. Evaluation of sensor performance in buffer medium 

The experiments to evaluate the performance of the alcohol and glucose biosensors were 

made in vitro using a µAutolab type III PGSTAT302N (Metrohm), controlled by Autolab NOVA 

software v 1.11.2. For the glucose in vitro experiments, a 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PBS) solution 

(pH 7.4) was used. All amperometric responses were recorded after 1 min incubation in the sample 

solution, using a potential step of −0.2 V (vs Ag/ AgCl) over 60 s. Glucose response was tested in 

the physiological range of glucose, up to 160 µM with 20 µM increments.  The glucose sensor 

specificity was examined using 60 µM glucose solution in the presence of relevant electroactive 

constituents. Namely, 10 µM each of ascorbic acid, uric acid, and acetaminophen were added to 

the glucose containing solution to determine potential influences on the amperometric response. 

The electrochemical performance of the glucohol biosensor toward alcohol detection was 

evaluated in a 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.4). The amperometric responses were measured, after 1 min 

immersion in the test solution, by stepping the potential to −0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 60 s. 

Calibration plots were obtained using 4 mM ethanol increment additions, up to 40 mM. The 

ethanol selectivity was examined by measuring the responses using 10 mM ethanol in the presence 

of relevant electroactive species such as 0.2 mM glucose, 10 mM lactate, 84 µM creatine, 10 µM 

ascorbic acid, and 60 µM uric acid. The influence of pilocarpine upon the activity of the PB 

transducer was addressed by drop-casting 2% agarose gel containing PBS on the AOx modified 

working electrode16. 

f. On-body evaluation protocol with human subjects 
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Epidermal evaluation of the glucohol biosensor on human subjects was conducted in strict 

compliance following a protocol approved by the institutional review board (IRB) at the University 

of California, San Diego. A total of eleven healthy volunteers were recruited for on-body 

evaluation of the developed sensor before and after consumption of food and alcoholic beverages. 

The glucohol tattoo sensors were transferred to the deltoid of the volunteers, then the flexible PCB 

board was connected to the tattoo using magnets as in previous report16, 26. Immediately before 

starting the experiment, blood glucose and alcohol levels were measured using commercial glucose 

strips (Accu-Chek Aviva Plus) and a commercial FDA-approved breath-analyzer (Alcovisor Mars 

Breathalyzer, Hong Kong) to validate the sensor performance. Next, the dual IP sampling was 

performed. Specifically, A mild current density of 0.32mA/cm2 (0.8 mA total current) was applied 

to the skin through cathode and anode IP electrodes for 5 min in order to induce sweat (at the 

anode) and simultaneously extract ISF (at the cathode) (Fig. 1E). Afterward, the amperometric ISF 

glucose response at an applied potential of −0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl) was recorded for 5 min (five 

amperograms with 60 s duration each). Then, similarly, the amperometric response of sweat 

alcohol was recorded at an applied potential of −0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 5 min (five amperograms 

with 60 s each) (Fig. 1F). After these initial responses were recorded, the subjects consumed sugar-

rich food along with an alcoholic beverage (12 oz. of beer or 5 oz. of table wine) and waited for 

15 min to allow glucose and alcohol diffusion in blood. Next, blood glucose and alcohol were 

measure for a second time, and the IP and sensing cycle was repeated. Dual IP was performed, 

followed by glucose ISF and sweat alcohol measurements in the same fashion as previously 

described. With the completion of the experiment, the glucohol sensor device was removed. In 

order to validate sensor performance and selectivity, three control experiments were devised. 

Firstly, following the otherwise identical experimental conditions described above, subjects 1 and 
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2 were instructed to not consume any food or alcohol. Secondly, using identical experimental 

conditions but without modifying the sensor with GOx and AOx. The final control experiment was 

carried out by replacing both of the 5min IP steps with a 5min wait time to illustrate the role of IP 

in generating biofluids.  

In addition to the initial measurements, further experiments were carried out to determine 

glucohol sensor response over time and with varying chronologies of food/alcohol consumption. 

The first set of experiments involved only drinking alcohol without glucose intake. Identical to the 

previous on-body demonstrations, 5min of IP was applied and ISF glucose and sweat alcohol 

measurements were followed. Two subjects were asked to consume an alcoholic beverage and 

after 10min a final IP/sensing step was carried out to determine the ultimate amperometric 

responses to glucose and alcohol. In a second set, the alcoholic drink was replaced with a meal 

while other parameters remained the same. Additional experiments further investigated the sensor 

response involving sequential drinking and eating in different orders of consumption. While 

keeping the same procedure above of 5 min IP, sensing glucose and alcohol, followed by 

consuming an alcoholic drink, a 10 min wait time, followed by IP and the sensing cycle. In another 

set of experiments, the order of consumption was switched first to a meal, followed by an alcoholic 

beverage. Furthermore, an additional experiment was carried out to determine the feasibility of 

detecting sequential alcohol consumption with a singular meal intake following the same 

procedure above with 5 min IP, sensing glucose and alcohol, followed by a 1st alcohol/meal 

measured. A second alcoholic beverage without food consumption, followed by an additional 10 

min wait time and a final IP/sensing step was carried out to determine the ultimate amperometric 

responses to glucose and alcohol.  
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g. Wireless Electronics 

A wireless electronic instrumentation circuit was developed to apply the iontophoretic 

current to the biosensor patch, non-invasively extract glucose and alcohol molecules, to measure 

the resulting concentrations via constant-potential amperometry, and wirelessly deliver measured 

results to a smartphone or laptop for further processing and/or analysis. The PCB was designed on 

a 177 µm polyimide flexible substrate to conform to the shape of the body. The board included a 

Texas Instrument CC2541 2.4-GHz BLE and Proprietary System-on-Chip device, a Texas 

Instruments LMP91000 Configurable AFE Potentiostat, and several DC-DC converters for voltage 

supply regulations to generate reference potentials. Additionally, a 3-Terminal Adjustable Current 

Source (LM334) was selected to provide the required iontophoretic current of 0.8 mA. 

The iontophoretic current and constant-potential amperometry measurements needed to be 

completely isolated to avoid unintended current loops in the electrode area. Therefore, an 

appropriate switching mechanism should be used to provide this isolation. To keep the board area 

small, a single potentiostat was used. Thus, a set of high-voltage switches were needed to switch 

between the glucose and alcohol sensing electrodes during amperometry, as well as to enter a high-

impedance state during iontophoretic processing. Two Analog Device ADG452BRUZ chips were 

used to provide 8 SPST CMOS switches for 8 pins: 3 glucose amperometric pins, 3 alcohol 

amperometric pins, and 2 iontophoretic pins. In each mode (IP, glucose sensing, alcohol sensing), 

the BLE microcontroller set the switching modes accordingly. The power consumption of the 

board was provided using a CR2032 Lithium coin battery. These power levels were measured to 

be 30 mW, and 6 mW in iontophoretic and amperometric phases, respectively.  
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4.2.3 Results  

a. Principle of dual iontophoresis for simultaneous sampling of ISF and sweat 

We report on the development and characterization of a dual iontophoretic biosensor 

applied for the non-invasive monitoring of glucose and alcohol. Our objective is to combine sweat 

and ISF collection processes for obtaining dual-fluid electrochemical analysis. An attractive 

feature of this new biosensing platform is the simultaneous generation and collection of two non-

invasive biofluids (ISF and sweat) along with integration of a dual electrochemical biosensing 

system for detecting ISF glucose and sweat alcohol on a single wearable tattoo platform. The dual 

iontophoretic system combining the two iontophoretic operations was demonstrated, for the first 

time, with iontophoretic ISF extraction at the cathode compartment and iontophoretic delivery of 

the sweat-inducing pilocarpine agent at the anode compartment (Figure 4.2.1 (C)). Both IP 

procedures occurred simultaneously based on two main mechanisms: 1) electro-repulsion (electro-

migration): ions with the same charge as the iontophoretic electrode are repelled and oppositely 

charged ions are attracted. On the electrode surface, the anode repels the positively-charged cations 

(e.g. pilocarpine), while attracting negatively-charged anions (e.g. Cl-, ascorbate, urate) from the 

dermis and epidermis. On the cathode side, anions are repelled while cations (e.g. Na+) are 

attracted to the surface. 2) Electro-osmosis: convective flow from the anode to cathode, including 

neutral molecules (e.g. glucose and urea) induced by the flow of charged particles. The type of IP, 

either delivery or extraction, is determined by the direction of the induced major of the molecule 

of interest through the skin. 

In our wearable system, the tattoo iontophoretic patch delivers the positively-charged 

pilocarpine drug at the anode by electro-repulsion (iontophoretic delivery), allowing the delivered 

drug to generate sweat which is localized at the anode compartment. We will refer to this process 
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as forward IP. Simultaneously, the major convective flux occurs from the anode to cathode under 

the skin, as dominated by the flow of counter ions (mainly Na+). Cationic electro-osmotic flux 

toward the cathode is due to the overall negative charge of the human skin, leading to the migration 

of positive ions and of neutral molecules, such as glucose (iontophoretic extraction, reverse IP). 

Such reverse iontophoretic extraction of ISF glucose obviates interference issues by charge and 

size exclusion during the extraction process as only small ions or molecules can be extracted 

effectively, excluding proteins and many other biomolecules. In addition, major electroactive 

species in biofluids, such as ascorbate and urate, can be extracted only at the anode due to their 

negative charge. Accordingly, the new dual-biofluid iontophoretic system allows selective, 

simultaneous, and localized on-demand sampling at each iontophoretic electrode, with sweat fluid 

on the anode, and ISF fluid on the cathode, with no inter-sample mixing of these fluids. The target 

sweat and ISF biomarkers can thus be detected by placing the corresponding electrochemical 

biosensors at the anode and cathode sites, respectively.  

b. Glucose and alcohol as model analytes in ISF and sweat  

Glucose and alcohol are two of the most common target analytes for wearable sensing 

applications owing to their tremendous healthcare and safety importance. The simultaneous 

monitoring of alcohol and glucose is particularly important for diabetics, who are more susceptible 

to hypoglycemia when consuming alcohol. Alcohol consumption contributes to approximately 10% 

of severe hypoglycemia cases in diabetics, particularly those suffering from type 1 diabetes62. 

Insulin-dependent diabetics are strongly recommended to consume any alcoholic beverages along 

with dietary carbohydrates to counteract decreases in blood glucose (BG) induced by alcohol 

intake, due to this increased risk of hypoglycemia. Even for healthy individuals, excessive alcohol 

consumption can indirectly trigger obesity, which is a major risk factor for developing non-insulin 
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dependent diabetes (i.e. type 2 diabetes), among other health issues. Excessive alcohol 

consumption may also lead directly to insulin malfunctions, further increasing the risk of 

developing diabetes. Accordingly, the tremendous demands for monitoring glucose and alcohol 

have led to significant efforts toward self-testing of blood glucose and alcohol levels. During 

periods of alcohol intake, the concurrent concentrations of alcohol in blood and sweat have been 

shown to display a close correlation, without extensive time lag or errors commonly exhibited by 

breath-anlayzers or transdermal sweat monitoring devices13, 14. Similarly, concentrations of 

glucose in ISF have shown a great correlation to blood levels as glucose diffuses directly from the 

blood stream into the ISF in order to supply skin tissue cells with necessary nutrients26, 55, 61. 

Ultimately, these correlations and issues led to our selection of glucose and alcohol as model 

analytes for demonstrating the capabilities and potential of the new dual-iontophoretic sweat/ISF 

sampling-detection system.  

c. Design/integration of dual iontophoretic electrochemical sensor on a tattoo platform 

The designed iontophoretic device was incorporated with an electrochemical sensing 

system on a wearable tattoo platform in a panda bear shape. The geometry of each electrode 

transducer was the most important factor for successful sampling (stimulation/extraction) and 

sensing on a single-shared platform. The electrode layout consisted of anodic and cathodic 

compartments. Each compartment included an IP electrode (either anode or cathode) and three 

sensing electrodes (working (WE), reference (RE), and counter (CE)) covered with a single 

hydrogel that doubled as a biofluid sampling platform and as a storage reservoir for 

electrochemical sensing (Figure 4.2.1 (D)). The IP electrode was positioned in between the sensing 

WE and CE for effective diffusion of generated biofluids (ISF, sweat) during the sensing operation. 

All compartment electrodes (IP, WE, RE, CE) were covered with the hydrogel to avoid skin 
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burning during the IP operation and eliminate the need for separate procedures for fluid stimulation, 

sampling and measurement, which has been a main challenge for conventional iontophoretic 

devices. However, different hydrogels were utilized at each compartment (anodic/cathodic) for 

efficient sample collection as each of the IP electrodes had different goals to achieve. The anode 

delivered the pilocarpine drug, therefore a more porous structured hydrogel was preferred for 

efficient release of the drug from gel to skin. A cryogel was selected to be the anode drug sorbent 

based on our previous study16, and was loaded with a 1% pilocarpine nitrate solution. The cathode 

hydrogel required a less porous structure to store the extracted ISF, and hence 4% agarose gel with 

PBS was utilized at the cathode IP compartment. As a result of IP, the simultaneous generation of 

sweat and ISF was localized on the corresponding anode and cathode compartments, respectively, 

and the electrochemical biosensors were integrated to measure alcohol and glucose in the 

corresponding generated biofluids. 

The amperometric alcohol biosensor system at the anode measured alcohol in the generated 

sweat reflecting blood alcohol levels, while the glucose biosensor system at the cathode monitored 

extracted ISF glucose, correlated to BG levels. Both sensing working electrodes were composed 

of a screen-printed Prussian blue (PB) electrode transducer, the enzyme bioreceptor (GOx for 

glucose or AOx for alcohol), and chitosan for the enzyme immobilization. Due to the pilocarpine 

interference on the PB electron shuttling activity, 2% agarose (containing PBS) was applied on top 

of the PU layer, as demonstrated in our previous work16. The amperometric response was recorded 

at -0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl) by monitoring the reduction of the hydrogen peroxide product of the 

enzymatic reactions at the catalytic PB transducer (Figure 4.2.1 (E)), based on the following 

biocatalytic reactions:  
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Figure 4.2.2 Skin conformability and mechanical integrity of glucohol biosensor. (A) Tattoo 
application process beginning with (i) removal of the primary (non-stick) layer of a double-sided 
adhesive. (ii) Placement and (iii) wetting of the tattoo on the upper arm of the subject. (iii) Gradual 
removal of the damp tattoo paper substrate layer to complete followed the transfer process. (B) 
Mechanical deformation tests of transferred tattoo, including (i) 180° inward bend, (ii) lateral 
twisting, (iii) corner stretching, and (iv) vertical stretching. (C) (i) Tattoo integrated with wireless 
flexible PCB followed by additional strain tests, (ii) 180° inward bend and (iii) rotational bend. 
  

d. Mechanical deformation studies of glucohol sensor 

The glucohol tattoo was readily transferred onto the upper arm with ease of use as shown 

in Figure 4.2.2 (A), and various deformation tests were subsequently carried out in order to 

investigate the mechanical stability of the device under mechanical strains expected during on-

body operations. Upon application to the arm, the wearable device thus underwent bending, 

twisting, and stretching to examine its resistance to such strains and for the presence of possible 
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cracks or breaks in the electrode surface (Figure 4.2.2 (B)). This examination indicated no apparent 

cracks following these deformations and that the tattoo remained in good contact with the skin 

throughout the test. For practical applications, the tattoo sensor was combined with flexible 

electronics board and similar (twisting and bending) strains were applied (Figure 4.2.2 (C)). These 

strains caused no apparent structure damage reflecting the conformal character and flexible 

properties of the entire integrated tattoo device. 

 

Figure 4.2.3 Optimization of iontophoresis and electrochemical sensing of glucohol biosensor. 
(A) Influence of the IP conditions upon the glucose sampling rate (left) and on the sweat rate (right). 
(B) Amperometric response of the glucohol biosensor to increasing ethanol concentrations from 0 
mM to 40 mM in phosphate buffer solution, pH 7.4, with 4 mM increments (left). Inset: 
corresponding calibration plot. Amperometric response of the glucohol biosensor to increasing 
glucose concentrations from 0 µM to 160 µM in phosphate buffer solution, pH 7.4, with 20 µM 
increments (right). Inset: corresponding calibration plot. (C) Amperometric response of glucohol 
biosensor to common electroactive interferences using ethanol (left) and glucose (right). (D)  
Stability of the response of the glucohol biosensor to repetitive measurements of ethanol (left) and 
glucose (right). All amperometric measurements were carried out for the duration of 60 s and at a 
potential step of -0.2 V. 
 

e. Optimization of the iontophoresis operational parameters 

A high IP current may induce skin irritation, which was partially responsible for the 

retraction of the GlucoWatch from the market26, 63.  Accordingly, optimization of the new wearable 
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iontophoretic system was performed to minimize the current density and IP period. The IP 

efficiency was evaluated by measuring the amount of sweat generated at the anode and the 

differences in the glucose sensor signal at the cathode (Figure 4.2.3 (A)). On the anode, the amount 

of sweat was varied by combining different IP current intensities and durations, clearly showing a 

tendency that longer periods and higher current values produced larger amounts of sweat. A similar 

trend was observed for the response to extracted glucose at the cathode. The glucose flux (extracted 

ISF glucose amount) at the cathode compartment was indirectly measured by comparing the 

amperometric signals before and after IP. Such signal difference is expected to be proportional to 

the amount of extracted ISF glucose on the cathode electrode. Applying IP for 5 min at 0.8 mA 

showed distinctively higher glucose signals compared to other IP operating conditions (involving 

lower current levels and shorter periods).  The latter resulted in low levels of the extracted glucose 

that approach the detection limit of the glucose biosensor. All subsequent work was thus carried 

out using a 5 min IP period at 0.8 mA, hence ensuring effective generation of sweat and ISF for 

the sensing of alcohol and glucose, respectively.  

f. Characterization of glucohol tattoo biosensor in-vitro 

The performance of the tattoo-based glucose and alcohol biosensors was evaluated first in 

a buffer medium using their corresponding physiological concentration ranges. Glucose in ISF has 

similar levels as BG, but only 1/100 of that can reach the skin during the extraction process64. 

Therefore, the glucose biosensor was evaluated within the ISF glucose physiological level (0 ~ 

160 µM with 20 µM increments) and the observed signal resulted in a highly linear and selective 

response to glucose concentrations in the presence of relevant electroactive interference (Figure 

4.2.3 (B) and (C)). Similarly, the alcohol sensor response was tested over the 0 – 40 mM alcohol 

concentration range and showed well-defined amperometric signals with 4 mM alcohol additions 
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in the presence of electroactive interferences (Figure 4.2.3 (B) and (C)). Furthermore, agarose gels 

on the cathode composed of 0.1 M phosphate buffered solution offered resistance to changes of 

pH and electrolytes in the generated biofluids. This medium thus offers a robust sensor response, 

independent of variations in the ISF composition (except the glucose target). On the anode side, 

sweat induced by pilocarpine has shown less pH variations when compared to sweat obtained 

through exercise and thermal generation65. Similarly, the working electrode for the alcohol 

biosensing was covered with PBS-containing agarose in order to address the pilocarpine effect on 

the PB transducer and to offer consistent electrolyte composition on the working electrode, as 

described in our early study16. 

g. Characterization of integrated glucohol tattoo biosensor with human subjects 

Based on the selective and sensitive response of the glucohol tattoo toward the target 

glucose and alcohol biomarkers, we proceeded with on-body testing using human subjects (Figure 

4.2.4). These epidermal demonstrations were conducted with recruited healthy volunteers under 

their informed written consent. The on-body tests involved the consumption of food and alcoholic 

beverages to induce spikes in blood glucose and alcohol levels, respectively, expected in real-life 

scenarios. The results shown in Figure 4.2.4 (B) and (D) were obtained using two healthy male 

subjects (subject 1 and 2) with the consumption of a meal and alcoholic beverage. Control 

evaluations, carried out without such meal or alcohol uptakes (keeping fasting state), are shown in 

Figure 4.2.4 (C) and (E). Subjects 1 and 2 showed steep rise in their blood glucose and alcohol 

levels after the ingestion of food and drinks (as was measured by commercial glucometer and 

breath-analyzer). The epidermal glucohol sensor displayed a similar trend of increased ISF glucose 

and sweat alcohol signals. In contrast, no change in the sensor signal of either sweat alcohol or ISF 

glucose was observed when food and alcohol were not ingested, reflecting a continued fasting state. 
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Additional control experiments were carried out without the enzyme immobilization and without 

IP, as shown in Figure 4.2.4 (F) and (G), respectively. As expected, these control tests displayed 

consistent negligible current signals, despite the elevated although blood glucose and alcohol 

levels by consumption of food and alcohol. These control experiments indicated that IP plays a 

critical role in sampling the non-invasive biofluids (ISF, sweat) and that the presence of enzyme 

is required for biosensing the collected analyte. Clearly, the measured glucose and alcohol signals 

originate from the extracted ISF and stimulated sweat samples. The immobilized the enzymes 

(GOx, AOx) ensured the selective response for glucose and alcohol in the extracted ISF generated 

sweat, respectively.   
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Figure 4.2.4 Electrochemical characterization of glucohol sensors for on-body operation (A) 
Schematic diagram representing the time course for operation of an iontophoretic-sensing tattoo 
device, containing meal and alcohol consumptions, iontophoresis, and amperometric sensing of 
glucose and alcohol. Amperometric response of glucohol biosensor under experimental conditions 
depicted in part A) for (B) human subject 1 and (D) human subject 2 with consumption of meal 
and 355 ml of beer. Biosensor signal measured before and after consumption of alcohol and meal. 
Amperometric response of glucohol biosensor in control experiments without consumption of 
alcohol and meal for human (C) subject 1 and (E) subject 2. Amperometric response of the 
glucohol biosensor (under the experimental conditions depicted in (A) but without (F) the enzyme 
immobilization or (G) iontophoresis. For all experiments, the amperometric measurements were 
conducted in phosphate buffer solution, pH=7.4, for the duration of 60 s and the step potential of 
−0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl). Insets: Corresponding blood concentration of glucose and breath alcohol 
concentration. 
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Figure 4.2.5 Glucohol biosensor sensing performance with varying meal/alcohol intake 
courses. Experimental time course and amperometric response of glucohol biosensor with 
measured concurrent concentrations of blood glucose and breath alcohol with (A) alcohol intake 
and no meal for i) human subject 1 and ii) human subject 2, (B) meal and no alcohol intake for i) 
human subject 1 and ii) human subject 2, (C) alcohol intake followed by meal, (D) meal followed 
by alcohol intake, and (E) meal and 1st alcohol intake followed by 2nd alcohol intake with 
experimental data and  correlated epidermally measured glucose and alcohol concentrations with 
measured blood and breath concentrations (i). Corresponding blood glucose concentrations and 
breath alcohol concentrations (ii). For all experiments, the amperometric measurements were 
conducted in phosphate buffer solution, pH=7.4, using a step potential of −0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl) 
over a 60 s period. 
 
h. Human subject studies with varied meal/alcohol consumption courses 

For better understanding the potential of the glucohol sensor in realistic scenarios, 

additional on-body testing strategies were established by varying the order of the meal and drink 

consumption (Figure 4.2.5). The first procedure in this variation involved only drinking an 
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alcoholic beverage. As shown in Figure 4.2.5 (Ai), in case of subject 1, an alcoholic drink was 

consumed at fasting state leading to increased alcohol and glucose levels in sweat and ISF, 

respectively, as well as in blood. The increased glucose levels reflected the sugar content of the 

alcoholic drink. On the other hand, subject 2 showed a different glucose profile after the alcohol 

consumption, with decreased ISF glucose and BG values, along with increased sweat and blood 

alcohol (Figure 4.2.5 (Aii)). This result is attributed to physiological insulin action. Since the 

subject’s BG value was 103 (higher than fasting BG level for healthy subjects), the already active 

insulin apparently acted to reduce the BG level to 95 mg/dl. The ISF glucose signal displays a 

similar trend (i.e., a decrease after the alcohol consumption).  

In the second alternate protocol, a meal was solely consumed without any alcoholic drinks. 

As expected, both subjects 1 and 2 maintained a blood alcohol concentration (BAC) of 0.00%, as 

measured by a commercial breath-analyzer and the sweat alcohol response. The meal consumption 

induced glucose spikes (i.e., increase in BG) in both subjects, and the ISF glucose response was 

consistent with the observed BG value (Figure 4.2.5 (B)). It should be noted that although subject 

2 had a BG of 100 before meal consumption, the BG and ISF glucose increased after meal, 

indicating the dominant role of the glucose uptake despite the insulin effect (Figure 4.2.5 (Bii)). 

These insulin effects may have different outcomes among individuals, depending also on the 

amount of sugar in the consumed food.   

Next, a meal and alcohol were sequentially consumed in different orders. The first course 

of this sequence was designed to have alcohol intake followed by meal intake (Figure 4.2.5 (C)). 

The BAC level spiked initially due to alcohol consumption, followed by decreased BAC due to 

metabolic alcohol degradation. The sweat alcohol response corresponded with the BAC response. 

In the case of glucose response, sequential alcohol and meal consumption increased the BG 
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continuously, as well as the ISF glucose response (Figure 4.2.5 (C)). The gain in BG value 

following the alcohol intake reflects again the sugar content of the drink. A subsequent 

consumption of a sugar-rich meal led to a continuous increase in BG and ISF glucose. This 

behavior is consistent with the BG profile shown in Figure 4.2.5 (B). A different scenario involved 

a meal intake before the alcohol consumption. A glucose-rich meal caused a steep spike in BG 

only, while retaining 0.00% BAC (Figure 4.2.5 (D)). The signals of both ISF glucose and sweat 

alcohol followed the trend observed for blood. Subsequently, alcohol consumption (with less sugar 

than the meal) was carried out. The alcohol signal in both blood and sweat increased, while the 

glucose ISF response and BG decreased. This is in agreement with Figure 4.2.5 (Aii)where a small 

amount of glucose intake (in the alcoholic beverage) is buffered by active insulin. 

In order to better demonstrate the applicability of our glucohol sensor in real-life scenarios, 

the final procedure evaluated involved the simultaneous consumption of a single meal with an 

alcoholic beverage followed by a subsequent second alcoholic beverage intake with no additional 

meal. Multiple measurements were taken throughout this procedure, tracking the temporal glucose 

and alcohol profiles (Figure 4.2.5 (E)). Repeated alcohol consumption in a short period of time 

could lead to continuous increments of one’s blood alcohol level, easily reaching dangerous 

situations (such as driving under influence, DUI) and health issues (such as alcoholism). As 

demonstrated in Figure 4.2.5 (E), both ISF and blood glucose levels increased with the meal and 

the first alcohol consumption, and both glucose concentrations increased further following the 

second alcohol consumption. This trend differs from previous results showing decreased BG when 

alcohol was consumed in the presence of high BG, reflecting the subject’s individual glucose 

metabolic system. The resulting BG level and glucose ISF biosensor signals display a linear 

correlation (R2=0.998) using the same subject. The subject’s alcohol levels in sweat and blood 
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were also monitored sequentially upon the consumption of the two alcoholic beverages, which led 

to a serial increase of BAC from 0.000%, 0.013% to 0.044%, with proportionally increased sweat 

alcohol signal. The resulting plot correlating the blood-alcohol level and sweat-alcohol current 

signal, shown in Figure 4.2.5 (Bii), displays an excellent linear correlation (R2=0.999). It should 

be noted that in all cases, ISF glucose and sweat alcohol readings from the wearable glucohol 

device showed similar trends with the blood levels measured with the commercial (glucometer, 

and breath-analyzer) readers. Such good agreement was confirmed by the corresponding 

correlation plots. These extensive on-body data indicate the potential use of the epidermal sensors 

for simultaneous non-invasive glucose and alcohol monitoring. 

4.2.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

We have reported the first example of a dual-fluid IP sampling and detection system, fully 

integrated onto a single conformal epidermal platform. The design and operation of the new printed 

flexible device were optimized to ensure reliable and efficient iontophoretically-stimulated 

simultaneous collection of the individual biofluids at the corresponding biosensor sites with no 

inter-sample mixing. Such rational design thus allows parallel sampling of the ISF and sweat 

biofluids towards non-invasive monitoring of different biomarkers. The dual fluid sampling and 

analysis concept was implemented using a cost-effective screen-printing of body-complaint 

temporary tattoo platform along with conformal wireless electronics. The new concept was 

illustrated for the non-invasive glucose and alcohol monitoring in healthy human subjects 

following meal and drink consumptions, with good correlations to commercial blood glucometer 

and breath-analyzer devices. Future efforts will focus on large population studies for monitoring 

glucose and related alcohol effects in diabetes and prediabetes subjects.  The new wearable 

sampling/sensing concept can be readily expanded to the monitoring of different biomarkers in the 
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ISF and sweat fluids in connection to variety of healthcare and wellness applications. The 

simultaneous sampling and analysis of different non-invasive biofluids could thus pave the way 

for improved biomarker monitoring and enhanced assessment of a wearer’s physiological status. 

This chapter is based, in part, on the material as it appears in ACS Sensors, 2016, by 

Jayoung Kim, Itthipon Jeerapan, Somayeh Imani, Thomas N. Cho, Amay J. Bandodkar, Stefano 

Cinti, Patrick P. Mercier, and Joseph Wang; in part, has been submitted for publication of the 

material, as it may appear in Advanced Science, by Jayoung Kim, Juliane R. Sempionatto, 

Somayeh Imani, Martin C. Hartel, Abbas Barfidokht, Patrick P. Mercier and Joseph Wang. The 

dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of these papers.  
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Chapter 5 Epidermal Microfluidic 

Electrochemical Biosensor 

5.1 Epidermal Microfluidic Electrochemical Detection 

System: Enhanced Sweat Sampling and Metabolite Detection 

5.1.1 Introduction 

Wearable sensors have received tremendous attention recently owing to their great promise 

for a wide range of applications in the healthcare, fitness, security, and environmental fields1-5. 

While early efforts have focused on monitoring the physical status or electrophysiology of the 

wearer, noninvasive wearable chemical sensors are currently under intense research and 

development5-9. Continuous monitoring of clinically and performance relevant (bio)markers has, 

thus, been achieved using different biofluids such as saliva, sweat, or tears. Among these new 

wearable chemical sensors, epidermal sweat-analyzing platforms have promoted a revolution of 

skin-conformal materials with distinct flexibility, stretchability, and even self-healing properties10-

13. 

Sweat represents an attractive biofluid for noninvasive monitoring of the wearer’s 

physiological state owing to its relative ease of collection and its abundance of biochemical 

information14-16. These advantages have motivated tremendous efforts toward the development of 

various epidermal sweat chemical sensing devices for monitoring metabolites and electrolytes. 

Analyte detection can be accomplished via electrochemical or colorimetric methods and by 
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employing different wearable platforms (e.g., wrist-bands, temporary tattoos, or patches)4, 5, 17-25. 

Despite the significant advantages and numerous recent reports focusing on on-body sweat 

analysis, several key challenges are yet to be addressed for successful realization of reliable, 

noninvasive, and accurate real-time monitoring in sweat. These challenges include: (1) irregular 

or low sweat generation rates during exercise; (2) susceptibility of contamination with skin 

(bio)markers; (3) mixing and carry-over between freshly generated sweat and old sweat; (4) 

irreproducible sample transport over the detector surface; and (5) lack of control of sample 

evaporation and volume. Addressing these challenges requires significant advances in sweat 

collection and transport14. 

Current research trends focus on the miniaturization of sweat sensors in soft microfluidic 

devices to allow consistent measurements at low sweat rates, avoid sweat dilution, and minimize 

external contamination. Rogers’ team recently introduced a soft, skin-compatible microfluidic 

device platform for sequential capture and optical chemical analyses of microliter sweat volumes12, 

26. These studies demonstrated an insightful understanding of sweat generation dynamics coupled 

with time-dependent colorimetric analysis of physiological sweat markers (i.e., lactate, sodium 

and potassium)26. Soft microfluidic devices with shorter sweat sampling and filling times, and 

incorporating new detection modalities are desired to ensure timely and rich analytical information. 

Here, we present for the first time the amalgamation of wearable epidermal electrochemical 

sensing and soft microfluidic platforms toward the realization of real-time continuous monitoring 

of sweat metabolites such as glucose or lactate27. Electrochemical devices are extremely attractive 

for meeting the requirements of on-body wearable systems2, 4 and of chip-based analytical 

microsystems (e.g., “lab-on-a-chip”)28-33, due to their inherent miniaturization and low-power 

requirements, low costs, high performance, and fast data acquisition. The new soft, skin-mounted 
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microchip fluidic detection system combines the advantages of electrochemical epidermal sensing 

and of electrochemical microchip detectors, and integrates lithographic and screen-printing 

fabrication approaches to leverage their respective advantages. The present system relies on 

intrinsic sweat secretion and flow, and hence obviates the needs for complicated electrokinetic 

(external fields) or hydrodynamic (external pumps) systems characteristic of microchip 

electrochemical systems. 

The developed epidermal microfluidic device is composed of two soft, conforming 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layers, along with a double-sided adhesive layer (Figure 5.1.1). The 

first PDMS layer integrates the electrode system while the second layer contains the microfluidic 

channels (inlets and outlet) and the detection reservoir. The flexible microchip device can thus be 

easily adhered to the epidermis, and provides conformal contact with the skin sweat pores to route 

sweat rapidly toward the sensing reservoir while enduring repetitive mechanical deformations 

experienced by the wearer. Successful use of electrochemical flow detectors requires high rates of 

mass transport along with well-defined hydrodynamic conditions34. This new epidermal 

microfluidic-based electrochemical detection system was theoretically modeled and 

experimentally optimized toward achieving short sweat sampling time, fast sweat flow rates, and 

effective transport over the detector surface. Through this rational design process, we 

demonstrated a dramatically enhanced sweat sampling rate, compared to existing epidermal 

microchips12, 26, coupled to specific and rapid electrochemical detection of sweat biomarkers. This 

enhanced rate of sweat sampling effectively addresses several existing challenges of accurate 

epidermal electrochemical sensing by continuously providing a sufficient amount of sweat to the 

detector surface for robust sensing while rapidly eliminating initial contaminating glucose 

concentrations present on the skin surface or within sweat pores14, 35. The electrochemical 
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microchip flow detector relies on oxidase-based biosensors and Prussian Blue-modified 

amperometric transducers, fabricated with lithographic and screen printed technologies. 

Furthermore, the device has been integrated with a skin-conformal 5.0 × 2.4 cm2 flexible electronic 

board for wireless real-time data transmission (Figure 5.1.1 (C)). The attractive fluid dynamics 

and analytical performance were demonstrated using on-body sweat metabolite monitoring during 

cycling activity of several healthy human subjects. The facile temporal detection of sweat glucose 

and lactate concentrations provides new opportunities for diabetes management and fitness 

monitoring, laying the foundation for a multimodal wearable sweat sensor system. 

 

 

Figure 5.1.1 Microfluidic device design and operation. The soft epidermal microchip device 
conforms to the skin and routes the sampled sweat toward the electrochemical detector. (A) 
Schematic representation of layered microfluidic device configuration on skin composed of: (i) 
top PDMS layer with incorporated sensor electrodes, (ii) PDMS microfluidic device, and (iii) 
adhesive layer on the skin. (B) Schematic representation of microfluidic device sweat collection 
and operation on skin in top-down and cross-sectional views. (C) Photograph of microfluidic 
device integrated with wireless conformal electronics on skin with lithography-based gold current 
collectors and screen-printed silver–silver chloride (RE) and Prussian blue (WE and CE). Inset: 
Electrochemical temporal response to sweat metabolites. Scale bar, 5 mm.  
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5.1.2 Experimental Section 

a. Fabrication of Flexible Microfluidic Channels 

A 50 nm layer of Cr was first deposited using an electron beam evaporator (Temescal BJD 

1800) to act as an etch mask. Photolithography was then used to pattern the microfluidic channels. 

The unmasked portions of the Si wafer were etched by Deep Reactive Ion Etching (Plasmalab 

Oxford P100), yielding 300 µm tall patterns. Depth measurements of the Si master were performed 

using a Dektak 150 surface profiler (Veeco, Plainview, NY). A 70 nm layer of poly(methyl 

methacrylate) (PMMA 950 A2, MicroChem, USA) was next spin-casted onto the Si master, 

followed by soft baking at 180 °C to reduce silicone adhesion to the master. A silicone layer of 

500 µm (Dow Corning, Sylgard 184) was then spin-casted onto the Si master to yield the final 

microfluidic pattern (Figure 5.1.1 (Aii)). 

b. Fabrication of Electrochemical Biosensors 

A 70 nm layer of PMMA was spin-casted onto a 4″ Si wafer to serve as a sacrificial layer. 

Subsequently, polyimide (PI-2545, HD Microsystems, USA) was spin-casted to yield a 1.6 µm 

film on top of the PMMA, followed by soft baking at 110 and 150 °C on a contact hot plate to 

remove volatile solvents, and then cured at 250 °C in a vacuum oven. Photolithography was used 

to pattern sensors and interconnect layers of Ti (10 nm)/Cu (550 nm)/Ti (20 nm)/Au (200 nm) 

deposited by an electron beam evaporator (Temescal BJD 1800). 

A second layer of polyimide of the same thickness as the bottom layer was placed on the 

sensor/interconnect layer on a neutral mechanical plane. This top polyimide layer also served as 

electrical insulation and strain isolation. Reactive Ion Etching (Plasmalab Oxford P80) was used 
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to etch the polyimide and define the mesh layout of the array, exposing only the bonding pads and 

the sensors. The PMMA layer was undercut with boiling acetone to enable the removal of the mesh 

from the Si wafer using a water-soluble PVA tape (3 M Company, Maplewood, MN). The exposed 

back surface of the mesh was then mounted on glass slides for deposition of Ti (6 nm)/SiO2 (60 

nm) by sputter coating (Denton Vacuum LLC, Discovery 635). 

A PDMS layer of 500 µm (Dow Corning, Sylgard 184) was spin-casted onto a glass slide 

with its surface treated by PMMA to reduce adhesion of the silicone. The devices were then 

transferred onto the PDMS through formation of covalent bonds by condensation reactions 

between ozone (UVO) treated silicone and SiO2 on the back side of the devices. The tape was then 

dissolved with DI water. The devices were then ready for screen printing (Figure 5.1.2). 

 
Figure 5.1.2 Fabrication of microfluidic-electrochemical sensor. (1) Current collectors, 
lithographically prepared, are transferred on a thin PDMS layer. (2) Working (WE) and counter 
(CE) electrodes are screen-printed with Prussian blue. (3) Reference electrode (RE) using 
silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) is screen-printing. After drop-casting deposition of the enzyme. 
(4) PDMS microfluidic layer is fabricated and (5) finally bonded on top of the PDMS electrode 
layer.  

 

Sweat biomarker levels were measured in real-time using electrochemical biosensors 

located inside of the microfluidic device reservoir (Figure 5.1.1 (C)). The working, counter and 
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reference electrodes were fabricated through screen-printing. The patterns were designed in 

AutoCAD (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) and outsourced for fabrication on stainless steel through-

hole 12 × 12 in2 framed stencils (Metal Etch Services, San Marcos, CA). Reference electrodes for 

all sensor configurations were printed using silver–silver/chloride (Ag/AgCl) ink (E2141 Ercon 

Inc., Wareham, MA) and cured at 80 °C for 10 min. For sweat lactate sensors, carbon Prussian 

Blue conductive ink (C2070424P2, Gwent Group, UK) was used to print the working and counter 

electrodes over the gold current collectors (Figure 5.1.2). The printed layer was cured at 80 °C for 

10 min. Then, the electrodes were modified with the lactate recognition layer. Specifically, 1 µL 

of lactate oxidase (LOx) (40 mg/mL), containing the bovine serum albumin (BSA) stabilizer (10 

mg/mL), was mixed with 1 µL of chitosan solution (0.5 wt % in 0.1 M acetic acid) and the resulting 

2 µL mixture was drop-cast onto the working electrode surface. LOX-modified electrodes were 

dried overnight at 4 °C prior to use. For sweat glucose sensors, glucose oxidase (GOX) was mixed 

with carbon Prussian Blue ink (10,000 unit GOX/mg) and then used to print the working electrodes. 

The printed layer was cured at 50 °C for 10 min. 

A thin, flexible anisotropic conductive film (ACF) cable (Elform, USA) was bonded to the 

contact pads of the devices that were then bonded to silicone with heat and pressure as a connection 

to external circuits. The other end of the cable was bonded to a custom printed circuit board (Figure 

5.1.1 (C)). Finally, the top PDMS layer containing the lactate or glucose sensor was bonded with 

the microfluidic PDMS layer by applying UVO (7.5 min) over both surfaces. 

c. Theoretical Simulation of Sweat Flow in Microfluidic Device 

Two simulations were performed using ANSYS FLUENT 18.1 academic. These 

simulations were performed to verify the flow behavior under operating conditions of the 
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microfluidic sweat sampling device. Detailed descriptions can be found in the Supporting 

Information. 

 
d. In Vitro Electrochemical Characterization: Flow Injection Analysis in Microfluidic 

System 

Electrochemical characterization of LOX- and GOX-modified Prussian Blue electrodes 

was performed under flow injection analysis (FIA) in the microfluidic system. A 403U/VM2 pump 

(Watson-Marlow Bredel Pumps, Wilmington, MA) allowed the pumping of artificial sweat 

composed of various electrolytes (NaCl, Na2SO4, NaHCO3, KCl, NaCl, MgCl2·6H2O, NaH2PO4, 

CaCO3, and NH4OH)36 to the microfluidic device at 200 µL/min. Varying concentrations of lactate 

(4–20 mM with 4 mM increments) and glucose (2–10 mM with 2 mM increments) were injected 

with a six-port Rheodyne 7000 valve (IDEX Health & Science LLC, Rohnert Park, CA) containing 

a 20 µL sample loop. Due to the limitations in mimicking the low flow rate of on-body sweat 

conditions, slow flow injection experiments were carried out at 20 µL/min with varying 

concentrations of lactate and glucose from 0.2 to 1 mM with 0.2 mM increments. During this FIA 

only one inlet was used for continuous pumping, with the microfluidic device filled initially with 

artificial sweat, responding instantaneously to the passage of the injected sample-metabolite zone. 

e. On-Body Operation with Human Subjects 

Epidermal evaluation on human subjects was conducted in strict compliance following a 

protocol approved by the institutional review board (IRB) at the University of California, San 

Diego. Two healthy volunteers were recruited for on-body evaluation of the developed sensors. 

The on-body study was conducted as a set of two trials: device evaluation and sensor evaluation. 

For the first set of on-body studies, a bare electrode transducer (without the immobilized enzyme) 
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was used to evaluate the selectivity of the sensor and discrimination against nontarget sweat 

constituents. The microfluidic system was attached to the skin using a 3 M Double Coated Medical 

Tape (#1522) (Maplewood, MN) with 2 mm openings aligned with the 0.5 mm inlets of the device 

(Figure 5.1.1 (A)). Next, 0.5 µL of blue food dye was placed on each sweat collection area and the 

device was then transferred to the lower back of the volunteers having been previously cleaned 

with rubbing alcohol. For easy complexion on the skin of the flexible electronics, a (30:1 base-

curing agent) flexible 45 × 6 cm2 PDMS bandage was prepared for location on the arm and 3 M 

transparent film Tegadem (#16004) (Maplewood, MN) was used for mounting on the back of the 

subject. After location of the device, the volunteer was asked to perform physical exercise on a 

stationary bike (Sunny Health & Fitness SF-B1002C Chain Drive Indoor Cycling Bike, Los 

Angeles, CA) for 20 min. Exercise biking conditions were kept at high intensity and constant speed 

and temperature (24 °C) to obtain comparable results. The times to fill the inlets, reservoir and 

outlet were recorded in order to assess the sweat flow during exercise and to evaluate the structural 

properties of the device. In the second trial, a glucose or lactate sensor incorporated onto the inside 

of the PDMS top layer was connected to a personalized printed circuit board (PCB) with 

amperometric and Bluetooth capabilities through FID cables (Figure 5.1.1 (C)). The sweat 

biomarker signal was recorded in real-time during 2000 s of exercise (considering 0 s when the 

subject starts exercising) using a laptop and a homemade system control developed in Matlab. The 

times to fill the inlets, reservoir and outlet were also recorded to evaluate the influence of the 

electrode presence within the chamber. A fast current response was observed as soon as the 

metabolite-containing sweat reaches the detector. All on-body experiments were carried out with 

device outlet facing upward as contributions from gravity forces during sensing reservoir filling 

were found to be negligible. 
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5.1.3 Results and Discussion 

a. Principle and Design of Sweat Collector Microfluidic Epidermal Biosensor 

The reported, soft material-based wearable microfluidic electrochemical sensor device was 

composed of lithographically and screen-printed electrochemical sensors integrated in a 

microfluidic device for real-time sweat sampling and monitoring of target biomarkers (Figure 

5.1.1). 

The device consisted of three circular, flexible layers (2 cm diameter) offering skin 

conformity due to the inherent flexibility of PDMS. The device included a top 500 µm PDMS layer 

with the integrated electrodes (Figure 5.1.1 (Ai)), a 500 µm thick PDMS-base layer with four inlets 

and corresponding 300 µm height microfluidic channels directed to a 5 mm circular reservoir 

ending in an outlet opening (Figure 5.1.1 (Aii)). The device was applied to the skin using a 

medical-grade double-sided adhesive layer (Figure 5.1.1 (Aiii)), which provided a strong 

attachment of the device with the underlying skin. The nonporous adhesive layer included four 2 

mm diameter openings matching with the four 700 µm sweat collection inlets of the microfluidic 

PDMS layer. 

The prevalence of sweat glands across the body makes our skin a natural sweat pumping 

machine during exercise or heating periods37. Thus, the adhesion of a microfluidic device to the 

skin serves to capture freshly generated sweat to fill the microchannel network and detection 

reservoir containing the sensing electrodes (Figure 5.1.1 (B)). Such sweat uptake is driven by 

natural sweat gland pressures created by an osmolality difference between plasma and sweat, as 

well as capillary forces12. Certainly, some of the sweat pores in contact with the adhesive were 

occluded, influencing the final sweat rate. However, the sweat pores located within the 2 mm 
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diameter openings of the adhesive layer naturally pump generated sweat through the PDMS-based 

microfluidic device due to the short distance between the inlet of the microfluidic device and the 

sweat pore, considering the 100 µm thickness of the adhesive (Figure 5.1.1 (B), side view). The 

fresh sweat is then continuously wetting the microfluidic channels to rapidly reach and fill the 

detection reservoir. The 5 mm diameter detection reservoir included a top PDMS layer with 

incorporated sensing electrodes and a bottom PDMS layer with three equidistant 200 µm diameter 

pillars (Figure 5.1.1 (B)). The main function of these pillars was to maintain the structural stability 

of the sensing reservoir, avoiding collapse of the electrode layer38. The absence of pillars could 

result in decreased volume of the reservoir, changing the reproducibility of both the reservoir 

volume and the working area available for the detection reactions (Figure 5.1.3). Due to the 

necessity of maintaining mechanical compatibility with the skin, a flexible PDMS (30:1 

base/curing-agent ratio) was used. However, due to the disadvantages of the reservoir collapsing 

as a result of the large reservoir diameter compared to the thin dimensions of the top PDMS layer, 

we applied two procedures to increase structural stability. These methods included the 

incorporation of micropillars within the reservoir to increase the stiffness locally26 and the use of 

a 50 µm rigid PDMS (10:1 base/curing-agent ratio) to increase the Young’s modulus of the 

microfluidic features, thereby increasing the stiffness into the channels. Finally, the sweat was 

driven to an outlet (200 µm wide by 300 µm height), which allowed continuous replenishment of 

the sweat fluid and minimized back pressure. 

The three-electrode sensing system was based on lithographically fabricated and gold-

based current collectors with screen-printed carbon Prussian Blue working and counter electrodes, 

along with Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode (Figure 5.1.2). The working electrode transducer was 

modified with the corresponding oxidase enzyme layer to impart the desired selectively toward the 
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target analyte (Figure 5.1.1 (C)). The generation of hydrogen peroxide by the glucose or lactate 

enzymatic reactions was monitored amperometrically. A flexible printed circuit board (PCB) 

Bluetooth controller, integrated with the electrochemical detector, enabled real-time wireless 

transmission of the data to a laptop (Figure 5.1.1 (C)). 

 

Figure 5.1.3 Impact of micropillars on device operation. Impact on reservoir volume and fluid 
flow profile by (A) inclusion or (B) absence of micropillars within reservoir.  

The time required for filling the detector reservoir must be minimized to realize real-time 

monitoring and to measure temporal changes in sweat biomarker levels. Consequently, the 

dimensions of the microfluidic network were determined through theoretical calculations. The 

most underlying layer of the soft microfluidic sensing system was a medical adhesive, attached 

directly to the epidermis with 2 mm diameter openings designed for sweat harvesting (Figure 5.1.1 

(Aiii)). The openings isolated roughly four sweat glands when applied and confined to the lower 

back (containing 132 glands/cm2) to collect sweat fluid and preventing lateral flow of sweat from 

other locations39. The final design of the microfluidic device was optimized through mathematical 

modeling of the fluid flow within each portion of the device, assuming fluid properties of water 

and a sweat rate of 20 ηL/min per gland40. 

Careful consideration was given to the layout of the microchannel network and, in 

particular, to the detection reservoir size and to the number of inlets necessary for achieving its 
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rapid filling. The design of the reservoir was constrained by the dimensions of the enclosed sensing 

electrodes (Figure 5.1.1 (B)). Thus, a 5 mm diameter detection reservoir allowed convenient 

placement of the sensor along with minimal dead volume. Once the dimensions of the inlet, outlet, 

channels and sensing reservoir were defined, the number of inlets was optimized. Increasing the 

number of inlets increases the area used to collect sweat and the total system volume. The time to 

fill the device was theoretically calculated using different numbers of inlets (Figure 5.1.4). While 

a single inlet would require more than 30 min to fill the entire device, this time decreased 

significantly upon increasing the number of inlets to a maximum of six. At greater than six inlets, 

a plateau of ∼8 min filling time was reached, indicating that the increased area of enclosed sweat 

pores did not compensate the larger volume of the microchannel network. In our final microfluidic 

device, we selected to use four inlets (Figure 5.1.4 (A), inset) as a greater number of inlets 

promoted mechanical instability of the adhesive layer due to the close proximity of openings, 

which could cause sweat leakage. The four-inlet configuration allowed rapid sweat sampling 

without greatly increasing system volume, and hence led to a short reservoir filling time. 

Figure 5.1.4 (B) displays time-lapse analysis of the sweat flow profile within the 

microfluidic device applied to the lower back of a healthy volunteer during exercise activity (in 

the absence of sensing electrodes). Since the temperature and exercise conditions can change the 

sweat rate41 and, consequently the filling time of the detection reservoir, identical conditions were 

maintained between trials. The data shown in Figure 5.1.4 was obtained under intense and constant 

cycling conditions at constant room temperature (24 °C). The dried blue dye, drop-cast into each 

inlet (time lapse at 0 min) began to dissolve at the start of sweat flow (time lapse at 6 min). The 

presence of micropillars within the sensing reservoir decreased the void volume and caused the 

sweat to fill the reservoir in a specific defined pattern. The flow grew radially through the center 
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of the reservoir (time lapse at 7, 8, and 10 min), as was theoretically predicted in the streamline 

pattern and model of sweat filling air channels (Figure 5.1.4 (Ci) and Figure 5.1.5 (A)). After 12 

min, the sensing chamber was completely filled, and as predicted in the theoretical calculations for 

the 4 inlet system (Figure 5.1.4 ), the sweat reached the outlet within less than 15 min. Considering 

the total empty (void) volume of the device (8.72 µL) and the time to complete reservoir filling 

(13.4 min), the actual sweat flow rate was experimentally estimated to be 0.66 µL/min; assuming 

four sweat pores in each inlet, the minimum flow rate per gland was estimated to be 0.04 µL/min. 

Simulation of two phase sweat/air filling of the device (Figure 5.1.4  (Ci) and Figure 5.1.5 (B)) 

showed accordance with experimental time-lapses in absence of electrodes within the reservoir 

(Figure 5.1.4  (Cii)). The observed filling time was a significant improvement relative to previous 

reports on epidermal sweat sampling platforms. Specifically, our system demonstrated more than 

twofold improvement over similar sweat monitoring microfluidic devices, which showed filling 

times ranging between 18 min and 3.2 h12, 26. 

After judicious designing of the PDMS microfluidic device for the sweat sampling and 

analysis, the overall effect of the electrochemical sensor (present in the detection reservoir) on the 

sweat flow was analyzed. The printed electrode acted as a physical barrier to fluid flow, changing 

the flux profile. Without the sensor, the flow was only disturbed by the presence of the micropillars 

(Figure 5.1.4 (Ci) and (Cii)). With the inclusion of the sensing electrodes within the detection 

reservoir, the flow deviated around the walls of the reservoir to the center of the chamber (Figure 

5.1.4 (Cii) and Figure 5.1.6 (B)). Identical behavior was observed when a potential was applied to 

the sensor (Figure 5.1.6 (C)). The presence of the electrode also decreased the time to fill the 

reservoir. The total empty volume of the device decreased by 5.5% (from 8.72 to 8.24 µL), when 

considering the electrode dimensions. Furthermore, it is worth noting that in the presence of 
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electrodes, the replacement of the sweat started at 13 min (see dilution of the blue dye, Figure 5.1.4 

(C)), while without the electrodes the entire device was still filling. In agreement with the 

experimental data, the simulated flow profile demonstrated that the flexible microchip design 

allowed a constant fluid replacement. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.1.4 Theoretical simulation and experimental verification of required time to fill 
microfluidic reservoir. (A) Simulated plot of time required to fill microfluidic reservoir with 
varying number of inlets. Inset: scheme of microfluidic configuration used. (B) Photographs of the 
time required to fill designed microfluidic reservoir using optimized four-inlet design with sweat 
generated through exercise. (C) Time lapses from Video S1 after 0, 7, 10, and 13 min of exercise 
using the optimized four-inlet design: (i) theoretical simulation in the microfluidic system, and 
experimental data (ii) without electrodes and (iii) with electrodes in the detection reservoir. Blue 
food coloring was placed at each inlet prior to on-body application. Scale bar, 5 mm. 
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Figure 5.1.5 Simulated fluid flow profiles within microfluidic system. (A) Velocity contour at the 
microchannel network mid plane and streamlines originating from inlet. (B) Pressure contour at 
the microchannel network mid plane. Systems (i) without and (ii) with electrode.  
 

In order for this microfluidic electrochemical sensing system to efficiently operate as a 

wearable epidermal device, the conformity to physiologic substrates is essential. For this reason, 

we examined the influence of mechanical strain permutations upon the integrity of the device. The 

lithographically fabricated PDMS-based device exhibited resilient mechanical characteristics 

under repeated cycles of bending and stretching using physiologically relevant conditions (Figure 

5.1.6). Indeed, the physical appearance and electrode connectivity of the microfluidic platform 

showed no apparent change after 20 repeated cycles of 20% stretching in vitro (Figure 5.1.6 (A)) 
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or on-body (Figure 5.1.6 (B)). The physical integrity and resiliency of the device were further 

confirmed through repeated cycles of 180° bending, with similarly no change observed. These 

attractive mechanical characteristics promoted facile application as an on-body continuous sweat 

analyte monitoring device, without concern of functional loss during operation. 

 
Figure 5.1.6. Physical integrity analysis of microfluidic platform. Microfluidic system with 
incorporated electrodes (i) before, (ii) during, and (iii) after 20 repeated cycles of 20% stretching 
in vitro (A) and on the body (B). Scale bar, 5 mm. 

 

b. In Vitro Characterization of the Microchip Electrochemical Biosensors 

The analytical performance of LOX- and GOX-modified Prussian Blue electrodes was 

evaluated first using flow injection analysis (FIA) with amperometric detection in connection to 

the flexible electronic interface (Figure 5.1.7 (Aiii)). Such detection was achieved through 

enzymatic oxidation of the target analytes coupled with electrochemical monitoring of the 

hydrogen peroxide product at Prussian Blue-containing screen-printed electrode transducers 

(Figure 5.1.7 (A)). Artificial sweat was pumped at 200 µL/min to the microfluidic system. In the 

initial evaluation of the LOX-modified electrode, four consecutive 20 µL injections of lactate 
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solutions of increasing concentrations (from 4 to 20 mM) in artificial sweat were monitored under 

potentiostatic conditions at −0.1 V vs Ag/AgCl (Figure 5.1.7 (Bi)). These microfluidic biosensors 

displayed well-defined peak currents that increased linearly with the lactate concentration, and 

with the corresponding calibration plot displaying good sensitivity (29.6 µM/µA) and linearity (R2 

= 0.98). Repeated injections of 12 mM lactate (n = 8) showed a low RSD of 1.2%, indicating 

reproducible flow profile and stable LOX-based electrode (Figure 5.1.7 (Ci)). Similar flow-

injection microchip studies were performed for glucose biosensing (Figure 5.1.7 (Bii)). Evaluation 

of the response of the GOX-based detector to varying glucose concentrations (from 2 to 10 mM) 

in artificial sweat under potentiostatic conditions (at −0.1 V) showed a highly linear concentration 

dependence (R2 = 0.99). The precision for glucose detection was estimated from repeated 

injections of 10 mM glucose (n = 8), which yielded a RSD of 1.6% (Figure 5.1.7 (Cii)). Both the 

glucose and lactate microchip detectors displayed fast response time and rapid return to the 

baseline, with no carry over between successive samples. The latter confirmed the absence of 

mixing and reflected the facile sample removal from the detector compartment. Slow pumping 

conditions (20 µL/min), mimicking the low flow rate of the on-body sweat analysis, were also 

examined at a low glucose concentration expected in sweat, indicating a favorable limit of 

detection of 50 µM. Overall, the well-defined current response of both the lactate and glucose 

biosensors indicated a good performance of the new microchip detectors and of the integrated 

supporting miniaturized electronics over physiologically relevant concentration ranges. Flow 

injection operation is expected to offer precalibration of the wearable microfluidic biosensor prior 

to the on-body operation, as desired for quantitative analysis. This will require adjusting and 

compensating the sensor response to variations in temperature, flow rate and pH2, 42. 
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Figure 5.1.7 Flow injection analysis in the soft microfluidic device. (A) Schematic representation 
of enzyme-based electrochemical biosensing mechanisms for (i) lactate and (ii) glucose. (iii) 
Schematic of the flow injection analysis system. (B) Amperometric response for (i) 4, 8, 12, 16, 
and 20 mM lactate and (ii) 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mM glucose at the Prussian Blue enzyme modified 
electrode. (C) Reproducibility of the response for (i) 12 mM lactate and (ii) 10 mM glucose 
solutions. Applied potential, −0.10 V (vs Ag/AgCl). Artificial sweat pumped at 200 µL/min. 

c. In Situ Sweat Monitoring with Human Subjects with Integrated Wireless Electronics 

On-body real-time monitoring of sweat lactate and glucose levels was performed to test the 

soft microfluidic device in practical scenarios using two healthy human subjects in compliance 

with the UCSD-approved IRB protocol. Temporal changes in sweat lactate and glucose levels were 

measured over time, during ∼20 min of indoor fitness cycling (Figure 5.1.8). The continuous 

monitoring of the amperometric sweat lactate response from the two subjects with the LOX-

modified flow detector, showed a sharp increase of the current signal as the sweat sample enters 

and fills the detector reservoir (Figure 5.1.8 (Bi) and (Bii)). In all cases, negligible faradaic currents 

were observed at the initial period of exercise, varying from 750 to 850 s, reflecting the delayed 

sweat filling process and the different sweat rates of the subjects. A rapid increase in the current 

response was observed as soon as the reservoir is filled and the lactate-containing sweat reaches 

the detector. Sharp current spikes (∼4 µA for both subjects) were observed for both subjects upon 

complete filling of the reservoir, with the signals reflecting temporal sweat lactate levels to provide 
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the real-time fitness profile of the subjects (Figure 5.1.8 (Bi) and (Bii)). The largely different 

current signals (compared to the FIA operation of Figure 5.1.7) reflect the combination of various 

factors that affect the amperometric response, including largely different flow rates, temperature 

and pH, as was demonstrated in other studies2, 42. As expected for physical exertion19, the lactate 

signal increased significantly during such intensive exercise activity and decreased at extended 

periods, leading to dynamic lactate profile toward individual fitness monitoring. As reported 

previously, different lactate profiles reflect differences in the fitness level, particular muscular 

fatigue among such individuals19, 43. The selectivity of the lactate biosensor toward sweat lactate 

detection was validated by concurrent measurements using an “enzyme-free” control biosensor. 

As expected, negligible current signals were observed during the entire exercise period without 

the LOX-modification (Figure 5.1.8 (Bi) and (Bii), dotted lines), confirming that the response of 

the LOX-modified biosensor was solely from the presence of sweat lactate and not from other 

sweat constituents. Such remarkable selectivity reflects the coupling of the specific enzymatic 

reaction with the selective amperometric transduction at the Prussian Blue electrode8, 18. 

Similarly, sweat glucose levels were continuously monitored during exercise using GOX-

modified electrodes in two healthy subjects (Figure 5.1.8 (Ci) and (Cii),). Two sets of sweat 

glucose monitoring experiments were carried out for each subject: before meal (red line) and after 

a meal (black line) using the enzyme-modified electrodes to probe the capability of our 

microfluidic system of distinguishing temporal changes in sweat glucose levels. Similar to lactate 

trials, a sharp increase in the detected amperometric current was observed (∼ –8 µA) upon 

reservoir filling (at 800 and 500 s, for subjects A and B, respectively), due to closing of the 

electrochemical circuit by sweat. The greater magnitude of the initial increase in current response, 

relative to that observed with lactate sensors (despite the lower sweat glucose levels relative to 
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lactate), is attributed to surface or residual glucose levels35. As such contaminating glucose 

concentrations are present not only on the skin surface, but also within the skin sweat ducts and 

sweat pores prior to continuous fresh sweat generation, the ability of the microfluidic device for 

rapid removal and replacement of contaminated sweat is crucial to the development of accurate 

glucose monitoring in sweat. This result also highlighted the necessity for extensive skin cleaning 

procedures prior to sweat glucose sensing. Hence, device application sites were thoroughly cleaned 

with rubbing alcohol prior to attachment in each trial. In previously reported sweat collection 

systems, data obtained over an initial time period (∼10 min) were omitted from reports due to 

related surface contamination findings2, 35, 44. In agreement with these early studies ignoring the 

response during the initial time periods, we relied here on the amperometric glucose response after 

contaminated sweat was removed (passed through the detector) upon continued cycling (Figure 

5.1.8 (Di) and (Dii))35, 44. Analytically useful glucose data could thus be obtained using the 

microfluidic device 15–20 min after initial filling of the detection chamber, reflecting the arrival 

of fresh sweat and hence the actual physiological glucose levels (Figure 5.1.8 (D)). These delayed 

data (Figure 5.1.8 (C), highlighted zoomed area) showed clear differences in the response before 

and after a meal (Figure 5.1.8 (D), b vs a, respectively). This demonstration of rapid sweat 

sampling and replacement with fresh sample represents an improvement compared to slow device 

filling rates of previous systems12, 26. These results indicated distinct changes in the current 

response when glucose concentration varied in the subjects and before and after a meal. The trend 

of the microfluidic electrochemical glucose sweat was in agreement with these blood glucose 

values (not shown). Evaluation of the on-body selectivity of the microfluidic device was performed 

by using a GOx-free transducer. The data confirmed that the observed current was solely the result 

of the glucose enzymatic glucose detection and not due to other sweat constituents (Figure 5.1.8 
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(Di) and (Dii), dotted line). Note also the absence of the large initial glucose (contamination-related) 

response in enzyme-free trials. Overall, the results of Figure 5.1.8 illustrate the potential of the 

epidermal microfluidic biosensors to provide temporal evaluation of sweat biomarker 

concentrations during continuous and noninvasive fitness and health monitoring. The on-body 

sensing should be coupled with a pre- and/or post-calibration of the detector to facilitate the 

quantitation process in connection to FIA operation (e.g., Figure 5.1.7). 

 
Figure 5.1.8 Real-time on-body amperometric response for sweat metabolites. (A) Depiction of 
on-body device configuration applied to the lower back of the subject during trials. (B) Continuous 
lactate monitoring with LOX-modified electrode (blue full line) and control (LOX-free) electrode 
(dotted line) for (i) subject 1 and (ii) subject 2. (C) Continuous glucose sensing analysis with GOX-
modified electrode before meal (red full line) and after meal (black full line), as well as control 
without GOX-modification (dotted line) for (i) subject 1 and (ii) subject 2. (D) Zoom of steady-
state current response from (C) the GOX-modified detector before a meal (b, red full line) and 
after A meal (a, black full line), as well as control without the GOX-modification (c, dotted line) 
for (i) subject 1 and (ii) subject 2 during 900–1200 s. All amperometric experiments were carried 
out by applying −0.1 V (vs Ag/AgCl) during physical exercise on a stationary bicycle and data 
wirelessly transmitted to a computer. 
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5.1.4 Conclusions 

We have demonstrated a new skin-mounted microanalytical flow system, integrating a soft 

sweat sampling microfluidic system with microfabricated electrochemical flow detectors for 

continuous real-time monitoring of sweat metabolites. Theoretical modeling enabled optimization 

of the microchannel layout toward fast sweat flow rate and short device filling time. The device 

endures repetitive mechanical deformations experienced by the epidermis. Combined with small 

and flexible printed electronic (potentiostatic) circuitry for controlling the entire operation and 

wireless real-time collection of data, the new soft device provides selective monitoring of sweat 

glucose and lactate during cycling exercise. On-body evaluations with volunteer subjects illustrate 

the attractive on-body electrochemical flow detection capabilities in a variety of sweating 

conditions. Such new capabilities address the sweat mixing and carry-over challenges of common 

skin-worn chemical sensors10, 45. Future efforts will also focus on large scale investigation aimed 

at understanding the metabolic correlation of glucose content in sweat vs blood, toward a potential 

sweat-based glucose screening method. Further steps will ensure accurate quantitation of these 

sweat biomarker levels, in connection to correcting the effects of temperature, pH,2 ion content, 

and flow rate42. The lightness of the entire device and the continuous sweat flow and replenishment 

during exercise could facilitate both short- and long-term fitness studies. The new skin-conforming 

microfluidic chemical sensing system can be readily expanded to the real-time noninvasive 

monitoring of other sweat biomarkers, paving the way for a new generation of soft electrochemical 

wearable microfluidic systems, combining natural sampling and continuous monitoring, for 

healthcare and fitness applications. 
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This chapter is based, in part, on the material as it appears in ACS sensors, 2017, by Aida 

Martin, Jayoung Kim, Jonas F. Kurniawan, Juliane R. Sempionatto, Jose R. Moreto, Guanda Tang, 

Alan S. Campbell, Andrew Shin, Min Yul Lee. Xiafeng Liu, and Joseph Wang. The dissertation 

author was the primary investigator of this paper. 
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